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ABSTRACT 
NANOCARBON/ELASTOMER COMPOSITES: 

CHARACTERIZATION AND APPLICATIONS IN PHOTO-MECHANICAL 
ACTUATION 

 
Robert James Loomis III 

 
April 2, 2013 

Materials that change shape or dimensions in response to external stimuli are 

widely used in actuation devices. While plenty of systems respond to heat, light, 

electricity, and magnetism, there is an emerging class of light-driven actuators based on 

carbon nanostructure/elastomer composites. The addition of nanomaterials to elastomeric 

polymers results not only in significant material property improvements such as 

mechanical strength, but also assists in creating entirely new composite functionalities as 

with photo-mechanical actuation. Efficient photon absorption by nanocarbons and 

subsequent energy transduction to the polymeric chains can be used to controllably 

produce significant amounts of pre-strain dependent motion. Photo-mechanical actuation 

offers a variety of advantages over traditional devices, including wireless actuation, 

electro-mechanical decoupling (and therefore low noise), electrical circuit elimination at 

point of use, massive parallel actuation of device arrays from single light source, and 

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor / micro-electro-mechanical (CMOS/MEMS) 

compatible processing. Applications of photo-responsive materials encompass robotics, 

plastic motors, photonic switches, micro-grippers, and adaptive micro-mirrors.
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The magnitude and direction of photo-mechanical actuation responses generated 

in carbon nanostructure/elastomer composites depend on applied pre-strains. At low 

levels of pre-strains (3–9%), actuators show reversible photo-induced expansion while at 

high levels (15–40%), actuators exhibit reversible contraction. Large, light-induced 

reversible and elastic responses of graphene nanoplatelet (GNP) polymer composites 

were demonstrated for the first time, with an extraordinary optical-to-mechanical energy 

conversion factor (M) of 7–9 MPa/W. Following this demonstration, similar elastomeric 

composite were fabricated with a variety of carbon nanostructures. Investigation into 

photo-actuation properties of these composites revealed both layer-dependent, as well as 

dimensionally-dependent responses. For a given carbon concentration, both steady-state 

photo-mechanical stress response and energy conversion efficiency were found to be 

directly related to dimensional state of carbon nanostructure additive, with one-

dimensional (1D) carbon nanotubes demonstrating the highest responses (~60 kPa stress 

and ~5 × 10-3% efficiency at just 1 wt% loading) and three-dimensional (3D) highly 

ordered pyrolytic graphite demonstrating the lowest responses. Furthermore, 

development of an advanced dispersion technique (evaporative mixing) resulted in the 

ability to fabricate conductive composites. Actuation and relaxation kinetics responses 

were investigated and found to be related not to dimensionality, but rather the percolation 

threshold of carbon nanostructure additive in the polymer. Establishing a connective 

network of carbon nanostructure additive allowed for energy transduction responsible for 

photo-mechanical effect to activate carbon beyond the infrared (IR) illumination point, 

resulting in enhanced actuation. Additionally, in the conductive samples photo-

conductivity as a function of applied pre-strain was also measured. Photo-conductive 
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response was found to be inversely proportional to applied pre-strain, demonstrating 

mechanical coupling. 

Following investigation into photo-mechanical actuation responses between the 

various carbon forms, use of these composite actuators to achieve both macroscopic as 

well as microscopic movement in practical applications was evaluated. Using dual 

GNP/elastomer actuators, a two-axis sub-micron translation stage was developed, and 

allowed for two-axis photo-thermal positioning (~100 µm per axis) with 120 nm 

resolution (limitation of the feedback sensor) and ~5 m/s actuation speeds. A 

proportional-integral-derivative control loop automatically stabilizes the stage against 

thermal drift, as well as random thermal-induced position fluctuations (up to the 

bandwidth of the feedback and position sensor). Nanopositioner performance 

characteristics were found to be on par with other commercial systems, with resolution 

limited only by the feedback system used. A mathematical model was developed to 

describe the elastomeric composite actuators as a series of n springs, with each spring 

element having its own independent IR-tunable spring constant. Effects of illumination 

intensity, position, and amount of the composite actuator illuminated are discussed. This 

model provided several additional insights, such as demonstrating the ability to place not 

just one, but multiple stages on a single polymer composite strip and position them 

independently from one another, a benefit not seen in any other type of positioning 

system. 

Further investigation yielded interesting and novel photo-mechanical properties 

with actuation visible on macroscopic scales. Addition of a third component (thermally 

expanding microspheres), produced a new class of stimuli-responsive expanding polymer 
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composites with ability to unidirectionally transform physical dimensions, elastic 

modulus, density, and electrical resistance. Carbon nanotubes and core-shell acrylic 

microspheres were dispersed in polydimethylsiloxane, resulting in composites that 

exhibit a binary set of material properties. Upon thermal or IR stimuli, liquid cores 

encapsulated within the microspheres vaporize, expanding the surrounding shells and 

stretching the matrix. Microsphere expansion results in visible dimensional changes, 

regions of reduced polymeric chain mobility, nanotube tensioning, and overall elastic to 

plastic-like transformation of the composite. Transformations include macroscopic 

volume expansion (>500%), density reduction (>80%), and elastic modulus increase 

(>675%). Additionally, conductive nanotubes allow for remote expansion monitoring and 

exhibit distinct loading-dependent electrical responses.  

Compared to well-established actuation technologies, research into 

photo-mechanical properties of carbon-based polymer composites is still in its infancy. 

Results in this dissertation demonstrate some of the enormous potential of light-driven 

carbon-based composites for actuation and energy scavenging applications. Furthermore, 

mechanical response dependence to carbon nanostructure dimensional state could have 

significance in developing new types of carbon-based mixed-dimensional composites for 

sensor and actuator systems. As the fabrication processes used here are compatible with 

CMOS and MEMS processing, carbon-based polymer composites allow for not only 

scaling actuation systems, but also ability to pattern regions of tailorable expansion, 

strength, and electrical resistance into a single polymer skin, making these composites 

ideal for structural and electrical building blocks in smart systems. Continued 

development of carbon-based polymer composites will extend the promising potential of 
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light-driven actuation technologies and will serve as a catalyst to inspire continued 

research into energy conversion devices and systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Motivated by an ever-increasing need for application-specific, small-scale, and 

custom-made actuation technologies, the past century has witnessed an explosion in this 

area of scientific research. Disciplines ranging from metallurgy1 to chemistry2, 

mechanical engineering3, and chemical engineering4 have all made major strides in 

development of novel materials capable of small-scale actuation. Corresponding 

advancements in fields such as electrical engineering5, optics6, and physics7 have 

provided a wealth of innovative means to power such actuators. Advancements in the 

fields of micro and nanotechnology8, providing both new materials9-11 as well as 

fabrication processes12-14, however, have enabled actuation and positioning devices to be 

created not only with unprecedentedly high accuracies and resolutions15, but also on size 

scales scarcely imaginable just decades ago16-18. Biomedical applications provide perhaps 

some of the most potent examples of this ongoing micro- and nano-actuator revolution. 

For example, micro- and nano-actuation technologies are being applied in targeted drug 

delivery systems19-21, employed as implantable devices to augment failing organs22, and 

used for capture of circulating tumor cells towards early metastatic cancer detection23. 

Moving beyond biomedical applications, recent years have also seen impacts of 

nanopositioning systems in areas as diverse as scanning probe microscopy24,25, 

metrology26,27, advanced manufacturing27,28, biological processes29, materials science30, 
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high density storage/memory31,32, and precision machining33,34. While the most common 

nanopositioning systems are capable of positioning below ~1 nm and employ 

piezoactuated flexure-based systems with feedback control35,36, nanopositioning systems 

based on ferroelectrics37, shape memory alloys38, electrostrictive materials39, dielectric 

elastomers40,41, liquid crystal elastomers42, and conducting polymers43 have also been 

demonstrated. As each material offers a unique set of properties, incorporation into 

positioning systems result in a combination of benefits and compromises. For example, 

conducting polymer actuators are quite interesting as they offer high strains at low 

operating voltages44 and can exhibit performance characteristics equaling or exceeding 

those of natural muscle45. Disadvantages such as long time constants46 and premature 

breakdown, however, hinder some practical applications47. Likewise, piezoelectric 

systems, the current workhorse of nanopositioning systems, are capable of sub-nanometer 

positioning35,36; but low maximum strains require complex actuator stacks in order to 

realize larger displacements48. While all of these various actuation technologies are 

impressive, introduction of new types of materials that provide even more innovative 

capabilities are needed to expand the scope of next-generation high-performance and 

low-cost nano-positioning/nano-manipulation applications.  

Recent additions to the existing family of actuation materials include 

nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs)49 and porous metallic nanoparticles50 as 

they exhibit large stresses and strains from low voltage electro-mechanical actuation. 

Similarly, both single- (SWNT) and multi-wall CNT (MWNT) composites have been 

reported to undergo light-driven, or photo-mechanical, actuation51,52. As such, CNTs, as 

well as other forms of graphitic nanocarbons, present intriguing possibilities for use as 
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actuation materials not because of their electro-mechanical properties, but rather because 

of their photo-mechanical characteristics53-55. Compared to 

electrically/thermally/ionically/phase-transition driven actuators, light-driven actuators 

have several advantages including wireless/remote actuation, displacement control using 

infrared (IR) intensity modulation (controlling number of photons), electrical-mechanical 

decoupling (and therefore low noise), elimination of electrical circuits at the point of use, 

and massive parallel actuation of device arrays from a single light source. Photo-

mechanical actuators already have demonstrated possible applications encompassing 

photonic switches56, micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS)-based micro-grippers for 

object manipulation57,58, robotics59, plastic motors60, and adaptive micro-mirrors61. These 

applications, combined with recent research in CNT/elastomer51,52,62-65 and 

graphene/elastomer photo-actuators 53-55 have generated renewed excitement in photo-

active materials and their application as micro-/nano-optomechanical systems57,58,61. 

Since graphene’s 2004 discovery9, atomically thin carbon films have been the 

subject of intense research and their incredible physical properties well documented, 

including thermal conductivity66, mechanical strength67, and quantum hall effect at room 

temperature68. Two-dimensional (2D) graphene crystals have shown unique layer 

dependent properties, such as saturable absorption69, linear monochromatic optical 

contrasts70, and electric field-assisted band gaps for graphene bi-layers71. A single 

graphene layer absorbs ~2.3% of incident light independent of its wavelength and 

reflectivity is low (<0.1%)72. The absorbance of multilayers of graphene at photon 

energies greater than ~0.5 eV should be additive73. Photo-thermal mechanisms suggest 

that optically induced thermal gradients will result in a linear increase in photo-current 
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response with increasing laser intensity74. Because of these properties, graphene presents 

an intriguing material in high performance polymer composites. For example, 

graphene/polymer composites are gaining attention for use in light-weight applications 

including sports equipment, wind turbines, aircraft composites, and medical implants75. 

While numerous articles report on graphene-based composites, most of these 

actually used graphene-like sheets derived from graphite oxide (GO) or graphite 

intercalation compounds (GICs). GO- and GIC-derived fillers in polymer matrices can 

exhibit high electrical conductivities76, high Young’s moduli77, and easily be 

functionalized to compliment host polymer properties78. While GO- and GIC-derived 

filler materials report electrical conductivities better than those reported for nano-clays79, 

however, these are often lower than values reported for single-wall CNT fillers80. 

Secondly, graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) and graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have 

properties that are dependent on number of layers, such as saturable absorption69, linear 

monochromatic optical contrasts70, and electric field-assisted band gaps71, which are not 

exhibited in GO- and GIC-derived materials. These interesting properties call for a 

thorough investigation of graphitic nanocarbon-based composite photo-mechanical 

actuators and their potential applications.  

Therefore, goals of this dissertation are: (1) develop carbon 

nanostructure/elastomer composites with ability to undergo photo-mechanical actuation; 

(2) investigate the mechanisms responsible for photo-mechanical actuation; (3) 

investigate effects of number of graphitic layers in the dispersed carbon nanostructures on 

realized photo-mechanical actuation and efficiency; (4) investigate photo-mechanical 

stress and efficiency responses according to carbon nanostructure dimensional state; (5) 
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develop fabrication processes to disperse the various types of carbon nanostructures 

within the elastomeric matrix; (6) develop a simple spring-mass mathematical model of 

photo-mechanical actuation and compare this model to experimental data; and (7) 

demonstrate practical device applications of photo-mechanical actuation in both the 

micro and macroscopic realms. To analyze and present these goals, this dissertation is 

organized into the following chapters: 

 Chapter 2 provides background into the various types of carbon nanostructures used 

and evaluates existing micro- and nano-actuation technologies.  

 Chapter 3 details for the first time, intrinsic photo-mechanical actuation of 

GNP-based polymer composites. These photo-mechanical actuators showed 

reversible and repeatable light-induced elastic expansion and contraction.  

 Chapter 4 compares photo-mechanical responses between GNP and single layer 

graphene (SLG) and reports on composite stress responses, elastic moduli, and 

efficiencies, which were observed to depend on the number of graphene layers in the 

2D crystal.  

 Chapter 5 provides further investigation into photo-mechanical actuation responses in 

various types of carbon nanostructure/polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composites. 

Utilizing an evaporative mixing fabrication method, carbon/polymer composites were 

made with one-dimensional (1D) multi-wall carbon nanotubes, 2D single-layer 

graphene, two and a half-dimensional (2.5D) GNPs, and three-dimensional (3D) 

highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Dimensionally dependent 

photo-mechanical stress responses and efficiency in response to near-infrared (NIR) 

illumination are reported. Furthermore, photo-mechanical actuation kinetics and their 
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relationship to the percolation threshold are presented, showing a shift from localized 

response (nonconductive composite) to global response (conductive composite). 

Following this thorough characterization of nanocarbon/elastomer composites’ photo-

mechanical properties, research shifted to practical demonstration of micro- and 

macro-scale photo-mechanical actuators. 

 Chapter 6 presents development of a ternary composite system based on carbon 

nanotubes and thermally expanding microspheres dispersed within an elastomer 

matrix that exhibits ability to visibly and macroscopically unidirectional transform 

properties (strength, conductivity, density, and volume) in response to IR stimuli.  

 Chapter 7 demonstrates application of photo-mechanical actuation in a two-axis sub-

micron resolution translation stage. The positioner is feedback-controlled by 

differential illumination of opposing composite elastomer actuators, which 

automatically stabilizes the stage against thermal drift as well as random thermal-

induced position fluctuations (up to the bandwidth of the feedback and position 

sensor).  

 Chapter 8 presents insights into the physics behind photo-mechanical actuation 

principles by presenting derivation of a spring-mass model for composite actuation 

and a comparison of this model to experimental data. Additionally, application of the 

model to both single- and multi-stage positioning systems are discussed.  

 Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation, and provides several suggestions 

regarding future direction for continued work on photo-mechanical nanocarbon-based 

composite actuators.  
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The following list summarizes a variety of original contributions to the field of 

photo-mechanical actuation that resulted from this research: 

(1) Demonstration of photo-mechanical effects in graphene nanoplatelets-based 

polymer composites for the first time, including an extraordinary optical-to-

mechanical energy conversion factor of 7–9 MPa/W. 

(2) Development of new dispersion method for difficult to separate nanocarbons into 

polymer matrixes (evaporative mixing). 

(3) Direct correlation between increasing photo-mechanical stress and increasing 

efficiency with reducing dimensionality of binary carbon/elastomer composites. 

(4) Discovery that actuation and relaxation kinetics in carbon/elastomer composites are 

not a function of dimensionality, but rather related to the percolation threshold of 

carbon nanostructure additive in the polymer. Establishing a connective network 

was found to change photo-mechanical stress in the composite from a local (fast) to 

global (slow) response. 

(5) For composites greater than the percolation threshold, showing that 

photo-conductive response was inversely proportional to applied pre-strain, 

demonstrating electrical-mechanical coupling. 

(6) Development of a ternary expanding microsphere/CNT-based stimuli-responsive 

composite with ability to unidirectionally transform physical dimensions (>500% 

volume increase), elastic modulus (>675% increase), density (>80% reduction), 

tunable electrical response, and overall elastic to plastic-like transformation.  

(7) Variety of demonstrations of how ternary expanding microsphere/CNT composites 

could be used (a) to design circuits with controllable resistance, (b) to fabricate 
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actuator elements which enable both contractive as well as expansion actuation, and 

(c) in conjunction with multi-layer patterning methods for on-demand structural 

components. 

(8) First practical demonstration of a two-axis sub-micron translation stage. Utilizing 

dynamic modulation of multiple independent infrared sources placed along the 

actuators which enabled differential control over polymeric chain 

stretching/contraction. 

(9) Development of a spring-mass model of photo-mechanical actuation. Simple 

carbon/elastomer composite actuators are modeled as a series of springs, each with 

its own independently controllable (via IR illumination) spring constant. 

This work resulted in several journal publications, including: 

[1]  Loomis, J., Xu, P., Fan, X., Fletcher, M., Cohn, R. W. & Panchapakesan, B. 
Graphene/elastomer composite-based photo-thermal nanopositioners. Nature 
Scientific Reports. (in press). 

[2] Loomis, J., Xu, P. & Panchapakesan, B. Stimuli-responsive transformation in 
carbon nanotube/expanding microsphere-polymer composites. Nanotechnology. 24, 
185703 (2013). 

[3]  Xu, P., Loomis, J., Bradshaw, R. D. & Panchapakesan, B. Load transfer and 
mechanical properties of chemically reduced graphene reinforcements in polymer 
composites. Nanotechnology. 23, 505713 (2012). 

[4] Xu, P., Loomis, J., King, B. & Panchapakesan, B. Synergy among binary (MWNT, 
SLG) nano-carbons in polymer nano-composites: a Raman study. Nanotechnology. 
23, 315706 (2012). 

[5] Xu, P., Loomis, J. & Panchapakesan, B. Photo-thermal polymerization of 
nanotube/polymer composites: Effects of load transfer and mechanical strength. 
Applied Physics Letters. 100, 131907 (2012). 
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[6] Loomis, J. & Panchapakesan, B. Dimensional dependence of photomechanical 
response in carbon nanostructure composites: a case for carbon-based mixed-
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND REVIEW 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a new type of photo-mechanical actuator based on graphitic carbon 

forms mixed in polymeric materials has demonstrated extraordinary mechanical response 

in SLG/polymer53, GNP/polymer54, and CNT/polymer composites51,52,57,58,63,65,81, thus 

revilitializing interest in photo-mechanical actuation. All of these new graphitic carbon 

forms have been widely synthesized, with their structure, electronic, and optical 

properties characterized9,10,82-84. Photo-mechanical actuators have already shown possible 

applications encompassing photonic switches56, robotics59, plastic motors60, 

micro-opto-mechanical grippers57,58, and adaptive micro-mirrors61. While past research 

has extensively studied physical properties of synthetic graphitic nanostructures and their 

composites, none has focused on exploiting dimensional state (1D, 2D, or 3D) of the 

carbon nanostructure in the composite to affect an overall mechanical response. This 

expanded focus could enable not only new types of mechanical actuators based on carbon 

nanostructure dimensionality, but also a variety of opto-electronic devices based on 

mixed-carbon nanostructures. 

Of these devices, the most interesting are those based on carbon nanostructure 

additives dispersed within PDMS, a common silicone elastomer. Carbon/PDMS 

composite photo-mechanical actuators have demonstrated both expansive as well as
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contractive mechanical responses. The extraordinary ability to both expand (at low 

applied pre-strains) and contract (at high applied pre-strains) is due to a phenomenon 

known as rubber elasticity. Discovered by Gough in 1805 and confirmed by Joule in 

185985, they observed that rubber under a constant strain reversibly contracts upon 

heating. Homogeneously dispersing carbon nanostructure additives within the polymer 

provides an efficient mechanism for thermal energy transduction from photons to 

polymeric chains; therefore, structures fabricated from carbon/PDMS composites can be 

selectively pre-strained to achieve a desired response type. For example, at low applied 

pre-strains (< ~10%), the load on the composites is less than the thermoelastic inversion 

point; therefore, composite samples exhibit expansion upon NIR illumination. At high 

applied pre-strains (> ~15%), however, NIR illumination and subsequent heating invokes 

a contractive response. This effect, combined with the ability to tailor polymeric 

properties through incorporation of carbon nanostructure additives, makes photo-

mechanical actuation in nanocarbon/polymer composites both interesting and potentially 

a new vehicle for exploiting rubber elasticity in actuator applications. 

2.2 CARBON NANOSTRUCTURES 

Carbon, the fourth most abundant element in the universe86, plays a vital role not 

only cosmically in interstellar evolution87, but also terrestrially both as a fundamental 

building block of life88 as well as in cutting edge man-made devices such as sensors and 

actuators89,90. Carbon exists in various forms, or allotropes, with the best known being 

graphite, diamond, and amorphous carbon91. Allotropes have a wide variety of unique 

properties, for example, hardness, which ranges from 10 for diamond92 (Mohs mineral 

hardness scale) to just ~1.5 for graphite93. For thousands of years, these two forms were 
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the only known carbon allotropes91. Recently, in addition to the discovery of altogether 

different allotropes, synthetic carbon forms have expanded the already known families. 

For example, synthetic graphitic carbon forms such as buckyballs94, nanotubes10, and 

graphene9 have emerged as some of the most widely researched materials during the past 

decade due to interesting physical properties, which include extraordinary mechanical 

strengths95, high electron mobilities96, room temperature quantum Hall effect97, and 

optical absorption72,98-100.  

Graphitic carbon forms are comprised of hexagonal rings of carbon atoms joined 

by hybridized sp2 bonds101. SWNTs are hollow 1D tubes of carbon atoms with nanometer 

diameters and lengths in the micron range, while MWNTs can be thought of as two or 

more concentric SWNTs [Figure 2.1(a)]10. SLG is an atomically flat 2D sheet of carbon 

atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice [Figure 2.1(b)]9. Few-layer graphene (FLG), or 

GNPs, are comprised of ~3–5 atomic layers of graphene102. Due to this layering, they can 

be thought of as 2.5D nanostructures [Figure 2.1(c)]. Finally, anything greater than ~10 

sheets of carbon atoms is considered a 3D thin graphite film [Figure 2.1(d)]103.  

While all of these structures are chemically identical, their material properties can 

be markedly different – one of the underlying reasons for this investigation into carbon 

nanostructure-based composites. Far from being the only incentive, however, a host of 

other motivations also exist, including: (1) Carbon nanostructures are efficient at light 

absorption and subsequent energy transduction to polymeric chains, thus enabling 

resulting composites to undergo photo-mechanical actuation. (2) Carbon nanostructures 

introduce improved mechanical properties to the PDMS matrix. Hence, evaluation of 

differences in resulting photo-mechanical properties between carbon forms will allow for 
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Figure 2.1. Atomic nanostructure detail for various graphitic carbon forms, with blue 

coordinate system arrows indicating degree of dimensionality, and different colors used 

to illustrate different layers of carbon atoms: (a) MWNT, a 1D material; (b) SLG, a 2D 

material; (c) GNP, a 2.5D material; and (d) graphite, a 3D material.  

creation of application-specific composites. (3) Conductive properties of carbon 

nanostructures can be used to introduce sensing properties into the composites, resulting 

in the ability to sense and actuate in a single solid state material. (4) Use of 

nanostructured materials in general is still in its infancy, and therefore of enormous 

scientific interest104. (5) Perhaps most importantly, the sp2 bonding configuration results 

in interesting material geometries well suited for creating different dimensional forms, 

making carbon-based composite research interesting from both science and application 

aspects. 

The plethora of multiple graphitic carbon forms is due to the sp2 carbon bonds 

found in graphite, carbon nanotubes, and graphene. The importance of this bond on 
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resulting material properties can be highlighted by comparing graphite to diamond 

(another carbon allotrope). While diamond contains tetrahedral sp3 carbon bonds 

resulting in a strong overall isotropic 3D structure, graphite has triangular sp2 bonds, 

which in turn form discrete carbon layers (graphene layers) within the macroscopic 

material105. Individual layers within graphite are stacked at ~3.354 Å spacing, contain 

hexagonal arranged carbon atoms at symmetrical ~1.421 Å and 120° atom-to-atom 

spacing and bond angles respectively106, and are held together through weak van der 

Waals forces (lack of covalent bonds between layers helps make graphite an ideal 

material in applications such as lubricants)105,107. Interlayer forces in graphite are 

estimated to range between 0.97 – 5.0 kcal/mole106, resulting in the ability to easily 

cleave graphite along its basal planes. Graphite layers can stack in either hexagonal 

(A-B-A-B) or rhombohedral (A-B-C-A-B) arrangements (as Figure 2.2 shows), with 

hexagonal arrangements being much more prevalent107. This layering further results in 

highly anisotropic material properties in graphite, such as high electrical/thermal 

conductance in plane (within the individual carbon layers) but poor out of plane (between 

layers). For example, thermal conductivity within a graphite layer is ~20 W/°CK, about 

200 times higher than conductivity between layers106. Additionally, monocrystalline 

graphite films have been shown to withstand currents >108 A/cm2 108. Finally, chemical 

reactants can reside in-between graphitic carbon layers and form compounds known as 

GICs, which in turn can be exfoliated upon application of heat105.  

A majority of research into fundamental graphite properties has been conducted 

using either naturally occurring single-crystal graphite or pyrolytic graphite (PG)105. 

Problems with these forms, however, include both small size of naturally occurring  
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Figure 2.2. Hexagonal and rhombohedral graphite layer stacking arrangements109. 

single-crystal graphite, as well as the presence of crystalline defects and elemental 

impurities; thus, HOPG is used in most current graphite research110. HOPG is a 

polycrystalline material containing highly ordered stacked graphene sheets, with 

dimensions of ~1–10 µm (parallel to the basal plane) by > 0.1 µm (perpendicular to the 

basal plain)111. HOPG is produced through heat treating and annealing of pyrolytic 

carbon (exact material properties of HOPG are dependent on preparation methods and 

conditions112) and results in material properties such as electronic, thermal, and 

l-to-mechanical energy conversion of ~7 � �MPa/W  HYPE110, thus making it an ideal 

for research applications. Interestingly, as the number of graphitic layers is reduced, the 

resulting material (known as FLG or GNPs) has hybrid properties between those of bulk 

graphite and single-layer graphene113. As with graphite, stacking geometry of stacking 

and number of layers in GNP strongly affects electron transport properties113. One 
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method of producing graphene nanoplatelets is through a process known as a split plasma 

technique, which opposed to wet chemical methods of nanoplatelet production, is not 

thought to degrade the structural integrity and mechanical strength of the 

nanostructures114.  

Regarding use of carbon nanostructures in composites, for a given filler material, 

macroscopic composite material properties depend on the carbon-polymer interface115. 

With all other factors being equal, as the number of graphitic layers in the carbon 

nanostructure decreases, effectiveness as a reinforcement material in a polymer 

composite should increase. The fewer graphitic layers per nanostructure, the more carbon 

surface area is available for bonding with the polymer matrix – giving rise to increased 

strength, more efficient energy transduction, and higher elastic modulus. Figure 2.3(a) 

shows that for a hypothetical amount of graphitic carbon nanostructure, the drastic 

decrease in exposed carbon surface area available for bonding with the matrix as the 

number of stacked graphene layers increases. Figure 2.3(b) shows the same relationship 

but with a log-log scale, which more clearly illustrates the 2D, 2.5D, and 3D regions. As 

number of graphitic layers is reduced, eventually only a single 2D atomic layer of carbon 

atoms will remain – yielding single layer graphene. The SLG used in this dissertation was 

obtained by chemical reduction of graphene oxide (rGO). Reduction is a process that 

serves to remove the oxygen-containing groups and decrease the number of crystalline 

defects in the graphene oxide116,117. While material property improvements are realized, 

however, it is not possible to remove all the residual functional groups and defects; thus, 

reduction results in a material with “graphene-like” properties rather than true or 

“pristine” SLG116. As opposed to chemical reduction, production of pristine SLG can be 
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accomplished through mechanical exfoliation of HOPG or via chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD); both these methods result in pristine graphene sheets with near perfect atomic 

structures, and excellent thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties116. While 

mechanically exfoliated or CVD grown graphene is preferred, high costs and low yields 

limit practical applications. Alternatively, the low-cost, simple reduction method makes 

SLG obtained from rGO ideal for large-scale usage, such as in photo-mechanical 

composites presented in this dissertation. 

 

Figure 2.3. Carbon nanostructure surface area as a function of graphitic layers. (a) Plot 

shows decreasing surface area as number of graphitic layers increases. (b) Log-log scale 

enables clear distinction of SLG (2D), GNP (2.5D), and graphite (3D) regions.  

While a variety of studies have been conducted into mechanical and electrical 

properties of SLG and GNPs, research into optical and opto-electronic properties is less 

mature117. The advancement of research has been complicated somewhat by 

demonstration that optical properties of zero-dimensional (0D, buckyballs) and 1D 

(CNTs) carbon nanostructures do not necessarily predict those of 2D and 2.5D 

carbons117. Interestingly, and as opposed to most phenomena in condensed matter 

physics, graphene opacity can be described solely by using fundamental constants – and 
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is not dependent on material properties118. In IR-to-visible wavelengths, a single 

graphene layer absorbs , or about 2.3% of incident light, and reflectivity is low 

(<0.1%)72. The variable  represents the fine structure constant and is equal to e2/ ħc 

(where e is elementary charge, ħ is reduced Plank constant, and c is speed of light)118. 

The relatively large (for a single atomic layer) absorption of graphene is due to two 

unique properties – namely, the 2D massless fermions and conical band structure119. 

Furthermore, and of importance when modeling GNP-based composites, is that the 

absorbance of multilayers of graphene at photon energies greater than ~0.5 eV should be 

additive73,118. Less than ~0.5 eV, universal absorption characteristics do not apply118. 

Photo-thermal mechanisms suggest that optically-induced thermal gradients will result in 

a linear increase in photo-current response with increasing laser intensity74, however, 

saturable absorption limits maximum useable IR illumination intensity. For example, 

with photon excitations of < 1.55 eV (work presented in this dissertation uses ~1.45 eV), 

the maximum possible electron density is ~5.8  105 /µm2 119. Once this limit is reached, 

the graphene layer will have 100% transmittance to additional incoming photons119. This 

phenomena illustrates ability to tailor photo-mechanical response in carbon-based 

composites by either changing the number of layers in the composite, or altering IR 

illumination intensity, thus making carbon-based graphitic nanostructures an ideal 

material for studying photo-mechanical actuation in polymer-based composites.  

2.3 MICRO/NANOACTUATOR TECHNOLOGIES 

Actuation materials and technologies perform useful work in response to a variety 

of external stimuli, converting energy (thermal/phase, electrical, magnetic, optical, 

mechanical/acoustic, and chemical/biological120) into useable work. Due in part to 
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various benefits and drawbacks of each type of technology, there currently exists a vast 

array of solid-state actuation materials across an ever-increasing spectrum of research 

applications and commercial devices. Application specific requirements such as (1) 

force/stroke, (2) lifetime, (3) efficiency, (4) environmental conditions, (5) size/weight 

restrictions, and (6) response times help narrow the field and dictate specific material 

selection121. While advancement of actuation technologies has been important throughout 

history, only the last century, which through exploitation of exotic material properties, 

has witnessed the largest introduction of new solid-state technologies. For visual 

reference, Figure 2.4 shows some major advancements/milestones in actuation 

technology and approximate number of years since first demonstration. Implications of 

improved actuation materials and technologies extend well beyond daily conveniences; 

for example in biomedical applications, more than 100 million humans have at least one 

major internal medical device122. Concurrently with introduction of new material 

technologies, improvements in processing and fabrication techniques have resulted in 

increasing importance and focus on MEMS and nano-electro-mechanical system (NEMS) 

compatible applications. A corresponding “device size” curve is included in the figure 

that demonstrates this relationship. As more and more commercial MEMS and NEMS 

devices come online, actuation technologies that lend themselves preferentially to scaling 

and application in semiconductor friendly processes hold unique advantages. Therefore, 

new technologies offering high performance operation, as well as compatibility in batch 

fabrication processes (enabling low-cost, high scalable manufacturing), will be ideal for 

use in next generation micro- and nanoactuation systems. 
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Figure 2.4. Relative timeline of actuation technologies. The bar graphs compares amount 

of time since some notable actuation technologies/milestones123-132. 

Additionally, evaluating some of the breakthroughs responsible for new actuation 

technologies, Figure 2.5 shows coupling between applied input and resulting output as a 

function of different effects. Some effects are well known, such as the application of heat 

that results in a corresponding temperature change (which is a function of the material’s 

specific heat). Other effects, such as magnetostriction (change in material shape in 

response to a magnetic field), however, represent much more recent discoveries and 

hence possibilities for new applications. Several of these most notable materials are 

discussed in the following paragraphs, and summarized in Table 2.1. Due to the 

importance of optically-induced effects, light-driven actuation is covered in a separate 

sub-section of this chapter.  
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Figure 2.5. Coupling of various effects in smart materials/structures121,129. 

Piezoelectric. In1880, brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie first discovered that 

some materials develop surface electrical charges in response to application of physical 

pressure131. Eventually coined the “piezoeffect”(electricity resulting from mechanical 

pressure) and “return piezoeffect” (elastic deformations due to application of voltage in 

piezoelectric materials)133, significant progress was made throughout the rest of the 19th 

century134. While fruitful, however, it nonetheless took 37 years of research to progress 

from initial discovery to first practical application – a marine echo depth sounder 

invented in 1917 by French physicist Paul Langevin134. Since then, piezoelectric devices 

have established themselves as critical components across a swath of industries, with the 

market for piezoelectric actuators estimated to hit $12.3 billion by 2014135. Some of these 

applications include as actuators in small-scale insect-inspired robotics136; for substrate 

motion control in atomic force microscopes (AFM)137; as transducers in commercial and 
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military sonar systems138; variety of biomedical uses ranging from implantable sensors139 

to endoscopic surgery140; for material deposition in inkjet printers141; to harvest energy 

from vibration sources142; and as accelerometers and resonators in mobile phones and 

tablets143.  

The piezoelectric effect occurs in certain crystals that experience change in 

dimensions due to application of an electric charge144,145. A common piezoelectric 

material is lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT), with the term PZT thus used to refer to 

piezoelectric materials in general145. A PZT material contains electric dipoles arranged in 

random directions145. The natural tendency of these dipoles to an applied electric field, 

therefore, is to cancel each other out upon application of an electric field, consequently 

resulting in no net change to the PZT dimensions145. In order to enact usable piezoelectric 

responses from the material, the material must be heated above its Curie temperature and 

a strong electric field applied in a process called poling145. This stage results in alignment 

of the dipoles that become permanently fixed upon cooling. When the poled ceramic is 

subjected to a small electric field (at temperatures less than the Curie temperature and 

electric field small compared to the poling field), the aligned dipoles produce 

macroscopic expansion along the poling axis and contraction perpendicular to this axis145. 

Piezoeletric materials typically exhibit high response frequency and actuation efficiency, 

but also have low output strain and work output146.  

While piezoelectric actuators encompass a host of useful properties, such as 

subnanometer resolution147; fast response time (microsecond time constants); vacuum 

compatibility; and solid-state actuation, they also present several significant drawbacks 

and tradeoffs. For example, while piezoelectric actuators can be used at cryogenic 
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temperatures148, they have relatively low maximum temperatures (must maintain 

significant margin of safety below the Curie temperature)144. In terms of energy, 

piezoelectric actuators have low power consumption (static operation does not consume 

power), but a continuous driving voltage is required to maintain displacement. Depending 

on actuator configuration, large forces can be generated but only at small strains of ~0.1 

to 0.2% (stack configuration); whereas large displacements are possible but only at low 

forces (bending configuration). Furthermore, piezoelectric actuators require high driving 

voltages144 while a nonlinear force-stroke results in inability to maintain constant force 

throughout the entire range of motion149 – both are additional considerations for 

implementation. 

Shape memory alloy (SMA). SMA is a generic term given to a class of materials 

that “remembers” its original shape and can be reverted back to this shape by heating the 

SMA above a characteristic transformation temperature145. SMAs are considered to be 

one of the major components in emerging smart technologies150. Chronologically, the 

history of shape memory materials began in the early 1930’s with the first observation of 

the pseudoelastic effect Au-Cd alloy132, it wasn’t until the early 1960’s when the shape 

memory effect was discovered in near-stoichiometric Ti-Ni alloys that the engineering 

importance began to be realized150,151. The majority of SMAs are based on 

nickel-titanium (Ni-Ti) alloys and referred to as Nitinol, which is a term comprised from 

these elements and “Naval Ordnance Laboratory”, where the discovery was first made152.  

SMAs’ unusual memory behavior is a result of temperature-induced austenite-to-

martensite phase transformation152. Depending on alloy constituents, SMAs can be 

inexpensive, fabricated with common metalworking techniques, and have a tunable  
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Table 2.1. Comparison of general characteristics between different actuation 

technologies. 

Actuation 
Technologies Advantages Disadvantages 

Driving 
source Applications 

Shape memory 
alloy146,152-154 

 High force-to-weight 
ratio 
 Large strains 
 Variable shapes 

 Actuation loss and 
fatigue over repetitive 
cyclic loading 
 Low energy 
efficiency 
 Slow response times 

 Thermal  Robotic 
grippers 
 Hinges 

 

Piezoelectric134,144,145  High actuation 
frequencies 
(~kHz range)  
 Low aging effects 

 Low strains (~10–3) 
 Large hysteresis 

 Electric 
field 

 Ink jet printers 
heads 
 AFM stage 
 Speakers 

Magnetostrictive144,155  Large forces at small 
displacements 
 Low aging effects 
 Fast response (~µs) 

 Nonlinear behavior 
 Low efficiency 
 Large hysteresis 
 Low strains (10–4)  

 Magnetic 
field 

 Vibration 
control 
 Sonar 
transducers 
 Linear motors 

Electrorheological 
fluid144,145 

 High speed 
activation  
 Low required current 
(but at high voltages) 

 Limited size scaling 
capabilities  
 Difficult to model, 
therefore empirical 
required 
 Subject to dielectric 
breakdown, limits 
energy density (0.001 
J/cm3) 

 Electric 
field 

 Hydraulic 
values 
 Tunable 
dampers 
 Friction 
devices 
 Shock 
absorbers 

Magnetorheological 
fluid144,145 

 Fast response (ms) 
 Large, controllable 
yield stress 
 Two orders of 
magnitude less active 
fluid than an ER 
 Less power source 
restrictions than ER 
 Low sensitivity to 
temperature effects 
and contamination 

 Particulate settling 
 Limited lifetime due 
to fluid thickening 

 Magnetic 
field 

 Hydraulic 
values 
 Tunable 
dampers 
 Friction 
devices 
 Shock 
absorbers 

Electroactive 
polymers144,156 

 Large category 
encompassing 
various technologies 
 High strains 
 Low driving voltage 

 Low stress 
 Low response speed 
 Low efficiency 
 Low durability 

 Electric 
field 

 Artificial 
muscles 
 Micro/nano 
positioners 
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transformation temperature145. Ease of fabrication allows for use of SMAs in a variety of 

form factors, such as thin films, wires, and particles150. Other benefits include high 

recovery forces, large recoverable output strains, different actuation modes (bending, 

torsion, etc.), and high work output per unit mass146; however, slow response times and 

low efficiency limit practical applications of SMAs146.  

Magnetostriction. Similar to the piezoelectric effect, magnetostriction is 

deformation of a body in response to a change in magnetization, brought about by 

application of a magnetic field157. Interestingly, all materials that are magnetic exhibit 

some degree of magnetostriction; however, giant magnetostriction occurs in a much 

smaller population of those containing rare earth elements157. Upon application of an 

external magnetic field, magnetic domains within the material that are aligned with the 

external field will grow, while other domains will be reduced155. One advantage of 

magnetostrictive materials is low process temperatures during fabrication158. 

Magnetostrictive materials are found in a variety of applications, including vibration 

control, sonar transducers, and linear motors155. 

Electrorheological (ER) or magnetorheological (MR) fluids. ER and MR fluids 

are terms given to mixture of small (~1 – 10 µm) particles that are dispersed at wt% of up 

to 50% within an insulating base oil (typically mineral or silicone oil)144,145. When an 

electric or magnetic field is applied transverse to the direction of fluid motion, an 

interaction is caused between the particles, oil, and applied field resulting in increase in 

resistance to fluid flow144. In the absence of an electric or magnetic field, the 

fluid/particle suspensions exhibit Newtonian fluid characteristics with shear stress () 

given by ƞ  145. Application of an electric field (E) to an ER fluid, or a magnetic 
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field (H) to a MR fluid, results in formation of particle “chains” or fibrils in the direction 

of the field145. When fluid flow normal to the direction of the electric or magnetic field is 

applied, fibril chains are broken and must reform. Continuous breaking and reforming of 

chains causes a force that resists the fluid motion, resulting in a controllable shear 

stress145. The majority of industrial applications of ER and MR fluids involve exploiting 

the controllable shear stress of these fluids to vary the coupling or load transfer between 

moving parts145; however, ER and MR fluids must keep particles in suspension within the 

fluid, requiring the use of additional chemicals or mechanical agitation.  

2.4 OPTICALLY DRIVEN ACTUATORS 

Because photons cannot induce large forces in any solid state actuation materials, 

optically driven actuators are a relatively new addition to the library of micro and 

nanoactuation technologies. Nonetheless, inherent advantages of optically driven 

materials have proven useful on micro and nanosize scales, and thus are considered 

critical components in a variety of future nanoscale-sized devices159. As compared to 

electrically/thermally/acoustically/chemically driven actuators, optical actuation has 

advantages including wireless/remote actuation, displacement control using 

phase/intensity/polarization effects, electrical-mechanical decoupling allowing for 

separation of actuator and power source (ideal for use in hazardous or explosive 

environments), good scaling capabilities, and massive parallel actuation of device arrays 

from a single light source. Furthermore, optically driven materials can be classified into 

two categories based on their type of response, these categories are direct or indirect160. 

Direct methods use active photosensitive materials in which photon absorption causes an 

internal molecular change resulting in alterations of material properties, an example being 
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use of light to alter electrostatic forces and cause actuation160. Advantages of direct 

actuation include faster response, simpler device design, and lower light power 

requirements than indirect methods to induce actuation responses161. A major drawback, 

however, is that along with the lower power requirements, direct actuation mechanisms 

entail corresponding low generated forces. Since indirect photo-mechanical actuation 

utilizes secondary effects (photon-induced heating, photon-generated electrical current, or 

resistivity change160,161), indirect methods typically generate more actuation force than 

direct mechanisms160. For example, IR illumination-induced heating of an encapsulated 

gas, or causing a phase change in a material is an example of indirect optical actuation160. 

The heating and/or phase transformations mechanisms that indirect methods utilize, 

however, typically result in slower responses than direct actuation160. As device size 

shrinks, however, quasi-fundamental scaling dependencies result in improved 

characteristics of indirect photo-mechanical actuation, making these methods as well as 

direct methods appealing for use in a variety of devices162. 

In spite of advantages presented by optical actuation and novel device 

possibilities, only a select number of systems exhibit these types of direct and indirect 

effects. The most well-known systems include: (1) azobenzenes, (2) chalcogenide 

glasses, (3) liquid-crystal elastomers, (4) photo-thermal actuation, (5) charge-induced 

photo-mechanical effect, (6) radiation pressure, and (7) optically-triggered shape 

memory. Table 2.2 presents a summary of major advantages and disadvantages in these 

materials, followed by several material-specific discussions. 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of general characteristics between different photo-actuation 

mechanisms. 

Systems Advantages Disadvantages 

Azobenzene159  Robust 
 Chemically stable 

 Low efficiency  
 (~10–16 % experimental) 
 Long relaxation time (hours) 

Chalcogenide 
glasses161,163,164 

 Highly reversible 
 Effect is wavelength selectable 
 Multitude of photo-induced effects 
possible 

 Slow response times 
 Small strains 

Liquid-crystal 
elastomers165 

 Fast response times (ms) 
 Large deformation (>60° bend angles) 

 Aging limits lifetime 
 Many require liquid environments 

Photo-thermal166,167  Larger forces possible than other 
optical methods 
 Ability to induce phase changes in 
material for increased actuation 
 Good size scaling characteristics 

 Slow 
 Inefficient 
 Requires cooling for reverse 
transformation 
 High illumination intensities 

Charge-induced 
photo-mechanical 
effect167 

 Faster response than photo-thermal 
 High frequency 

 Limited to nanoscale devices 
 

Radiation 
pressure160,168 

 Ability to increase force via reflective 
coatings 

 Limited to nano-scale devices 
 Potential opto-thermal stability 
problems 

Optical triggered 
shape memory169 

 Exhibit long term stability 
 Strain-recovery rate is comparable to 
that of photo-responsive shape-
memory materials 

 Requires long illumination times 
(~1.5 h) to active shape recovery  

 

Radiation pressure. While it has long been considered for use in spacecraft 

propulsion170,171, the advent of device scaling (using MEMS/NEMS processing) made 

radiation pressure a possible actuation technology terrestrially. Compared to other forces, 

effects of radiation pressure are almost insignificant viewed on macroscale scales, thus 

making space-based applications ideal. For example, radiation-induced effects measured 

on the Pioneer space probes launched in the early 1970’s showed a sun-induced 

acceleration substantially less than 8  10–8 cm/s2 172. Additionally, radiation pressure 

effects must be taken into account with orbiting satellites – such perturbations have been 

shown to introduce errors into global positioning system (GPS) readings173. 
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While the forces generated are incredibly small, electro-magnetic radiation 

nonetheless exerts a pressure on an exposed surface. The principle behind this 

phenomena is that light contains momentum, and when a photon is either reflected or 

absorbed by an incident body, momentum is transferred in the form of radiation 

pressure168. Momentum contained within a single photon (pph) is given in equation (2.1), 

where h is Planck’s constant, c is speed of light, and v is optical frequency160. Based on 

conservation of momentum, therefore, a reflective body will experience a force (Fref) 

equal to two times the illumination power (P) divided by the speed of light [equation 

(2.2)]160. Interestingly, in radiation absorption vice reflection– a surface will not 

experience any photon recoil momentum, and thus realize a force half that of the 

reflective surface. These equations show that the magnitude of the force is directly 

proportional to the illumination power. 

      (2.1) 

	 2    (2.2) 

 On MEMS-/NEMS-sized scales, small radiation pressures can have significant 

impacts. For example, Sulfridge et al demonstrate a bistable MEMS device168. Building 

on earlier radiation-based cantilever actuation devices174,175, they demonstrated a 

1000 µm long by 1 µm wide bistable beam with a buckling displacement of ~3 µm and a 

force required to toggle the device estimated to be ~50 pN 168. Based on equation (2.2), 

the 10 mW laser source used would provide ~67 pN, enough to toggle the device.  
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Photo-thermal. The most prevalent and mature optically-induced actuation 

mechanism is photo-thermal (literature on non-photo-thermal methods did not start 

appearing until the 1990’s168). Photo-thermal actuation is simply the transduction of 

electro-magnetic energy into heat, thus resulting in mechanical movement. While thermal 

responses can potentially be slower than those of other optical actuation methods, the 

combination of potentially large forces and simple device design makes photo-thermal an 

attractive actuation mechanism. Additionally, ease of size scaling results in means to 

design high-speed micro and nanosized photo-thermal actuators such that responses are 

either on par with or exceed other optical other mechanisms. Finally, since no material is 

perfectly reflective176, some electro-magnetic energy absorption will occur in any 

optically-powered device inevitably resulting in some, albeit small amount, of photo-

thermal actuation.  

Photo-thermal based actuators can take a number of different geometries; the 

most common methods include some combination of bimorph or differential thermal 

expansion setup177,178, encapsulated material that undergoes a liquid to gas phase 

change179,180, or simple thermal expansion/contraction in an unrestricted body53-55. For 

example, in a paper on bent-beam thermal actuators, Que et al by using localized thermal 

stresses were able to demonstrate forces up to ~ 1 mN, two to three orders of magnitude 

greater than other comparable devices181. While they utilized electro-thermal heating, a 

photo-thermal process could be easily substituted, providing both greater control and 

potentially increased force generation. In phase change applications, localized heating of 

an encapsulated liquid has been shown to induce a phase change resulting in lifting of a 

polysilicon plate ~140 µm182. 
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Chalcogenide glasses. Chalcogenide glasses are based on the addition of elements 

such as Ge, As, Sb, Ga to chalcogen elements (S, Se, and Te), which can be processed 

into a variety of forms, such as fibers, thin films, and bulk samples183. These materials 

demonstrate intrinsic photosensitivity leading to optically-induced changes184. Generally 

considered low-phonon energy materials that are transparent (visible to infrared range), 

chalcogenide glasses can be further doped with the addition of rare earth elements, 

leading to numerous different types of photo-induced effects183.  

Among the dozens of prominent photo-induced effects observed so far in 

chalcogenide glasses164, a variety are ideal for exploitation in actuation devices. The most 

relevant include: (1) Giant photo-expansion, whereas volume expansions of ~5% in a 

50 µm thick As2S3 film under 103 W/cm2 illumination have been reported163. While still 

somewhat speculative, the giant photo-expansion is attributed to volume expansion and 

fluidity185. (2) Contrasting to photo-induced expansion, photo-induced contraction has 

also been demonstrated. Using Ge-based glasses, they were able to show photo-induced 

volume contraction and photo-bleaching as opposed to the expansion and photo-

darkening inherent to As-based glasses186. (3) An anisotropic opto-mechanical effect has 

also been demonstrated, which is due to the preferential absorption and/or reflection of 

polarized light in an isotropic chalcogenide sample161. For example, Stuchlik et al 

fabricated a clamped microcantilever with an amorphous chalcogenide layer184. They 

found that exposure to and absorption of linearly-polarized light subsequently induced a 

differential anisotropic change in cantilever strain resulting in mechanical displacement. 

Interestingly, light polarized to parallel to the cantilever caused it to bend towards the 

light, while polarized light perpendicular to the cantilever caused a repulsive (downward) 
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displacement. On a 381 µm long cantilever with a 1 μm thick As40S35Se25 film, maximum 

displacements of 18.5 µm (~3°) were generated184. 

Liquid crystal elastomers. These are materials that utilize rubbery elastic 

properties of polymer elastomers and self-organizational properties of liquid crystals187. 

This combination gives liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) the ability to alter their shape by 

as much as 400% in response to environmental changes, such as chemical, temperature, 

and light160. LCEs are finding applications in various biomedical devices, lenses, and 

artificial muscle actuators188. Based on large dimensional changes that can result from 

electrochemical doping of assorted polymers (such as polypyrroles, polyanilines, 

polyalkylthiophenes, and polyarylvinylenes), conducting polymers can be made to 

exhibit actuation effects44. Dimensional changes in conducting polymers are attributed to 

the exchange of ions from the conducting polymer to the surrounding media, which is 

driven by an applied voltage144. Conducting polymers are being investigated for use in 

various sensors and micro/nano manipulation applications189. Assorted conducting 

polymers show actuation performance on par with stroke, efficiency, and force on par 

with human muscles160. Drawbacks include suffering from Faradiac processes including 

ionic diffusion, creating limitations on actuation rate and cycle life160. Many conducting 

polymer actuators also require a liquid environment, presenting difficulties in dry or 

vacuum environments160.  

While all of these optically-driven material systems are both incredibly interesting 

and of high scientific importance, this dissertation introduces a new type of photo-

mechanically actuated system that is based on carbon nanostructure/elastomer 

composites. Actuation is witnessed only through the homogeneous dispersion of various 
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types of carbon nanostructures within a PDMS silicone elastomer matrix. Upon IR 

illumination, photons are absorbed by the carbon nanostructures and heat energy is 

transferred to the polymeric chains, resulting in reversible and repeatable optically-

induced elastic expansion and contraction. The following chapter describes a 

GNP/PDMS system with an extraordinary optical-to-mechanical energy conversion 

factor of 7–9 MPa/W. This conversion factor is not only far greater than any form of 

carbon/PDMS samples tested to date, but also significantly larger than most materials 

that undergo photo-mechanical effects. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GRAPHENE-NANOPLATELET-BASED PHOTO-MECHANICAL ACTUATORS 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces a simple polymer composite system whose 

photo-mechanical responses to near infrared light are realized solely by incorporation of 

homogeneous dispersion of GNPs within a PDMS elastomer matrix. Actuation responses 

of GNP/PDMS composites depend on initial applied pre-strain: at low levels (3–9%), 

samples showed reversible expansion; at moderate levels (~10%), samples yielded 

negligible effect; and at high levels (15–40%), samples exhibited reversible contraction. 

For GNP/PDMS composites, these correspond to a photo-mechanical stress change 2.4 to 

3.6 times greater than any other carbon form tested. These stress changes reported are 

usable and recoverable work done by the actuators. An optical-to-mechanical energy 

conversion factor (M) of 7–9 MPa/W obtained during testing showed an extraordinary 

photo-mechanical effect larger than not only all other carbon-based composites, but also 

any other material that exhibits photo-mechanical effect. These intriguing results will 

help to inspire continued research towards the expansion of GNP-based micro and nano-

optomechanical systems. 
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Figure 3.1(a) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of GNPs 

deposited on a silicon wafer. During close examination, the GNPs were verified < 3 

layers, with diameters in the range of 1–2 µm. Figure 3.1(b) shows Raman spectroscopy 

comparison of plain PDMS polymer, GNP/PDMS composites, and CNT/PDMS 

composites. The Raman peaks of the PDMS are clearly visible in all three curves of 

Figure 3.1(b); the 1582 cm–1 and 2700 cm–1 peaks correspond to graphene. The radial 

breathing mode (RBM), graphite (G), and CNT-2D band (G’) are also clearly seen. The 

SEM and Raman spectroscopy confirmed high purity of these systems. Figure 3.1(c) 

presents the experimental setup schematic that shows test sample vertical orientation of 

 

Figure 3.1. GNP/PDMS photo-mechanical actuator characterization and testing. (a) SEM 

image of GNPs. (b) Raman spectroscopy shift of PDMS, GNP/PDMS and CNT/PDMS. 

(c) Layout of test dynamometer. 
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the test nanocomposite sample within the testing dynamometer assembly. See 

Appendix A for further information regarding composite sample preparation and test 

system setup. 

3.3 PHOTO-MECHANICAL STRESS AND KINETICS 

Figure 3.2(a) shows the typical photo-mechanical actuation and relaxation 

kinetics during a 3% pre-strain test. For each pre-strain (3–40%), test composites 

underwent 5 cycles of NIR illumination on for 60 s, followed by NIR illumination off for 

30 s. The magnitude of actuation was highly repeatable for each test sample. Photo-

mechanical responses started at time (t) = 0 s and became saturated at t = 5 s. Similarly, 

once the light is switched off, actuators undergo relaxation in t = 5 s. This is significantly 

fast actuation compared to past reports on CNT/PDMS actuators where the actuation 

achieved saturation at t = 10–15 s62. The dependency of actuation and relaxation 

responses as a function of time were also examined, with experimental data fit to simple 

exponential functions by incorporation of a fitting parameter (). The experimental 

actuation data was fitted with a simple exponential function of 1–exp[– (t/)], while the 

relaxation data was fitted with exp[– (t/)]. Both actuation and relaxation responses 

followed Debye characteristics62. Figure 3.2(b) shows the experimental actuation 

response and associated fitting function when   1.7 s. Figure 3.2(c) shows the 

experimental relaxation response and fitting function when   2 s. When normalized to 

account for the magnitude of change in stress, actuation and relaxation responses for all 

GNP/PDMS test composites were nearly identical. The fast actuation and relaxation of 

GNP/PDMS composites in both expansive and contractive modes suggests unique 
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Figure 3.2. Photo-mechanical responses and actuation kinetics of GNP/PDMS 

composites. (a) Typical photo-mechanical stress response of GNP/PDMS actuator 3% 

pre-strains. (b–c) Actuation and relaxation of GNP/PDMS actuator, respectively. 

actuation mechanism for GNP/PDMS actuators. Unlike CNT/PDMS actuators which 

follow a compressed exponential function for actuation62, GNP/PDMS actuators were 

found to not only follow a simple exponential function during both actuation and 

relaxation, but also exhibit about a three times faster response. Secondly, the actuation 

kinetics of the CNT/PDMS actuators followed a compressed exponential function only 

above the percolation threshold62. For values lower than the percolation threshold, at 

~0.02 wt% concentration of the nanotubes in the PDMS matrix, the actuation was far 

slower with time constants of actuation greater than 20 s for achieving saturation62. This 

shows the dependence of actuation kinetics on the number of interconnected nanotubes in 

the matrix. In marked contrast and regardless of the sample concentrations, GNP/PDMS 

actuators exhibit fast actuation and relaxation and the quality of the fit of the 
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experimental data follows a simple actuation and relaxation. This suggests that the energy 

transfer associated with photon absorption leading to subsequent expansive or contractive 

actuation and relaxation of the polymeric chains is a fast event which is unique to 

graphene and therefore a unique photo-mechanical mechanism. Such fast actuation and 

relaxation cannot be explained by simple thermodynamic considerations of steady-state 

heat flux from irradiated GNPs causing saturation of the photo-mechanical response. 

Identical response times for actuation and relaxation also suggest constant viscosity and 

modulus therefore maintaining the original configuration of the polymer. Future fast 

pump-probe experiments or AFM experiments with functionalized graphene sheets with 

single chain polymers can throw some light on the extraordinary energy transfer needed 

to explain this fast actuation and relaxation. 

Starting with a plain PDMS elastomer [Figure 3.3(a)] and progressing from 0.1 to 

5 wt% concentration GNP/PDMS composites [Figure 3.3(f)], each plot shows the photo-

mechanical response to 808 nm NIR illumination for a single 60-second cycle. Since the 

optical loss of PDMS in the NIR region is <0.5 dB/cm 190, the negligible response in the 

plain PDMS sample [Figure 3.3(a)] was expected. However, by a concentration of 

0.1 wt% GNPs [Figure 3.3(b)], the photo-mechanical effect becomes clearly observable 

through telltale expansion and contraction of the actuator. As all the composites 

exhibited, low pre-strain values resulted in film expansion and thus positive-induced 

stress, while high pre-strain values resulted in compression and thus negative change in 

stress. More concisely stated, weakly stretched composites show reversible expansion 

while highly stretched composites show reversible contraction51. From GNP  
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of increasing photo-mechanically induced stress change in 

GNP/PDMS composites as a result of NIR illumination for increasing GNP 

concentrations. (a) Plain PDMS. (b) 0.1 wt% GNP. (c) 0.5 wt% GNP. (d) 1 wt% GNP. 

(e) 2 wt% GNP. (f) 5 wt% GNP. 

concentrations of 0.1 wt% to 2 wt%, [Figures 3.3(b)–(e)], the magnitude of photo-

induced stress was observed to increase, reaching almost four orders of magnitude greater 

than the pristine PDMS polymer. By a concentration of 2 wt%, however, the photo-

mechanical response of the GNP/PDMS composites had become saturated. Comparison 
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with higher GNP concentration of 5 wt% [Figure 3.3(f)] showed only a marginal increase 

in magnitude of the stress. Therefore, photo-mechanical response of the 2 wt% 

GNP/PDMS composite sample was used as the benchmark for comparison throughout 

this chapter. The change from expansion to contraction in all samples is likely a result of 

orientational effects, similar to those seen in CNT-based actuators51. As applied pre-

strains increase overall test sample length, the GNPs within the PDMS polymer become 

more aligned/re-arranged with respect to one another. As a result, the macroscopic 

magnitude of photo-mechanical response is amplified.  

To compare the photo-mechanical responses of GNP/PDMS composites with 

other forms of carbon/PDMS composites, test samples were fabricated for GO/PDMS, 

CNT/PDMS, and pyrolytic carbon black (CB)/PDMS using identical fabrication 

methods. All samples underwent identical testing procedures to the GNP/PDMS 

composites, Figures 3.4(a)–(d) present these results. All forms of carbon displayed 

similar photo-mechanically induced expansion/contraction stress responses as the GNPs, 

although with varying magnitudes. Of these samples, GO/PDMS [Figure 3.4(a)] showed 

the smallest amount of actuation, from +2 kPa (3% pre-strain) to –9 kPa (40% pre-strain). 

This result also shows that studies of graphene-composites derived from GO materials are 

quite different from single, bi-layer, or few layer graphene. The magnitude of induced 

stress change in CNT/PDMS [Figure 3.4(b)] was slightly higher, from +4 kPa (3% pre-

strain) to –10 kPa (40% pre-strain). Finally, CB/PDMS [Figure 3.4(c)] exhibited a stress 

change from +7 kPa (3% pre-strain) to –14 kPa (40% pre-strain). The GNP/PDMS 

response [Figure 3.4(d)] magnitude of stress-induced change ranged from +14 kPa to –36 

kPa, an average of 4.5 times larger than that of GO/PDMS, 3.6 times CNT/PDMS, and  
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of photo-mechanically induced stress change in 2 wt% 

composites of various carbon forms. (a) Graphite oxide. (b) Carbon nanotubes. (c) 

Carbon black. (d) Graphene nanoplatelets. 

2.4 times CB/PDMS for the same fabrication methods. The similar magnitude of stress 

change seen in CNT/PDMS and CB/PDMS demonstrate the lack of dispersion of CNTs 

in the PDMS matrix acting like particles similar to CB rather than tubular filaments is 

due to short mixing times. Past reports have shown much larger stress increases for 

MWNTs than seen here62. In those studies, the MWNTs were shear mixed in a high shear 

laboratory mixer for minimum of 24 hours in the PDMS composite before fabricating the 

actuator. The resulting stress of σmax  50 kPa at 8 mW51,62 of absorbed power (Peffective) 

giving rise to a calculated M for CNTs of 6.25 MPa/W. In the present study, the 
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graphene was only shear mixed for 5 min before fabricating the actuator to obtain this 

extraordinary M of 7–9 MPa/W. It may be possible to obtain much larger M values with 

longer mixing times. In the present study however, this same short-time shear mixing 

procedure was followed for all carbon/PDMS composites, to enable a standardized 

comparison between different types of carbon/PDMS actuators. This procedure shows the 

relative ease at which the plate-like GNPs disperse in an elastomeric matrix such as 

PDMS compared to other carbon forms. The plate-like structure of GNPs may enable the 

individual layers to slide against the polymer, thus achieving rapid and uniform 

dispersion compared to filament-like CNTs that tend to roll up into particles in the short 

mixing time. For the GNP/PDMS actuators, when the actuation is translated into a stroke, 

this corresponds to a total strain of ~2–5%, significantly larger than lattice expansion or 

contraction alone191. It is clear that the photo-mechanical actuation of graphene is quite 

impressive compared to its other carbon counterparts. 

Figure 3.5(a) shows a comparison of the photo-mechanical response for three 

2 wt% GNP/PDMS samples at pre-strains of 3% and 40%. As shown in the figure, 

actuation and relaxation are relatively consistent throughout the samples with marginal 

dependence on the pre-strains applied, both in magnitude of actuation as well as response 

time. Figure 3.5(b) shows the photo-mechanical stress response versus applied pre-strain, 

with +1 kPa standard deviation error bars. At low pre-strains (under 15%), the standard 

deviation is less than 1.5 kPa, as pre-strain increases, so does the standard deviation, 

reaching a maximum of +5.4 kPa at 40% pre-strain. This suggests that as pre-strains 

increase, the orientational ordering of GNPs results in larger contraction of the actuator or 

better dispersed/aligned composites. Figure 3.5(c) presents the change in Young’s 
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modulus (E) as a function of GNP fractions dispersed in the polymer. A Young’s 

modulus increase of almost twice that of pristine PDMS elastomer was obtained192, and 

thus higher wt% GNP actuators are also stiffer. These results suggest that GNPs in 

PDMS produced not only a stiffer actuator but also an extraordinary optical-to-

mechanical energy conversion of 7–9 MPa/W. It is common knowledge that any type of 

energy conversion is associated with heating effects with only a fraction of energy used 

to provide useful work. Due to this effect, the macroscopic steady-state temperature 

increase in the actuators was studied. 

 
Figure 3.5. GNP/PDMS actuator characteristics. (a) Comparison of actuation response 

from 3 samples at 3% and 40% pre-strains. (b) Average actuation response versus pre-

strain with +1 standard deviation error bars. (c) Increase in Young’s modulus of the 

actuator with increase in GNP fraction. 
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3.4 TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP 

Laser irradiation on the GNP/PDMS composites was found to increase actuator 

temperature at the irradiation spot. The temperature decrease as a function of distance 

from the illumination source, therefore, was characterized for various GNP/PDMS 

composite concentrations. Figure 3.6 details this temperature rise for 0% pre-strain 

(sample length 50 mm) as well as 40% pre-strain (sample length 70 mm). As expected, 

the highest temperature increase also occurs at the highest GNP concentration (5% GNP, 

0% pre-strain). A ~75°C temperature rise quickly diminishes as distance from the 

illumination point increases. As pre-strain and thus sample length increase, the amount of 

graphene exposed to the fixed size irradiation spot decreases due to orientational 

ordering; and, therefore, thermal effects also start to diminish. At 40% pre-strain, the 

maximum temperature increase has fallen to ~60°C, a 15°C change compared to the 

unstrained sample. It should be pointed out that at large pre-strain, the overall magnitude 

of the actuation increase, while the temperature rise in the actuator decrease. This 

outcome possibly indicates that thermal effects may not be the only effect contributing to 

the overall actuation mechanism. It is believed that this response is a result of 

contributions from electrostatic, elastic, polaronic, and thermal effects that cause this 

impressive overall photo-response of GNP/PDMS composites similar to CNT/PDMS 

composites51,52,62.  

Exploring GNP/PDMS composites further, questions arise as to why GNP/PDMS 

performs better than the other carbon counterparts tested. While it is understandable 

GNPs performed better than CB and GO/PDMS mixtures, questions linger as to the 

reason for smaller amplitudes of photo-mechanical stress for CNT/PDMS. There are  
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Figure 3.6. Steady-state temperature measurements. Temperature decrease along the 

composites test samples as a result of distance from the illumination point. 0% pre-strain 

dimension and temperature response (left side) are compared with 40% pre-strain 

dimensions and temperature response (right side). 

several likely reasons for this which warrants further research. First, the 2D nature of 

GNPs enables sliding of individual platelets on top of one another and thus resulted in 

homogenous sample dispersions within a relatively short time (~5 minutes) shear mixing 

process. GNPs act like discrete 2D rigid plates. Due to similar atomic arrangement of 

carbon and crystal-like behavior, friction and interaction effects between the graphene 

platelets is expected to be negligible. However in CNT/PDMS composites, the short time 

shear mixing was not long enough to overcome the natural tendency of nanotubes to form 

bundles due to their enhanced inter-tube interactions, thus giving rise to smaller 

amplitudes of photo-mechanical stress. In other words, nanotubes exhibited “particle-
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like” behavior for short mixing times rather than that of a matrix of dispersed 1D tubes. 

Hence the photo-mechanical stresses exhibited by CNT/PDMS actuators were quite 

similar to CB/PDMS actuators for the short mixing time. Therefore, both matric 

orientation and percolation threshold is crucial for enabling high amplitudes of photo-

mechanical stress and faster kinetics for CNT/PDMS actuators64. Longer mixing times 

and more sophisticated dispersion methods are needed to separate the nanotubes from the 

bundles as well as rendering them oriented in the PDMS matrix.  

The maximum photo-mechanical stress change reported here corresponds to an 

optical-to-mechanical energy conversion factor, M of 7–9 MPa/W. This conversion 

factor is significantly higher than for commercial polymers, such as polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) whose calculated M value of ~97 kPa/W193, and azobenzene containing 

polymers and gels194. While rapid photo-mechanical actuation has been attained in 

azobenzene containing polymers195, practical applications are difficult due to dependency 

on precise location of the azobenzene moieties in dark as well as photo-plastic effects 

making it relax slowly, in ~10 minutes196. On the other hand, shape memory (SM) 

polymers are quite interesting. When SM polymers are elongated up to 20% followed by 

irradiation of the actuator at  = 260 nm for 60 minutes, this process releases the stress 

and causes relaxation169. Such prolonged stress relaxation, however, could lead to very 

long actuation time that is not practical for many commercial applications. Recently, 

LCEs have emerged as interesting polymers due to the polymeric network and liquid 

crystal anisotropic chain. Thermo-responsive LCEs have shown large contractions of 35–

40% throughout the phase transition with a force of 0.001 MPa/C, comparable to that of 

skeletal muscle197. Similarly ferro-electric LCE films have shown 4% strains at 
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1.5 MV/cm, making them expensive with respect to energy consumption42. Compared to 

these past reported actuators with impressive characteristics, the reversible contraction 

and expansion in GNP/PDMS provides fast actuation and relaxation; furthermore, 

actuation is elastic and samples actuate during light on and return to the original state 

within 5 s after light off. While past nanotube/PDMS composites have exhibited similar 

stresses as GNP/PDMS composites reported here62 for different fabrication recipes, 

nevertheless, GNPs are less expensive and far easier to disperse compared to CNTs in 

polymer matrix. With a high energy conversion ratio of 7–9 MPa/W, GNP-based 

materials could be one of the best material choices for future mechanical actuators, 

thermo-electric based devices, and solar energy converters.  

3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter reports large light-induced reversible and elastic responses of 

graphene-based/polymer composites. Homogeneous mixtures of GNP/PDMS composites 

(0.1–5 wt%) were prepared and their IR mechanical responses studied with increasing 

pre-strains. Using IR illumination, a photo-mechanically induced change in stress of four 

orders of magnitude as compared to pristine PDMS polymer was measured. Actuation 

responses of graphene polymer composites depended on applied pre-strains. At low 

levels of pre-strains (3–9%) the actuators showed reversible expansion while at high 

levels (15–40%) the actuators exhibited reversible contraction. GNP/PDMS composites 

exhibited higher actuation stresses compared to other forms of nanostructured 

carbon/PDMS composites, including CNTs, for the same fabrication method. An 

extraordinary optical-to-mechanical energy conversion factor (M) of 7–9 MPa/W for 

GNP-based polymer composite actuators is reported. 
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This study demonstrated the intrinsic photo-mechanical actuation of graphene-

based polymer composites. Actuation is witnessed only through the presence of 

graphene. Dispersion of GNPs into a PDMS silicone elastomer matrix resulted in a novel 

GNP-based photo-mechanical actuator that showed reversible light-induced elastic 

expansion and contraction. For a 2 wt% sample, a photo-mechanically induced change in 

stress of +14 kPa at low pre-strains, and –36 kPa at high pre-strains was successfully 

demonstrated. With an optical-to-mechanical energy conversion factor of                       

m ~7–9 MPa/W, GNP/PDMS composites have outperformed most photo-responsive 

materials, including all other carbon forms tested for the fabrication method described 

here. Looking forward into a variety of possible future applications of photo-mechanical 

actuators, one can develop surfaces that can undergo simultaneous expansion and 

contraction. On a small scale, this could be used for assembling surfaces to study 

mechanical forces on soft matter, such as biological materials such as cells, where the 

forces are delivered in non-contact manner using photo-mechanical actuation. On a large 

scale, thin films of GNP/PDMS polymer could be utilized as a fundamental smart 

material in adaptive skins. The temperature decrease with increase in pre-strains of the 

actuators could be useful for developing a new type of strain gauge owning to linear 

temperature change with strain. In the field of sensing, graphene based photo-mechanical 

actuators could be highly useful for sensing adsorbed molecules that result in a change of 

the actuator’s stress state. Finally, the distinct stress response states of the photo-actuators 

(positive, zero and negative) could be useful for designing and nano-mechanical memory. 

Instead of a cantilever gently touching the surface of the polymer pit to write, it could be 

stressed simultaneously at millions of points using single light source enabling nanoscale 
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photo-mechanical writing. Such photo-mechanical writing could be reversible and fast, as 

well as actuated through controlling the number of photons reaching the surface. 

 While these GNP/elastomer composite systems demonstrate unique photo-

mechanical actuation characteristics; thus making them interesting systems to study, it 

was not clear whether the number of graphitic layers contained within each the carbon 

nanostructure had a bearing on overall photo-mechanical response. To investigate these 

composite systems further, therefore, layer-dependent properties were studied, forming 

the basis of the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4 
LAYER DEPENDENT MECHANICAL RESPONSES OF GRAPHENE COMPOSITES 

TO NEAR-INFRARED LIGHT 
 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

While investigation into use of few layer graphene/polymeric composites 

(comprised of GNPs, ~5 layers) as photo-mechanical actuators was shown to demonstrate 

an impressive optical-to-mechanical energy conversion of ~7 MPa/W 54, many questions 

remain regarding the nature of photo-mechanical effects in graphene polymer 

composites. Photo-responsive difference between multi versus single layer graphitic 

crystal polymer composites is unknown. Optical absorption of graphene is ~2.3% per 

layer over the visible spectrum72. Rigid stack-like morphology and lack of inter-plate 

interactions of GNPs could mean that their dispersion properties and eventual photo-

mechanical response could be different in polymer composites compared to single layer 

graphene. 

4.2 RESULTS 

This chapter reports photo-mechanical responses in composites comprised of 

small quantities (0.01–1 wt%) of SLG dispersed within PDMS, a widely available 

commercial polymer. To evaluate layer dependency of responses, GNP/PDMS 

composites were fabricated and used as a basis for comparison. SLG was prepared 

through complete reduction of graphite oxide using modified Hummer’s 
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method. GNPs were synthesized using plasma exfoliation of high purity graphite. Both 

forms of graphene were studied extensively with scanning electron microscopy and 

Raman spectroscopy to verify number of layers prior to fabrication. Figures 4.1(a)–(b) 

show SEM images of SLG sheet and GNP stack, respectively. The dramatic difference in 

morphologies between the two graphitic materials is due to just few atomic layers of 

carbon. Figure 4.1(c) compares layer dependent shifts of G and 2D Raman peaks. 

Multilayer configuration of GNPs causes a frequency shift in both peaks as compared to 

SLG from past reports198. 

 

Figure 4.1. SEM and Raman carbon characterization. (a) SEM image of pristine SLG 

sheet on silicon wafer. (b) SEM image of pristine GNP stack on silicon wafer. (c) Layer 

dependent shift of G and 2D peaks at 633 nm excitation. 

A new fabrication procedure was developed to homogeneously disperse SLG 

within PDMS. Figure 4.2(a) provides a sequence overview involving sonication of 
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SLG/FLG in isopropyl alcohol (IPA), evaporative mixing, crosslinking, degas 

procedures, and final actuator fabrication using spin coating. Commercially obtained 

SLG (~92% carbon, < 8% oxygen, produced via thermal exfoliation reduction and 

hydrogen reduction of single layer graphene oxide) was purchased from ACS Materials. 

Appendix B provides sample preparation steps. Test samples were mounted between test 

dynamometer upper and lower clamp assemblies [Figure 4.2(b)]. Testing was completed 

as in Ref [54].  

 

Figure 4.2. Composite fabrication and test setup. (a) Evaporative mixing fabrication 

sequence. (b) Layout of test dynamometer. 

 Figure 4.3(a) presents the photo-kinetic response during a test of 1 wt% 

SLG/PDMS composite at 3% pre-strain. A +17 kPa change in actuator stress is clearly 

observed. Both actuation and relaxation of the SLG/PDMS polymer were found to follow 

simple exponential function exp[–(t/)] with   1.5 s, following Debye relaxation for 
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polymers. Figure 4.3(b) presents the increase in Young’s modulus, E, starting with 

~1.6 MPa for pristine polymer and increasing 25% to ~2 MPa in 1 wt% of SLG. Using 

forecasting equation derived from experimental data, E is expected to double at an 

impressively low ~5 wt% SLG loading. Even the 25% increase observed within the 

experimental regime is remarkable, however, considering the low SLG concentration. 

Past results on GNP actuators report a ~60% rise in E for 5 wt% loading, thus showing a 

layer dependent effect54. Figure 4.3(c) presents change in stress of 1 wt% SLG/PDMS as 

a function of increasing pre-strains and shows distinct response states. At low pre-strains 

(~3–9%) actuators expand, with maximum observed change in stress of ~17 kPa (1 wt% 

SLG). At moderate pre-strains (~10–15%), actuators have negligible stress response. At 

high pre-strains (>15%) actuators contract, exhibiting maximum value of ~32 kPa (1 wt% 

SLG). Repeatability over 24-hr period of cycling near-infrared (NIR) on/off was 

measured and found to be stable in expansive and contractive modes. Stability suggests 

minimal degradation of polymer matrix due to temperature dependent viscoelastic 

effects. As pre-strain increases, induced orientational effects cause SLG sheets within the 

polymer to become more aligned with respect to one another, thus resulting in 

photo-mechanical response amplification. Maximum total observed change in stress from 

expansion to contraction in 1 wt% SLG/PDMS was ~50 kPa. Translated into a stroke, 

this corresponds from ~0.8% expansion to ~1.6% contraction. 
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Figure 4.3. SLG/PDMS photo-mechanical stress responses and Young’s modulus. (a) 

Photo-kinetics of SLG/PDMS at 3% applied pre-strain showing standard 5-cycle test run 

as well as actuation and relaxation kinetics. (b) Young’s modulus as a function of 

increasing SLG loading. (c) Detail of single NIR stress cycle for 1 wt% SLG/PDMS at 

applied pre-strains from 3–40% pre-strain with NIR off stress for all pre-strains 

normalized to zero. 

Figure 4.4(a) presents relative change in stress (from 3–40% pre-strain) of SLG 

and GNP composites as function of both wt% concentration and NIR laser power. Across 

the board, SLG-based composites exhibit more than twice the recoverable stress 

compared to their multilayered GNP counterparts. With respect to concentration, upward 

correlation between increasing stress response with increasing wt% carbon loading was 

observed. As opposed to upward trend with concentration, above ~50 mW/mm2 

SLG/PDMS composites exhibited saturable mechanical response. For identical wt% 
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loading and NIR intensity, stress response was seen to decrease ~20% with each 

additional layer of graphene. Next, optical-to-mechanical energy conversion efficiencies 

were calculated based on stored potential energy to incident light energy, following 

methodology in Ref [199]. Figure 4.4(b) presents optical-to-mechanical energy 

conversion efficiency as function of both concentration and pre-strain. Efficiency 

increased linearly with concentration for both SLG and GNP/PDMS composites. Note 

that laser spot size was only 3  3 mm. As entire test sample was 50 by 3 mm, not only 

was just 6% exposed to NIR illumination, but graphene contained in this small section 

was also responsible for the entire photo-mechanical response. Higher responses and 

efficiencies can be obtained by increasing illumination to sample area ratio. Finally, 

efficiency with respect to pre-strain for SLG/PDMS was evaluated. Zero efficiency value 

merely indicates balance between pre-strain and photo-mechanical forces. As actuators 

changed state from expansion to contraction (>15% pre-strain), however, magnitude of 

stress response, and therefore efficiency, increased as well. Again, layer dependency on 

efficiency was witnessed, with each additional graphene layer lowering efficiency ~30%. 

Decrease in stress as well as efficiency with number of layers depend on few factors such 

as optical absorption, surface area increase for SLG versus decrease for stack-like GNPs 

in contact with the polymer, “rigid rod-like” (FLG) versus “flexible ribbon-like” (SLG) 

behavior affecting overall dispersion, and finally percolation threshold. Lower photo-

mechanical response of multilayer composites may be due to the relationship of 

decreasing surface area to volume for polymer interaction with increasing number of 

layers. The GNP and SLG should have same amount of carbon content for same wt% 

loading. Photo-mechanical response is determined by amount of carbon in contact with 
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polymer. SLG can weave itself within the polymer creating a continuous matrix, while 

GNPs with rigid stacked sheet-like morphology cannot; and effective surface area for 

photon absorption, elastic modulus, and actuation therefore decreases. Due to this, GNPs 

may only use a fraction of absorbed energy to create localized heating causing expansion 

or contraction of polymeric chains. In other words, for the same wt% loading, increasing 

each additional graphene layer loses a layer of contact with the polymer.  

 
Figure 4.4. NIR-induced stress and efficiency comparison between SLG and GNP-based 

composites. (a) Stress dependency as a function of both concentration and laser power for 

a fixed wt%. (b) Efficiency vs concentration and pre-strain. 
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, layer dependent physical responses of graphene-based polymer 

actuators are reported, with FLG and SLG composites tested to determine photo-

mechanical responses. Layer dependent stress and efficiency responses were witnessed, 

with a decrease of 20% and 30%, respectively, per additional graphene layer. These 

results suggest that dispersion of number of graphene layers in contact with polymer is a 

critical consideration in designing graphene-based composites for mechanical strength, 

ultrafast photonics, optoelectronics, and energy conversion devices.  

While this chapter demonstrated a direct correlation between number of graphitic 

layers contained in the carbon nanostructures and the resulting photo-mechanical and 

efficiency responses, another question arises – what role does the dimensional state of the 

carbon nanostructure play in photo-response? As carbon’s dimensional state is known to 

affect heat transfer and mechanical strength, the following chapter presents a study of the 

optically-induced actuation responses in four different (although chemically identical) 

carbon nanostructure-based composites, ranging from 1D CNTs to 3D HOPG.
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CHAPTER 5 
DIMENSIONAL DEPENDENCE OF PHOTO-MECHANICAL RESPONSE 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Having investigated layer dependent effects in the previous section, this chapter 

investigates photo-mechanical responses to near-infrared wavelengths of light in four 

different dimensional types of synthetic carbon nanostructure/PDMS composites with 

concentrations from 0.01 to 1 wt%; including MWNT/PDMS (1D), SLG/PDMS (2D), 

GNP/PDMS (2.5D), and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)/PDMS (3D). A 

dispersion method using slow evaporative mixing of nanostructured carbon in PDMS was 

developed to completely homogenize carbon within the final composite. Intriguingly, 

results show direct correlation between increasing photo-mechanical stress and 

efficiencies with reducing dimensionality of carbon nanostructures in the composites. 

Extraordinary opto-mechanical energy conversion efficiencies of up to ~5  10-3% were 

obtained, despite low carbon nanostructure concentrations (0.01 to 1 wt%). Additionally, 

actuation and relaxation kinetics were found to be related to the relationship of carbon 

additive to the percolation threshold (PT). These intriguing results provide a foundation 

for carbon-based micro- and nano-opto-mechanical systems, where dimensional state of 

the carbon nanostructure can be exploited for use in advanced photonic and opto-

electronic devices, photo-mechanical sensors, and actuator applications.
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5.2 RESULTS 

Figures 5.1(a)–(d) show scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of MWNTs, 

SLG, GNPs, and HOPG deposited on a silicon wafer. The arrangement of MWNTs 

[Figure 5.1(a)] with their 1D structure is that of nested, entangled, high aspect ratio tubes. 

Figure 5.1(b) shows a wrinkled SLG sheet lying on the substrate. Wrinkles provide 

thermodynamic stability for the 2D sheet of carbon atoms, giving structural integrity and 

preventing self-collapse103. As feature height increases in 2.5D GNPs [Figure 5.1(c)], 

stacks of disoriented plates are observed. The distinct contrasting morphology between 

SLG and GNP is remarkable given that the difference is due to just a few atomic layers of 

carbon. GNPs appear as rigid, partially transparent plates whereas SLG more resembles a 

draped silk sheet. Finally, true 3D features become apparent in HOPG nanostructures 

 

Figure 5.1. Carbon additive characterization. (a) SEM of MWNT, a 1D material. (b) SEM 

of SLG, a 2D material. (c) SEM of GNP, a 2.5D material. (d) SEM of HOPG, a 3D 

material. 
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[Figure 5.1(d)], whose SEM image shows hundreds of layers stacked on top of one 

another like sheets of paper. Raw carbon additive purity was confirmed via Raman 

spectroscopy prior to composite fabrication53,54. The G-band (graphite) and G’-bands 

were evaluated as they are known to shift position, shape, and intensity with respect to 

the number of layers198. The G-band decreased in frequency with increasing layers, 

following a 1/n dependence200. The G’-band exhibited more complex behavior than the 

G-band, shifting from just a single Lorentzian peak (graphene), up to four peaks (bilayer 

graphene), and then finally just two Lorentzian peaks (graphite)200. 

Following extensive SEM and Raman characterization, dispersion of the carbon 

nanostructures in PDMS was the next step towards realizing photo-mechanical actuators. 

Sample homogeneity and carbon nanostructures dispersion state are critical factors 

affecting photo-mechanical response. For example, past reports on SWNTs have 

demonstrated that homogenous distribution is crucial in eventual photo-mechanical 

response54. For purely shear mixed dispersion methods, homogenization of carbon 

nanostructure additive depends on mixing time. For short time shear mixed fabrication 

methods, some carbon nanostructure additives (such as CNTs) can act as particles rather 

than dispersed additives, resulting in suppression of photo-mechanical response, as seen 

in past reports54. Therefore, a fabrication method that utilized slow evaporative mixing 

(between the carbon additive, IPA and PDMS base compound) over 18 hours was 

developed to homogeneously distribute difficult-to-disperse additives53 (see 

Appendix B). Carbon nanostructure additive was first sonicated in IPA, then transferred 

to PDMS base compound through evaporative mixing, followed by cross linker addition 
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and finally spin casting to produce homogeneous flexible thin films (60 µm). Once these 

composite films were fabricated, 3 mm × 60 mm samples were cut for testing.  

Figure 5.2(a) presents an experimental test dynamometer setup schematic 

showing vertical test sample orientation. The entire setup was isolated inside a robotic 

black box and controlled remotely through a host computer, thus eliminating any 

mechanical response due to ambient light. Figure 5.2(b) shows a video capture of a 

carbon/PDMS sample undergoing testing. The test sample (circled) was mounted 

between the upper and lower clamp assemblies with the ~3 mm × 3 mm NIR illumination 

point clearly visible at the sample vertical center. In order to demonstrate differences 

between local and global photo-mechanical responses, which are discussed later in the 

chapter, only a fraction of the overall test sample was selectively illuminated. A power 

meter behind the test strip measured light transmitted through the sample, allowing 

calculation of light absorbed by subtracting the power meter reading from raw laser 

power. Due to practical difficulties accurately measuring Young’s modulus (E) using 

conventional methods, values of E were calculated from the stress induced in the samples 

as a result of pre-straining. Elastomers have the ability to sustain large deformations with 

essentially complete recovery201, therefore Young’s moduli values for each carbon type 

and concentration were determined using E = NIR off /  for each pre-strain, and an overall 

E determined by averaging the individual values. Young’s modulus of PDMS is widely 

tunable, as a function of several factors, including ratio of base compound to cross-

linker202, baking time and temperature203, and amount as well as type of additives to the 

polymer53,54. Past graphitic carbon reports project a doubling of E at relatively low carbon 

loading of ~5% SLG53. 
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Figure 5.2. Carbon/PDMS photo-mechanical actuator fabrication and testing. (a) Layout 

of test dynamometer. (b) Video capture of test sample undergoing NIR illumination. 

5.2.1 STRESS RESPONSE COMPARISON 

Figure 5.3(a) (left side) shows a compilation of stress responses during a single 60 

s NIR on/off cycle over the entire range of pre-strains for 1 wt% SLG/PDMS. At 20 s, 

NIR illumination was switched on, and photo-mechanical stress responses recorded. At 

80 s, NIR illumination was turned off and the perturbed samples relaxed to their 

pre-strain equilibrium stress. As shown by the absolute stress response graph, prior to 

NIR illumination, a stress (NIR off) was induced as a result of pre-strain. The relative 

NIR-induced stress [Figure 5.3(a), right side] more clearly illustrates the three distinct 

stress response states exhibited by all carbon/polymer composites At low pre-strains  

(~3–9%) composites expanded, moderate pre-strains (10–15%) resulted in minimal stress 

response change, and finally, high pre-strains (>15%) resulted in sample contraction. 

Figure 5.3(b) shows sample stability in long-term response testing in both expansive and 

contractive modes over the course of 24 h (~1,000 cycles) for 1 wt% SLG/PDMS. The 

two inset graphs show details of individual cycles, while only the magnitude of the stress 

response change is shown on the larger graph. The stability of the actuator both in  
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Figure 5.3. Stress response and long-term characterization for SLG/PDMS. (a) Absolute 

and relative NIR-induced stress responses of SLG/PDMS. (b) Long-term steady-state 

cycling response showing stability of the photo-mechanical actuator both in expansive 

and contractive actuation modes over 24 h. 

expansive and contractive modes suggests minimal nonlinear viscoelastic effects, thereby 

maintaining original polymer configuration62. Appendix C details the testing sequence. 

5.2.2 INCREASING STRESS RESPONSE AS A FUNCTION OF DECREASING 

DIMENSIONALITY  

Next, effects of photo-mechanical response and actuation kinetics as a function of 

dimensionality of carbon nanostructures were investigated. Figure 5.4(a) illustrates the 

relationship between steady-state photo-mechanical actuation and carbon dimensional  
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of increasing photo-mechanically induced stress change with 

decreasing carbon dimensionality. (a) Photo-mechanical stress response for 3–40% pre-

strains starting with a 3D carbon composite (HOPG/PDMS) and progressing to a 1D 

composite (MWNT/PDMS) due to NIR illumination. (b) Photo-kinetics of 1 wt% 

carbon/PDMS composites showing 3% and 35% pre-strain actuation and relaxation 

kinetics dependent on the relationship to the PT. 

state. Starting with a 3D carbon additive (HOPG), and dropping to a 1D additive 

(MWNT), the plots show photo-mechanical response from 3–40% pre-strains. An 

intriguing result was observed; as dimensionality of carbon nanostructure additive in 

PDMS polymer decreases, NIR-induced photo-mechanical stress response increases. 

MWNT-based (1D) composite witnessed the maximum stress response seen in any of the 
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composites, followed by SLG (2D), GNP (2.5D) and HOPG (3D) respectively. Upon 

NIR illumination, a number of events occur before final photo-mechanical response is 

achieved. These include photon absorption by carbon nanostructure additive and 

subsequent energy transduction to the polymeric chains, resulting in expansion or 

contraction of the polymer (depending on applied pre-strain). No stress response was 

seen in pure PDMS samples upon NIR irradiation, thus photo-mechanical response is due 

to the presence of each type of carbon nanostructure in the composite54. 

Figure 5.4(b) details actuation and relaxation photo-kinetics. In order to show 

expansive as well as contractive modes, normalized 3% and 35% pre-strains curves for 

each carbon nanostructure were plotted. Interestingly, rather than a dependence on 

dimensionality, kinetics were found to be related to PT. Composite PT is a critical value 

at which conductive (carbon) additives within an insulating host matrix (PDMS) result in 

the composite becoming electrically conductive204. Crossing this threshold is 

accompanied by a resistance drop of several orders of magnitude. Curves were fit to 

experimental actuation and relaxation data by incorporating the Kohlrausch-Williams-

Watts function205 as Δactuate(t) = 1−exp[− ( / ) ] and Δrelax(t) = exp[− ( / ) ], 

respectively. Regardless of dimensionality, responses for carbon nanostructure 

composites at loadings less than the PT were found to be nearly identical and distinctly 

different than those for loadings greater than the PT. At 1.5 s for both actuation and 

relaxation, the time constant () for carbons less than the PT was much quicker than that 

for carbon greater than the PT (3.5–4 s). As evidenced by lack of conductive network, 

quicker response times indicate that the photo-mechanical effect is localized to the area 

of NIR illumination. A longer actuation time, as given in the 1D system, indicates photo-
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mechanical energy conversion response is spreading throughout the actuator (beyond the 

illumination point), and thus requiring longer time to reach equilibrium. As PT is 

breeched, photo-mechanical response not only occurs at the NIR illumination point, but 

also bleeds to the surrounding areas where carbon has established a connective network. 

Therefore, by crossing PT, photo-mechanical energy conversion and subsequent 

mechanical responses change from localized to global effects, resulting in amplified 

response due to more activated carbon. Selectively illuminating only a portion of the strip 

helps highlight the increase in stress with change from local to global responses. 

Different relaxation times between carbons less than and greater than PT are different 

from past reports, which recount identical relaxation times regardless of loading62. 

Further evidence that photo-mechanical energy transduction is spreading beyond the area 

of NIR illumination is given by the stretching exponent (). Carbon additives less than 

the PT follow classical polymer Debye kinetics ( = 1). For carbons tested greater than 

PT,  = 1.2 for actuation, indicating an influence by the carbon network outside the NIR 

illumination point. For the methods used in these experiments, the only carbon 

nanostructure to establish a conductive network by 1 wt% was MWNT/PDMS. It is 

believed that the fibrous nature of the MWNTs allowed formation of an electrical 

network at much lower concentrations than the thick stacked paper-like HOPG, plate-like 

GNPs, or sheet-like SLG. While further research is necessary, it is expected that for a 

given fabrication method, PT also follows a dimensional relationship, where 1D 

nanostructures can establish a PT at lower wt%’s compared to their 2D and 3D 

counterparts. Rather than being a set value, PT is dependent on a variety of factors 

including dimension of the carbon nanostructure (amount of anisotropy)206,207, type of 
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carbon (SWNT, MWNT, etc.) in the polymer208, and dispersion method209. An assortment 

of PT values for CNTs have been reported, ranging from 0.0025 to 4 wt%209,210. 

Therefore, it is expected that PTs for graphene will depend on factors such as number of 

layers, length and width of the sheets and plates, and finally the amount of carbon in 

contact with the polymer for both SLG and GNP53.  

5.3 CONDUCTIVE COMPOSITE PHOTO-MECHANICAL RESPONSE 

Further evaluating the effect of PT, Figure 5.5 shows details for MWNT/PDMS, 

the only additive to reach PT for the wt%’s evaluated. Figure 5.5(a) shows the resistance 

versus pre-strain relationship for MWNT/PDMS at 0.1, 0.5, and 1 wt% concentrations 

(note resistance axis is a log scale). At 0.1 wt%, the composite is essentially an open 

circuit, however by 0.5 wt%, a tell-tale drop of approximately three orders of magnitude 

in resistance occurs, which signals crossing PT. For composites greater than PT, as pre-

strain increases a corresponding increase in resistance is witnessed. Pre-straining the 

sample resulted in a decrease in the number of nanotube junctions that determine overall 

network resistance211. Figure 5.5(b) shows this effect as well as that of NIR illumination 

on a 1 wt% sample. Due to the resistance axis being a linear vice log scale as in Figure 

5.5(a), increase in NIR off resistance with increasing pre-strain is easier to observe. 

Figure 5.5(b) also shows regardless of pre-strain, a decrease in resistance with NIR 

illumination, signaling electron-hole (e-h) pair generation or electrostatic interactions. 

Photo-conductivity dependence of composites on pre-strain is intriguing and could be 

quite useful as adaptive skins for structural health monitoring of aerospace frames, where 

strains could be continuously monitored using photo-conductive measurements. The 

resistance value for a given carbon concentration and pre-strain can be modeled by  
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Figure 5.5. Photo-induced changes in conductive composites. (a) Comparison of NIR off 

resistance measurements for various MWNT concentrations, PT is crossed between 0.1 

and 0.5 wt%. (b) Detail showing increasing NIR off and on resistance curves as a 

function of pre-strain. (c) Ratios NIR on/off resistance showing increasing 

photo-conductivity effect with increasing carbon loading. 

standard geometric power functions RNIR off = e and RNIR on = e with two 

concentration fitting parameters ( and ), and an illumination factor (), which is a 

function of pre-strain (). As pre-strain increases, the effect of NIR illumination 

diminishes. At a pre-strain of 3%, NIR on resistance decreases by ~30%; however, by a 

pre-strain of 40%, the drop is just 10%. Figure 5.5(c) more clearly illustrates this effect, 

which shows the ratio of NIR on to NIR off for various wt% concentrations. As it is less 

than PT, the 0.1 wt% curve shows no change in resistance as a result of NIR illumination. 

By 0.5 wt% however, carbon loading is above PT; and thus, the ratio of NIR on/off shows 

a measurable resistance change. For 0.5 wt%, this change runs from ~75% at 3% pre-

strain to ~95% at 40% pre-strain. As wt% loading increases, the effect also increases, as 

is shown by the 1 wt% curve, which runs from ~70% at 3% pre-strain to ~90% at 40% 

pre-strain. These results suggest that establishment of a connective network of carbon 
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additive in the polymer is a critical consideration for such extraordinary 

photo-mechanical response. Dependence of photo-conductivity on applied pre-strains of 

the composites suggests e-h pair generation due to interband transitions64,212. It is possible 

that adding small amounts of low dimension carbon nanostructures, such as CNTs, to 

higher dimensional carbons, such as SLG, GNP, or HOPG, will create mixed-

dimensional composites with artificially lowered PTs resulting in enhanced actuation and 

photo-conductivity.  

5.4 ACTUATION EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF DIMENSIONALITY 

Figure 5.6 provides an overview of the dimensional dependent photo-mechanical 

responses. Figure 5.6(a) shows change in stress as a function of concentration  

(0.01–1 wt%) in the four carbon additives. As described previously, for a given 

concentration, the lowest dimension (MWNTs, 1D) has the highest response. As 

dimensionality increases, response decreases. Figure 5.6(b) shows the photo-mechanical 

stress response dependence of laser power for a 1 wt% concentration. This response also 

follows a dimensionality relationship, and was modeled by Δ  [1–exp(-P/)], with 

dimensionally dependent coefficients ( and ) and laser power (P). Corresponding curve 

fitting equations for both Δσ and efficiency () as function of carbon nanostructure 

concentration (Ci) and dimension (di), are given in Figures 5.6(a) and (c) respectively. 

The slope of the curves shows that lower dimension carbon additives are more efficient at 

converting light to photo-responses than their higher dimensional counterparts. Figure 

5.6(c) shows in greater detail efficiency as a function of concentration (all for 40% 

pre-strains). Since photo-response was highest at 40% pre-strain, this value was chosen to 

display for efficiency values. Figure 5.6(d) details the efficiency for MWNT/PDMS  
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Figure 5.6. Dimensional dependence of photo-mechanical response. (a) NIR-induced 

change in stress (from a pre-strain of 3% to 40%) as a function of both concentration and 

laser power for a fixed 1 wt%. (b) Efficiency vs. concentration and pre-strain.  

sample at 0.1, 0.5, and 1 wt%. Since efficiency shows effectiveness of converting laser 

power into a measurable response, the efficiency curves show similar trends as the 

relative stress change. At low pre-strains, there is a slight expansion of the composite; 

therefore, efficiency is small. At moderate pre-strains, composites have a negligible 

response, thus the efficiency is also negligible. Negligible efficiency merely indicates a 

balance between applied pre-strains and photo-mechanical forces. Finally at high 

pre-strains, samples showed a large contraction, thus a large associated efficiency. It is 

possible that efficiency is also greatly dependent on carbon loading with respect to PT. 
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Crossing the PT leads to a more global response, thus activating more carbon and 

resulting in enhanced efficiency. Efficiency calculations are shown in Appendix C. 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter showcases the importance of dimensional state of carbon 

nanostructure in carbon/polymer composites for affecting overall photo-mechanical stress 

and efficiency responses. Carbon/PDMS composites were fabricated from four different 

carbon nanostructure dimensions, including: MWNTs (1D), SLG (2D), GNPs (2.5D), and 

HOPG (3D). An evaporative mixing technique was developed, which assisted in 

achieving homogeneity of difficult-to-disperse carbons within PDMS. Experimental 

results revealed several interesting dimensionally dependent and PT dependent 

characteristics. First, as dimensionality of carbon nanostructure additive in PDMS 

polymer decreases, NIR-induced photo-mechanical stress response increases. The lowest 

dimension additive (MWNTs, 1D) was the most effective at NIR photon absorption and 

subsequent energy transduction to the polymeric chains. This relationship held true both 

at various wt% loading of carbon nanostructures as well as NIR illumination intensities. 

A maximum observed stress change of ~60 kPa and ~5 × 10-3% efficiency were obtained 

with just 1 wt% MWNT loading, which is two orders of magnitude higher than for 

commercial polymers such as polyvinylidene fluoride193, and azobenzene containing 

polymers and gels194. Likewise, efficiency also follows the same dimensional 

dependency, with lower dimensional carbon nanostructures (such as MWNTs) more 

efficient at converting NIR light to photo-mechanical responses than their higher 

dimensional counterparts (such as HOPG). On the other hand, actuation and relaxation 
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kinetic responses were found to be related not to dimensionality, but rather to PT of 

carbon nanostructure additive in the polymer. 

Composites at wt%’s less than PT responded with nearly identical actuation and 

relaxation times, regardless of dimensionality. However, composites at wt%’s greater 

than PT responded not only slower for both actuation and relaxation, but also had a 

higher magnitude of photo-mechanical stress response. This indicates that establishing a 

connective network of carbon nanostructure additive allowed for energy transduction 

responsible for the photo-mechanical effect to activate carbon beyond the NIR 

illumination point, changing from a localized (at the NIR illumination point) to a global 

(in the entire composite) response. The crossover from local to global response carries 

both benefits – such as greater overall photo-mechanical stress and higher efficiencies, as 

well as drawbacks – such as longer actuation and relaxation times required to reach 

steady-state conditions. However, these longer actuation and relaxation times are still 

measured on a timescale in seconds, as opposed to other photo-mechanical composites 

such as shape memory polymers that require ~60 minutes for relaxation169. For composite 

samples greater than PT, photo-conductivity responses to NIR illumination were also 

measured and found to be dependent on wt%, as well as applied pre-strain. Increasing the 

wt% loading in the composite increased the number of overall carbon junctions, resulting 

in decreasing test sample resistance. When composite samples greater than PT were 

exposed to NIR illumination, resistance decreased, showing e-h pair generation within 

the composite reaching electrodes at the ends of the sample. These measurements also 

show connectivity of MWNTs in the samples. As increasing amounts of pre-strains were 
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applied to the test composites, the amount of NIR illumination-induced change 

diminished.  

Dimensional dependence of mechanical responses, electrical conductivity, optical 

properties, and magnetic properties of carbon nanostructures will be fundamental in 

developing future micro and nanodevices. Furthermore, systems based on two or more 

carbon nanostructures either in thin films or polymeric materials constitute 

“mixed-dimensional systems”. For mixed-dimension systems, thermal conductivity, 

electron transport, photo-conductivity, thermoelectric power, and optical absorption are 

expected to be different compared to their single carbon nanostructure counterparts, and 

be dependent on geometry, anisotropy, and orientation of the carbon additives. First, at 

intersecting dimensional state junctions, density of states differences between 1D and 2D 

system can lead to modulation of electrical conductivity. Second, photo-conductivity 

could depend on mixed-dimensional states, possibly impacting a variety of opto-

electronic and solar devices. Third, the thermoelectric power of graphene has been 

reported to be ~80 V/K at room temperature213, and that of carbon nanotubes 

~40 V/K 214. Therefore, mixed-dimensional systems consisting of nanotubes and 

graphene may exhibit built-in electric fields due to the difference in thermoelectric 

power. Fourth, differences in carbon dimensional state could be used to create composites 

with different optical absorption characteristics, which could impact infrared sensors215 

and allow for photo-mechanical actuators with built-in optical filters. Fifth, recent reports 

on mixed-dimensional carbon forms [SWNT (1D) mixed with GNP (2.5D)] as fillers in 

polymeric materials resulted in higher thermal conductivity than their individual 
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counterparts as fillers216. Synergistic effects that are created by interaction of CNTs with 

GNPs was shown to reduce the interfacial resistance for thermal conduction216.  

In future applications, a variety of devices can be envisioned that exploit both 

dimensional and percolation dependent photo-mechanical traits of carbon nanostructured 

composites. For example, as fundamental materials for thin-film smart adaptive skins, 

localized actuation responses can be achieved in carbon nanostructure composites by 

keeping carbon loading at less than PT and incorporating a NIR laser control system that 

projects desired stress response patterns on the composite surface. Such a composite in 

aerospace applications could help replace traditional flight control surfaces. On the other 

hand, wide area deformations or stress responses can be achieved with carbon loading 

greater than PT and a single NIR source illuminating the composite, thus initiating global 

photo-mechanical responses. One possible application of a global response composite is 

that of a central NIR source surrounded by a multitude of pre-strained carbon 

nanostructured strips. NIR illumination on would cause strips to contract in unison, 

mimicking the function of muscle tissue. Such muscle tissues could serve as building 

blocks of future photo-mechanical robots. However, regardless of the eventual 

applications, fundamental knowledge of dimensionally dependent photo-response in both 

single and mixed-carbon nanostructure composites will enable researchers to approach 

complex challenges from an entirely different design philosophy for electronics, 

photonics, sensing, actuation, and biomedical applications. 

Having evaluated fundamental characteristics of optically-induced responses in 

carbon nanostructure-based composites, the data clearly indicated that photo-mechanical 

actuation properties can be fine-tuned using a variety of factors (carbon dimensional 
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state, wt% loading, illumination intensity, etc.). While these effects are both interesting 

and have potentially broad applications, the combination of additional hybrid materials in 

the carbon nanostructure composites could enable large-scale macroscopic stimuli 

responsive properties. The next chapter introduces one such system using a combination 

of CNTs and thermally expanding microspheres in an elastomeric matrix to generate very 

large dimensional changes. While CNT-based composites were used in the following 

experiments (due to their low percolation threshold in PDMS), similar systems and 

responses could be obtained with a variety of carbon nanostructure additives.
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CHAPTER 6 
STIMULI-RESPONSIVE TRANSFORMATION IN CARBON 

NANOTUBE/EXPANDING MICROSPHERE-POLYMER COMPOSITES 
 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

By integrating thermally expanding microspheres (TEMs) into a CNT/elastomer 

composite, this chapter presents a sample stimuli-responsive system with ability to 

undergo large, macroscopic dimensional changes. A decade of nanotube/polymer 

composite research has yielded interesting insights in molecular design and mechanical 

properties of nanocomposites. Carbon nanotube fillers have been used to increase 

strength217; as stress recovery agents in thermoplastic elastomers and IR actuators51,52,166; 

to improve damping capability218; as shape/temperature memory composites219; as space 

durable films for electrostatic charge mitigation220; to improve flammability resistance221; 

as conductive scaffolds for printable composites and gels222,223; as electro-responsive 

chromatic materials224; and as skin-like pressure and strain sensors225. The combination 

of high strength, light weight, and large elastic energies in these composites have been 

proposed for diverse applications ranging from high-end sports equipment226 to artificial 

muscles in humanoid robots227. While important, many of these applications merely 

incorporate nanotubes to accentuate already existing host matrix features (such as 

strength, toughness, conductivity), there has been little success in development of
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stimuli-responsive composites that exhibit dynamic changes in strength, conductivity, 

density, and volume (visible on macroscopic scales). 

A stimuli-responsive ternary composite with the ability to unidirectionally 

transform from an initial elastic state to a more rigid plastic-like state upon thermal or IR 

stimuli is reported. Addition of TEMs and SWNTs in a PDMS elastomer matrix resulted 

in a material with ability to on-demand undergo volume expansion (>500%), density 

reduction (>80%), elastic modulus increase (>675%), and resistance changes. Volume 

expansion is achieved through dispersion of core-shell microspheres in the composites. 

Consisting of a gas-tight acrylic copolymer shell encapsulating liquid hydrocarbon, 

TEMs have two states –initial (unexpanded) and expanded [Figure 6.1(a) shows to-scale 

cutaway]. Heating the copolymer shell above its glass transition temperature softens the 

shell and vaporizes the encapsulated hydrocarbon. The subsequent internal pressure rise 

plastically deforms the shell, resulting in permanent volume increase228 [Figures 6.1(b) 

and (c)]. While TEMs are commercially available in a range of expansion temperatures, 

ones selected for use were at the lower end of the spectrum in order to facilitate use of 

low intensity IR illumination to induce remote expansion (Tstart ~105°C and Tmax 

~140°C). Using scanning electron microscopy, initial microsphere diameter was 

determined to be 7.1 + 1.9 µm, and expanded 17.8 + 3.8 µm (yielding 150% diameter, 

500% surface area, and 1,500% volume increases). Dispersion of SWNTs and TEMs in 

PDMS was accomplished using an evaporative mixing method53, and resulted in  
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Figure 6.1. Expanding microsphere overview. (a) To-scale cutaway showing size 

relationship between initial and expanded microspheres. (b) SEM of loose unexpanded 

microspheres (average diameter of 7.1 + 1.9 µm). (c) SEM of loose expanded 

microspheres (average diameter of 17.8 + 3.8 µm). 

interesting stimuli-responsive mechanical and electrical property transformations. Figure 

6.2 shows the relationship between SWNT loading and composite resistivity (). The    

-wt% curves associated with each dispersion method will give a measure of relative 

dispersion method efficiency. Curves shifted up or to the right represent less efficient 

dispersion methods, while curves shifted to the left or down are more efficient. Appendix 

D details composite fabrication steps. 

6.2 STIMULI RESPONSIVE TRANSFORMATION 

Incorporation and subsequent thermal expansion of TEMs in SWNT/polymer 

composites results in interesting changes to the polymer matrix. Upon application of 

thermal or IR stimuli, microsphere expansion results in an eye-observable transformation 

of the initial (as-fabricated) elastic polymer composite into a plastic-like state. 

Figure 6.3(a) shows the smooth surface of an initial fabricated (0.3 wt% SWNT, 

31.2 wt% TEM) unexpanded composite. In this image, neither SWNTs nor TEMs are  
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Figure 6.2. Plot of resistivity () versus SWNT wt% loading (data fit to a NIST MGH10 

nonlinear regression equation).  

discernible from the bulk polymer matrix; however, post expansion [Figure 6.3(b)] 

individual microspheres are clearly seen bulging out of the bulk polymer. Examination of 

the area between adjacent microspheres shows the matrix has been stretched into local 

thin (<1 µm) polymer films, the thickness of which was observed to be inversely 

proportional to microsphere loading.  

In composite materials, observations have demonstrated that at the filler-polymer 

interface – chain mobility is restricted (confirmed via nuclear magnetic resonance 

measurements229) resulting in a thin region of glassy-like behavior230-233. Chain mobility 

restriction decreases as distance from the filler increases, following a gradient back to the 

bulk matrix232. In initial composites, glassy regions surrounding unexpanded 

microspheres are relatively small compared to the bulk polymer [as Figure 6.3(c) shows]. 

Since the majority of bulk polymeric chain mobility remains unaffected, macroscopic 

composites retain elastic properties. As TEMs expand, however, the matrix between 

adjacent microspheres stretches into local submicron polymer films, emulating 
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substantially greater filler loading. Due to TEM surface area increasing on expansion, 

corresponding polymer chain restrictions also increase [Figure 6.3(d)], resulting in 

macroscopic transformation of the entire system from an elastic to plastic-like state. 

Resulting polymer mobility between adjacent filler particles is hindered, possibly 

forming glassy-like flexible bridges232. Such expansion-induced alteration of the 

polymeric chain conformations observed here could be useful in adaptive and responsive 

interface development. 

 

Figure 6.3. Effects of microsphere expansion. (a) SEM image showing smooth surface of 

the initial fabricated composites [0.3 wt% SWNT, 31.2 wt% TEM]. (b) SEM of the same 

composite sample after expansion, with microspheres clearly visible. (c) Unexpanded 

TEMs exhibit little influence over bulk composite properties. (d) The larger surface area 

associated with expanded TEMs, however, greatly inhibits polymer chain movement and 

results in macroscopic material property changes. 
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6.2.1 BINARY MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

Because reinforcing materials are uniformly distributed and randomly oriented in 

the PDMS matrix, fabricated composites exhibited isometric dimensional and volumetric 

expansion. Figure 6.4(a) shows percent change of these quantities as a function of 

increasing TEM wt%. Theoretical as well as +1 volume expansion curves (based on 

average TEM unexpanded/expanded size analysis) are also included. Since composite 

mass is constant but volume increases upon TEM expansion, there is a corresponding 

decrease in density. Figure 6.4(b) compares initial and expanded density as a function of 

TEM loading, with theoretical curves included here as well. Because theoretical and +1 

curves were determined based on measurements of loose TEMs not in a matrix, slight 

underperformance of experimental results compared to theoretical values is expected. 

While volumetric expansions up to >900% were witnessed (45 wt% TEM), subsequent 

experimental work was done with 31.2 wt% samples. This loading still yields an 

impressive volume increase of >500% and density reduction of >80% while maintaining 

composite integrity. Figure 6.4(c) is an expanded composite cross-section showing 

morphology detail of several hollow microspheres and polymer-coated SWNTs.  

While high TEM wt% is desirable from an expansion perspective, there are 

associated drawbacks. Increased microsphere loading lowers the PDMS matrix to 

reinforcing material ratio. Since the PDMS matrix provides polymeric chains responsible 

for binding the composite, filler loading can be large enough such that resulting structures 

are not stable and tend to break apart or crack upon expansion. This response was 

observed to occur above ~50 wt% TEM loading. While volumetric expansions up to 

>900% were witnessed (45 wt% TEM), subsequent experimental work was done with 
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31.2 wt% samples. This level yields an impressive volume increase of >500% and density 

reduction of >80% while maintaining composite integrity. A side-by-side comparison of 

initial and expanded composites at various TEM loadings is shown in Figures 6.5(a) 

and (b). 

 

Figure 6.4. Expansion and density overview. (a) Expansion versus TEM wt% plot 

including dimensional and volumetric curves. (b) Density versus TEM wt% plot showing 

reduction between the initial and expanded composites. (c) SEM cross-sectional image of 

the expanded composite, showing large cavities inside the microspheres as well as 

several polymer-coated SWNTs. 

While SWNT wt% was used as the standard throughout this work (which remains 

constant regardless of TEM state), it is interesting to note the decrease in volume fraction 

(Vf) of SWNTs due to microsphere expansion. Equation (6.1) was used to transform wt% 

to Vol%. Variables SWNT and TEM/PDMS are the densities of the SWNTs and TEM/PDMS 

matrix, respectively. A SWNT density of 2.1 g/cm3 (per manufacturer’s documentation), 

and TEM/PDMS densities of 1.045 g/cm3 and 0.178 g/cm3 for initial and expanded 

samples, respectively (based on experimental data) were used. Figure 6.5(c) shows the  
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Figure 6.5. Volume and dimensional expansion plugs. Standard size plugs (45 mm 

diameter, 8 mm height) were used to determine expansion changes as a function of 

increasing TEM wt%. (a) Initial (as-fabricated) expansion plugs, in the initial or elastic 

state. TEM loading levels from 5 wt% (top plug) to 45 wt% (bottom plug) were 

evaluated. (b) Expanded, or plastic-like, plugs. A relationship between increased TEM 

loading and resulting volumetric increase is clearly visible. Also interesting to note, as 

TEM wt% increases, color change in the expanded composites is more noticeable 

compared to the initial plug. While wt% of all constituents remains constant, TEM 

expansion alters effective volumetric percentage. (c) Relationship between volume 

percent and wt% for SWNT loading. Expanded (upper) curve illustrates volumetric 

increase (and thus density reduction) resulting from microsphere expansion. 

relationship between wt% and Vol%. For a given SWNT loading, microsphere expansion 

results in no change in wt%, but ~80% reduction in Vol%. 

%  

%

% 100 %
/

 (6.1) 

While volumetric and density changes are the most visual effects, they are merely 

a façade for interesting synergistic effects between SWNTs, TEMs, and the polymer 
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matrix. Just as microsphere expansion causes macroscopic dimensional changes, 

expansion also alters loading distribution within the composites. To examine these 

effects, engineering stress (e) versus engineering strain (e) for an initial and expanded 

0.3 wt% SWNT, 31.2 wt% TEM sample were evaluated [Figure 6.6(a)]. Because 

expansion induced volume increase (and correspondingly cross-sectional area increase) 

was due to void generation in the TEMs, the initial (unexpanded) area provides a 

reasonable value to use for both initial and expanded stress calculations. Interestingly, not 

only did the composites exhibit elastic stress responses in the initial (unexpanded) state, 

but they also followed Hooke’s law ( ) up to ~25% strain. After microsphere 

expansion however (upper curve), significant variations in composite strength existed and 

Hooke’s law applied in a much smaller region, reaching the proportional limit at ~1% 

strain. Expansion of a 0.3 wt% SWNT, 31.2 wt% TEM composite resulted in a 

remarkable 675% increase in Young’s modulus (E) as compared to the same wt% 

unexpanded sample (4.7 MPa initial, 37 MPa expanded), similar to other 

nanotube/polymer composite systems234. Furthermore, microsphere expansion also 

transformed the classic elastic stress-strain responses seen in the unexpanded composites 

into something more indicative of a plastic material. Hence, these expanded composites 

are referred to as “plastic-like”.  

After initial fabrication, carbon nanotubes were randomly oriented and 

untensioned, resulting in minimal effect on elastic properties. However, microsphere-

induced expansion and subsequent thin film formation in composites was observed to 

result in nanotube tensioning. Figures 6.6(b) and (c) are SEM images of 0.3 wt% SWNT, 

31.2 wt% TEM samples at 40% strains. Crease lines imparted from the polymer onto the  
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Figure 6.6. Stress-strain overview. (a) Composite stress-strain curve (0.3 wt% SWNT, 

31.2 wt% TEM). Lower curve is initial (elastic) response, upper curve is expanded 

(plastic-like) response. (b) SEM image of expanded composite (0.3 wt% SWNT, 31.2 

wt% TEM) at 40% strain. Circled areas highlight several polymer-induced creases on the 

microspheres. (c) SEM image of expanded composite (0.3 wt% SWNT, 31.2 wt% TEM) 

showing polymer-covered SWNT stretched across expanded TEM at strain of 40%. 

Nanotube is bridging bulk polymer on either side of the microsphere. 

TEMs are clearly visible in Figure 6.6(b), with several circled for clarity. Figure 6.6(c) 

shows a polymer-covered SWNT stretched across an expanded microsphere acting as a 

nanotether and providing strength to the expanded composite. Additional examples are 

shown in Figures 6.7(a) and (b), which are SEM images clearly showing carbon 

nanotubes acting as tethers in an expanded composite. While still randomly oriented, it is 

believed that nanotube tensioning will result in enhanced load transfer. Furthermore, due 

to random orientation, the strengthened bulk composites will retain beneficial isotropic 

properties, vice anisotropic properties typically associated with aligned carbon nanotube 

composites235. These results are supported by past reports that show composites with 

aligned as opposed to random nanotube distributions are three times more effective as 
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reinforcement materials236. Expansion-induced tensioning of carbon nanotubes has not 

been reported in previous studies and could represent a paradigm in stimuli-responsive 

composites.  

 

Figure 6.7. SWNTs imparting mechanical strength in expanded composites. (a), (b) Both 

SEM images show cross-sectional views of expanded composites (0.3 wt% SWNT, 

31.2 wt% TEM). Polymer-coated SWNTs can be seen bridging, or acting as a nanotether, 

between expanded TEMs and bulk polymer matrix. Microsphere-induced expansion 

tensions nanotubes. This results in enhanced load transfer in expanded composites, 

forming the basis for increases in mechanical strength.  

6.2.2 ELECTRICAL CHANGES DUE TO SHIFTING NANOTUBE JUNCTIONS 

Effects of microsphere expansion are not limited solely to transformations in 

mechanical properties. Because of SWNTs’ 1D-morphology, microsphere expansion-

induced rearrangement of nanotube junctions causes corresponding electrical property 

shifts. IR-induced TEM expansion was used to alter amount of overlap, or electrical 

junctions, between adjacent SWNTs. Composite samples were exposed to 45 s of IR 

point source illumination [850 nm light emitting diodes (LEDs)] while continuously 

monitoring resistance and expansion rate. The ratio of post-expansion (Rf) resistance to 
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initial (R0) resistance (Rf /R0) as a function of SWNT loading (represented by resistivity, 

) was utilized to evaluate electrical relationships. Note that low  results from high 

SWNT wt%, and vice versa. In all experiments, TEM loading was kept at 31.2 wt%, 

while SWNT ratios were varied. Intriguingly, Rf /R0 exhibited four different wt% 

dependent electrical responses, including becoming more conductive, less conductive, 

transitioning from conductive to insulating, or remaining insulating. 

Figure 6.8(a) is a plot showing Rf /R0 versus initial sample resistivity. Near the 

plot center, a percolation threshold region is shown as the vertical pink bar; resistivities 

lower than this are conductive, and higher are insulating. At high wt% (low ), SWNT 

loading is much greater than the percolation threshold. Here (region 1), TEM expansion 

and subsequent nanotube junction rearrangement results in composites becoming more 

conductive (Rf /R0 < 1). As SWNT loading lowers and  increases (region 2), amount of 

conductive overlap between adjacent nanotubes decreases as the microspheres expand. 

Even after expansion, however, there is still enough nanotube contact to retain 

conductivity; therefore, region 2 loading results in samples becoming slightly more 

resistive and therefore less conductive (1 < Rf /R0 < 10). As SWNT loading is further 

lowered to just greater than the percolation threshold (region 3), microsphere expansion 

again stretches junctions between adjacent nanotubes. SWNT loading is low enough, 

however, that as microspheres expand, electrical contact between nanotubes is either 

broken or greatly reduced. This reduction in contact area results in substantial resistance 

increase (Rf /R0 > 10). Expansion of these composites can essentially be thought of as an 

off switch. Finally for insulating composites where SWNT loading is less than  
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Figure 6.8. Electrical overview and response regions 1–3 (Region 4 not shown as 

insulating nature results in no change). (a) Plot of change in sample resistance (Rf /R0) 

versus initial resistivity. Response regions (1–4) as well as percolation threshold are 

indicated on the graph. (b)–(d), Detail resistance changes of the first three regions versus 

time. 

percolation threshold (region 4), there was no observed change in electrical properties. 

Conductive sample data was fit to the exponential function Rf /R0 = 0.8e0.15 while 

insulating data fit to Rf /R0 = 1. 

In addition to tunable Rf /R0 resistance relationships, distinct time-dependent (and 

IR illumination-induced) resistivity patterns were observed. Figures 6.8(b)–(d) show 
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change in resistance (plotted as R/R0) versus time for the first three regions. Region 4 is 

not shown as there are no R/R0 changes. Red lines indicate IR illumination signals. Prior 

to IR illumination on, resistance level is steady in regions 1–3 (R/R0 = 1). At 20 s, IR 

LEDs are energized. Immediately for all three regions, IR-induced heating begins and 

thermally generated electrons and optically generated electron-hole pairs begin to occur 

in the conductive samples, resulting in resistance decrease (dip in R/R0). As the 

composites quickly reach microsphere expansion temperature (~3 s), composite 

dimensions start to increase in the area of IR illumination. By ~5 s after illumination, 

composite expansion rate is significant enough to dictate response. For region 1, high 

SWNT loading, junction stretching plays a minor effect and only a slight bump up is 

seen. For region 2, SWNT loading is lower, and junction stretching causes an increase in 

R/R0 as microsphere expansion reduces SWNT conductive overlap. As expansion reaches 

~80%, e-h pair again dominates and R/R0 trend reverses. In region 3, TEM expansion 

causes a significant (or “open circuit” depending on wt%) reduction of nanotube 

junctions. After IR illumination is turned off (65 s) all regions show an increase in R/R0 

and resistance increases to an overall higher steady state value.  

Two additional interesting effects were noticed. First, for the same IR 

illumination time and intensity, samples with higher SWNT wt% exhibited larger regions 

of microsphere expansion. This expansion indicates that associated increase in composite 

thermal conductivity resulted in a larger portion of the sample expanding in response to 

IR point source heating. More concisely, as electrical and thus thermal conductivity  
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increase, microsphere expansion transitions from local to global effect. Second, the 

presence of nanotubes was required for a composite to exhibit IR-induced expansion as 

well as photon-induced resistance change. Regardless of illumination time, plain 

31.2 wt% TEM samples (0 wt% SWNT) exhibited negligible expansion – indicating 

nanotubes were efficient at photon absorption and subsequent energy transduction, and 

required for IR-induced expansion. The increasing relative expansion area with increased 

nanotube loading in Figures 6.9(a) and (b) show SWNTs are efficient at IR absorption 

and subsequent thermal transduction to polymeric chains. As nanotube loading increases, 

increased thermal conductivity in the composites results in a larger expansion region 

(starts transitioning from local effect to global one). IR illumination (850 nm) is initiated  

 

Figure 6.9. Relative IR-induced expansion in various wt% SWNT composites. (a) 

Amount of IR-induced expansion in 0, 0.1, and 0.3 wt% SWNT composite samples (all 

31.2 wt% TEM). (b) Image showing IR-expanded composite test samples. SWNT wt% 

increases from left (no nanotubes) to right (0.3 wt% nanotubes). All strips shown are 

31.2 wt% TEM and were subjected to identical IR test conditions.  
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at time t = 0 s. Inclusion of even a small amount of SWNTs allows for some expansion, 

as is shown when comparing the 0.01 wt% (minor expansion area) to the 0 wt% (no 

expansion). It is remarkable that nanotubes with diameters almost three orders of 

magnitude smaller than the microspheres result in IR-induced TEM expansion.  

6.3 ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS 

Since Rf /R0 is controllable via SWNT wt%, these results can be used for creating 

embedded thermally actuated polymer circuits or switches with dynamically controllable 

electrical properties. Expansion start and stop positions can be controlled via IR 

modulation or selection of TEMs with either higher or lower expansion temperatures. A 

TEM/SWNT/PDMS circuit can be embedded within a larger plain PDMS structure, 

heating and subsequent expansion will only occur within the patterned circuit (IR 

absorption by the SWNTs237), while the bulk PDMS (optically clear190) remains cool. 

Figure 6.10 shows once such circuit and a corresponding fabrication sequence. Using 

results obtained from Figure 6.2 to tune resistors’ electrical responses, this circuit can be 

designed such that depending on which resistor element(s) are IR illuminated, the circuit 

can become more conductive, less conductive, or maintain the same conductance 

(Appendix E contains IR response calculations for this circuit design). The fabrication 

sequence is as follows: [1] lower encapsulation layer is deposited; [2] SWNT/PDMS with 

nanotube loading greater than the percolation threshold is deposited to form conductive 

traces (note equivalent circuit diagram shown in this step); [3] two separate regions of 

different wt% SWNT/TEM/PDMS are patterned forming resistors R1 and R2; [4] a plain 

PDMS filler layer is used to equalize the substrate and circuit feature height; and [5] 

upper encapsulation layer which seals the circuit. 
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Figure 6.10. Embedded circuit fabrication sequence. Sequence presented shows steps 

required to embed a simple parallel resistor circuit into a flexible polymer skin. (a) 

Fabrication sequence, note that arbitrary colors are used to help illustrate different layers 

in the process. (b) Rendering of the SWNT/TEM circuit inside of its transparent plain 

PDMS shell. IR illumination of the structure will cause heating only in the polymer 

region containing SWNTs (and subsequent microsphere expansion in resistors R1 and R2).  

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Even though carbon nanostructure/TEM composites only allow for one-time 

expansion/actuation, the innovative combination of filler materials in an elastomer matrix 
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and resulting binary set of material properties presents a plethora of research and 

industrial applications. Possible applications encompass fields such as structural health 

monitoring of aircraft238 and ships144, deformable elements for flight control surfaces239, 

deformable mirror and antennae surfaces on spacecraft240, strain sensing for roads and 

bridges241, machinery vibration control systems242, and biomedical applications including 

micropumps243 and targeted drug delivery244. Ternary combination of SWNTs, TEMs, 

and PDMS allows for design of independently controllable regions of variable 

mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, and expansion in the same polymer 

composite. For example, thin-patterned polymer films can be incorporated into vehicle 

and/or equipment skins, and expanded to provide on-demand structural elements to 

prevent system failure [Figure 6.11(a)]. In biomedical applications, carbon 

nanostructure/TEM composites provide a possible new stent material [Figure 6.11(b)]. In 

actuation applications, even though the TEMs cause an overall system expansion, 

contractive forces can still be obtained [Figure 6.11(c)]. For example, this contracting 

skin requires four layers to fabricate [Figure 6.12(a)]; the steps involved include: [1] 

patterning a lower expansion layer comprised of SWNT/TEM/PDMS (these areas will 

expand with IR illumination); [2] placement of a lower filler layer of SWNT/PDMS (no 

TEMs) in the regions between expanding strips (filler sections will not expand upon IR 

illumination); [3] patterning as upper expansion layer to align on top of the lower filler 

layer (the two stacked expansion layers act as a bimetallic strip, inducing a curling force 

in the skin upon IR illumination); and [4] deposition of an upper filler layer in order to 

duplicate curling in the opposite direction and obtain a contractive expanding response. 
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Figure 6.11. Assorted applications. Ternary combination of SWNTs, TEMs, and PDMS 

allows for design of independently controllable regions of variable mechanical strength, 

electrical conductivity, and expansion in the same polymer composite. (a) Patterned 

polymer films showing possible structural element. (b) Unexpanded composite on a mold 

is shown at the left of the figure (future molds can incorporate IR LED elements). These 

stents can be inserted into region of interest, and LEDs energized to induce expansion. (c) 

Thin polymer film patterned to curl up on itself, thus generating a contractive force. 
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Figure 6.12. Contracting skin fabrication sequence. (a) Steps [1] to [4] detail the four 

layers required to achieve a contractive skin response. (b) Rendering showing resulting 

initial and expanded composite skins. 

Elastic to plastic-like transformation allows for incorporation of sensing and 

actuation into a single coherent functional material thereby minimizing complexity and 

maximizing reliability. Furthermore, benefits of IR-induced microsphere expansion 

include wireless actuation, electro-mechanical decoupling (and therefore low noise), and 

massive parallel actuation of device arrays from a single light source. Focused IR 

illumination can be used to expand a specific area or the entire composite. Ability to 

pattern various filler compositions into a single polymer skin allows for a diverse set of 

properties (such as regions of variable expansion, conductivity, and strength) in one 

continuous composite, and then change these properties on-demand for structural and/or 

electrical components. For example, thin unexpanded flexible elastic polymer films can 
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be incorporated into vehicle and/or equipment skins, and later expanded to provide on-

demand structural elements preventing system failure. In biomedical applications, carbon 

nanostructure/TEM composites provide a possible stent material. Although TEMs cause 

overall system expansion, contractive forces can be obtained through selective 

microsphere patterning [Figures 6.11(c) and 6.12]. In applications where volume is 

critical, such as aerospace and space travel, thin elastic polymer films can be fabricated 

[Figure 6.13(a)] and subsequently rolled-up for shipping or launch. Once on station, these 

films can be expanded [Figure 6.13(b)] to function as electrical, mechanical, and 

structural components. Finally, such composites could be highly useful in lab-on-a-chip 

applications, flexible bioelectronics, and sensors. Flexible skins could include 

microfluidic channels that expand volume on demand to create reaction chambers for live 

analysis of captured rare cells, such as circulating tumor cells.  

This work introduces a class of stimuli-responsive expanding polymer composites 

with ability to unidirectionally transform physical dimensions, elastic modulus, density, 

and electrical resistance. Carbon nanotubes and core-shell acrylic microspheres were 

dispersed in polydimethylsiloxane, resulting in composites that exhibit a binary set of 

material properties. Upon thermal or infrared stimuli, liquid cores encapsulated within the 

microspheres vaporize, expanding the surrounding shells and stretching the matrix. 

Microsphere expansion results in visible dimensional changes, regions of reduced 

polymeric chain mobility, nanotube tensioning, and overall elastic to plastic-like 

transformation of the composite. Here composite transformations including macroscopic 

volume expansion (>500%), density reduction (>80%), and elastic modulus increase 

(>675%) are shown. Additionally, conductive nanotubes allow for remote expansion  
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Figure 6.13. Application example showing use of patterned TEM regions to serve as 

structural component. (a) As-fabricated polymer sheet shown in elastic (unexpanded) 

state. (b) Same polymer sheet, but with expanded (plastic-like) honeycomb-patterned 

TEM regions. 

monitoring and exhibit distinct loading-dependent electrical responses. With ability to 

pattern regions of tailorable expansion, strength, and electrical resistance into a single 

polymer skin, these composites present opportunities as structural and electrical building 

blocks in smart systems. 
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CHAPTER 7 
GRAPHENE/ELASTOMER COMPOSITE-BASED PHOTO-THERMAL 

NANOPOSITIONERS 
 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

As opposed to the unidirectional macroscopic actuation just discussed, this 

chapter describes development and characterization of a reversible photo-mechanical 

nanopositioning application demonstrated with a two-axis translation stage. Compared to 

piezoelectric actuators, which serve as the current workhorse for 

nanopositioning/manipulation, a closed-loop two-axis light-driven (photo-thermal) 

nanopositioning system capable of controlled displacements of more than 100 µm per 

axis, actuation speeds exceeding 5 µm/s, sub-micron resolution, and low-cost was 

developed. The unique photo-thermal positioning mechanism was achieved via dynamic 

modulation of multiple independent infrared sources placed along the actuators that 

enabled differential control through polymeric chain stretching/contraction. Disposable 

composite actuators were fabricated using graphene nanoplatelet loadings from 0–2 wt% 

and thicknesses from 90–210 µm, and exhibited long-term stability (>3,000 cycles) and 

opto-mechanical efficiency of ~0.03%. This nanopositioning system based on a simple 

graphene/elastomer model system demonstrates a real-world application for low-cost 

energy-efficient positioning that could find utility in future photo- and electro-thermal 

actuation technologies. 
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7.2 RESULTS 

7.2.1 PRINCIPLE OF GNP/ELASTOMER PHOTO-THERMAL ACTUATION 

Figure 7.1(a) presents a schematic demonstrating the principle GNP/elastomer 

photo-thermal actuation. Unrestricted elastomeric composites with graphene additives 

(sample [1]) have random polymeric chain arrangement/entanglement. Addition of 

weight (sample [2]) to the free-end stretches the composites and induces a pre-strain. As 

entangled polymeric chains are pulled into a more ordered arrangement, system entropy 

is reduced. When the pre-strained composite sample is heated via IR illumination (sample 

[3]), light is absorbed by the GNPs within the PDMS matrix; and optical energy is 

efficiently transduced into thermal energy through phonons in the sp2 graphene sheets245. 

Due to the high macroscopic thermal conductivity of graphene films246 (300 W/mK) and 

intimate dispersion of GNPs within the PDMS matrix, heat is percolated through the 

matrix causing polymeric chain contraction. Increasing polymeric chain temperature 

results in an associated increase in spring constant247. Since there is constant force 

applied (suspended weight), contraction in the composite occurs (following Hooke’s law) 

and lifts the weight, resulting in usable work done through the system by so called 

“rubbery elasticity”. The large amplitudes of actuation obtainable in graphene/elastomer 

and nanotube/elastomer systems are directly as a result of the sp2 bonding in the 

nanocarbons. In general, strong covalent sp2 bonds result in efficient heat transfer by 

lattice vibrations in the GNPs, and therefore allow for large amplitudes of photo-thermal 

actuation accomplished through heat transduction from the lattice into the polymeric 

chains. This thereby enables a unique photo-thermal actuation mechanism in 

nanocarbon/elastomer composites. In nanotubes and pristine single layer graphene, all 
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bonds are strong sp2 covalent bonds that result in high intrinsic thermal conductivity66,248, 

while reduced graphene oxide is a mixture of sp2 and sp3 bonds. Finally, amorphous 

carbon and diamond-like carbon contain a large fraction of sp3 bonds that lower system 

thermal conductivity245. All of these forms can be useful for application-specific tunable 

photo-thermal actuation amplitudes in carbon/elastomer composites.  

7.2.2 PHOTO-THERMAL NANOPOSITIONING SYSTEM  

Figure 7.1(b) presents a simplified model of a single-axis photo-thermal 

nanopositioning system. In this setup, a thin GNP/PDMS composite strip is held at a 

fixed pre-strain, a nanopositioning stage is mounted in the composite center, and IR 

LEDs placed on either side for differential control via both positive and negative stage 

actuation (only one LED per side is shown for clarity, real system encompasses three 

LEDs per side, or six per axis). Illumination of the left LED results in localized heating of 

the GNP/PDMS composite around the light spot, causing polymeric chain contraction in 

that region and subsequent stage translation to the left. Conversely, energizing the LED 

on the right side will cause the stage to translate right. By dynamically modulating IR 

intensity, a force balance can be enacted on either side of the stage to maintain it in a 

desired displacement. However, even when the stage is at a set position, LED intensity is 

still being continuously tuned via a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control loop 

which monitors stage position and compensates for thermal drift. This highly dynamic 

process achieves nanopositioning by controlling polymeric chain extension/contraction 

through rapidly modulating thermal energy input. Stage displacement is measured with 

the aid of high speed laser displacement sensor (120 nm resolution) and a reflective 

element placed on the stage.  
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Figure 7.1. Photo-thermal overview. (a) Photo-thermal actuation schematic. Three thin 

GNP/PDMS composite strips are mounted with their upper ends fixed to a rigid plate. 

The free end of sample [1] is unrestricted, while samples [2] and [3] have a weight 

attached, thus inducing pre-strain into the composite actuator. [3] Illumination via an IR 

LED results in energy transduction to the polymeric chains, causing a contraction in the 

actuator (and thus usable work). (b) Simplified single-axis nanopositioner layout. A laser 

displacement sensor is used to measure stage position. Independently controlled diodes 

on either side of the stage allow for differential positive or negative axis stage motion. 

7.2.3 GNP/PDMS ACTUATOR FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 

Figure 7.2(a) presents a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of GNPs 

deposited on a silicon wafer. GNPs were verified to be 3–5 layers, with diameters ranging 

from 1–2 m. Figure 7.2(b) presents the photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) of GNPs. 

The XPS C1s spectra shows the different binding energy values for different carbon 

bonds, namely sp3 C-C or C-H (285.5 eV), single C-O bonds (286.1 eV), and sp2 C=C 

bonds (284.5 eV). Figure 7.2(b) shows the high levels of deoxygenated sp2 carbon bonds 

that exist in GNPs, signaling high intrinsic thermal conduction well-suited for 
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photo-thermal actuators presented here. The intensity of sp2 C=C is much higher than the 

sp3 C-C bonds and C-O bonds. GNPs are still slightly oxidized on the surface as one can 

see the oxidized C-O bonds.  

Investigating effects of varying fabrication parameters, Figure 7.2(c) is a series of 

five slides showing increasing composite opacity with a corresponding increase in GNP 

loading (from 0 to 2 wt%). In all five slides, spin times and thus composite thickness are 

constant. Conversely, Figure 7.2(d) presents a series of four slides, all with identical GNP 

loading (0.5 wt%), but decreasing spin times. See Appendix A for sample preparation 

steps. The longest spin time sample (90 s) is the thinnest and the most transparent, while 

the shortest spin time (15 s) is the thickest and most opaque. Compared to carbon 

counterparts such as single layer graphene (derived from reduced graphene oxide) and 

CNTs, GNPs are easy to disperse uniformly and thus are ideal for use in advanced 

polymer composites. The high level of sp2 carbon bonds, ease of dispersion in polymers 

via shear mixing, ability to spin-coat, and compatibility with MEMS lithographic 

processes makes GNP/PDMS more favorable for low-cost commercial manufacturing as 

compared to all other graphene/polymer composites. Quantitatively, Figure 7.2(e) shows 

curves of GNP/PDMS composite thicknesses as a function of GNP wt% loading for 15 s 

and 90 s spin times. GNP wt% was not observed to have a significant impact on 

thickness, rather it was observed to be spin time and spin speed-dependent, as shown in 

Figure 7.2(f). Finally, Figure 7.2(g) presents a GNP/PDMS composite actuator prior to 

mounting in the nanopositioner enclosure (a coin is shown for size comparison). The 

inset in this figure is a SEM image showing the composite smooth surface and several 

nanoplatelet flakes protruding from the cut edges. Fabrication of the polymer composites 
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consisted of shear mixing GNPs in PDMS, spin-coating large area thin films, 

polymerization, and cutting 50 mm  6 mm actuator strips (strained 50% to 75 mm for 

use in nanopositioners).  

 

 

 

Figure 7.2. GNP/PDMS composite characterization. (a) SEM of plain GNP powder (not 

mixed with PDMS). (b) XPS data. (c) Changes in composite opacity as GNP loading is 

increased from 0 to 2 wt%. In all five slides, spin time is constant at 15 s. (d) Series of 

four slides with identical GNP loading (0.5 wt%), but decreasing spin times. (e) 

GNP/PDMS composite thicknesses are shown as a function of GNP wt% loading. Curves 

for a 15 s spin time as well as 90 s spin time are displayed. (f) Composite thickness as a 

function of spin time is shown. Composite samples were fabricated with spin casting 

times between 15 s to 90 s. (g) Sample GNP composite actuator (2 wt%) used in our two-

axis nanopositioners. Inset is SEM detail showing a corner of the composite strip.  
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7.2.4 NANOPOSITIONER SYSTEM INTEGRATTION 

Following fabrication and characterization of graphene/elastomer composite 

actuators, they are integrated into a compact nanopositioning system incorporating a 

laser-cut enclosure housing multiple IR LEDs, custom electronics, and control software. 

Figure 7.3(a) presents an isometric overview of a fully assembled two-axis 

nanopositioner (82 mm  82 mm  30 mm). A removable cover plate encloses two 

GNP/PDMS actuators and their respective positioning diodes. A cutout in the cover plate 

allows for mounting a floating stage on the actuators underneath. Indicating lights on the 

front (x axis) and the left side (y axis) provide a visual operator tool by displaying 

positioning diode status. A single blue LED is illuminated on each axis indicating the 

nanopositioner is powered, since no other lights are lit the floating stage is in the home 

position (0,0).  

In Figure 7.3(b), the cover plate has been removed, exposing two GNP/PDMS 

composite actuators and their associated IR positioning LEDs. Six positioning diodes are 

mounted underneath each strained GNP/PDMS composite actuator strip (12 total for the 

two-axis system). The diode arrangement allows for independent differential stage 

control along both the x and y axes. While positioning diodes and GNP actuators are 

mounted to the top of the printed circuit board (PCB), all other electronics are mounted 

on the bottom side. Figure 7.3(c) presents a clarified top view of the nanopositioner with 

the cover plate and GNP actuators removed to show the diode layout. This orientation 

shows differential arrangement between positive and negative positioning diodes. Along 

their respective axes, IR LEDs closest to the home position [origin of (0,0)] were 

designated as “C”, those in the middle as “B”, and the diodes farthest away as “A”.  
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Figure 7.3. Nanopositioner overview. (a) Isometric of fully assembled nanopositioner. (b) 

Nanopositioner with cover plate removed, showing positioning diodes and dual 

GNP/PDMS composite actuators. (c) Top view of the nanopositioner with the actuators 

removed, clearly showing diode layout. (d) Simplified control schematic for a single 

positioning diode. 

Figure 7.3(d) shows a simplified electrical schematic for a single positioning diode. A 

pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal drives a solid state relay that turns the positioning 

diode on/off. Visible wavelength indicating diodes from the position sensor serve as an 

operator feedback tool and are electrically connected in parallel and mounted externally 

on the nanopositioner to duplicate positioning diode intensity. To precisely control 

energy transduction to the polymeric chains and thus stage position, continuous 

high-speed intensity tuning of each diode is required. Therefore diode control for each 
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axis was allocated to an independent PID controller, which was chosen due to ease of 

implementation and widespread industrial use. See Appendix F for discussion regarding 

PID control loop restrictions.  

A control PCB allocates each IR LED to a dedicated 8-bit, 1 kHz pulse-width 

modulation (PWM) channel yielding 256 IR intensity steps (value of 0 corresponded to 

0% duty cycle, and 255 to 100% duty cycle). Assuming each IR intensity step 

corresponds to specific temperature change in the composite, this allows for 256 

temperature steps. Figure 7.4(a)–(c) shows several plots of diode voltage at various duty 

cycles. LabVIEW-based control software was written to include modes ranging from 

manual control over each diode’s intensity, to fully automatic, whereas the software 

determines diode adjustments required to position the stage. For the fully automatic 

mode, diode control for each axis was allocated to an independent proportional-integral-

derivative (PID) controller. PID feedback control was chosen due to ease of  

 

Figure 7.4. PWM signals. Using a benchtop Tektronix oscilloscope, supply voltage, diode 

voltage, and ground were monitored during routine nanopositioner operation. Plots of 

voltage versus time are shown for various duty cycles of the 1 kHz PWM loop, including 

(a) 25% duty cycle, (b) 50% duty cycle, and (c) 75% duty cycle. Comparison of diode 

on-time (2) to off-time (3) is shown for a single period (1) on each plot. 
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implementation and widespread industrial use. Control software allows the operator to 

input desired stage position (x,y), laser displacement sensors provided real-time position 

feedback, and the PID loop sets diode intensity. Continuous high-speed diode intensity 

adjustments are required to account for thermal drift and maintain the stage at desired 

displacement.  

7.2.5 KINETICS OF PHOTO-THERMAL NANOPOSITIONERS 

The ability to dynamically modulate IR diode intensity results in a correlating 

temperature modulation in composite actuators and provides the mechanism for control 

of polymeric chain contraction/extension. As the number of intensity steps is fixed by the 

control system (at 256), the resolution of available temperature change steps is governed 

by the IR LED’s maximum intensity specification. For example, if a high-power 

positioning diode (“coarse adjust”) is replaced with a diode half as intense (“fine adjust”), 

temperature control resolution doubles, allowing for more accurate stage positioning. 

However, the increase in control comes at the expense of total stage travel. To 

quantitatively determine response differences between diodes, a maximum displacement 

test was conducted. This test involved measuring maximum possible stage displacement 

(first with all three positive, then all three negative diodes at 100% duty cycle). The 

absolute values of the positive and negative displacements were averaged to determine 

overall response. Figures 7.5(a) and (b) present detailed displacement versus time data 

during a single run. 
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Figure 7.5. Kinetics curve fitting and individual diode test details. (a) Raw data is shown 

for a maximum displacement test (+x axis) on a 1 wt% GNP, 15 s spin time sample 

composite. At time 0 s, duty cycle for all three +x positioning diodes was set at 100%. 

The curve shows stage displacement as a function of time. (b) After running each test, 

best fit curves were overlaid on top of the raw data ( = 80 µm,  = 9 s, and  = 15 s). 

This process was repeated for the –x, then the positive axis and negative axis curve fitting 

coefficients averaged to determine normalized displacement kinetics for each composite 

skin and diode combination. (c) To determine individual diode contribution to the 

maximum stage displacement, this same process was repeated but with a single diode 

energized vice all three. The plot shows the individual contributions of each of the six 

diodes (1 wt%, 15 s spin time). Diodes labeled “C” are the physically innermost diodes 

[closest to the origin (0,0)], while those labeled “A” are the outermost (closest to the 

nanopositioner frame). 

Stage displacement from a single diode was verified to be ~1/3 of the maximum 

displacement [as Figure 7.5(c) shows], demonstrating actuation responses are confined to 

localized composite regions directly above each IR LED. Isolated response regions are a 

result of selecting positioning diodes with narrow beam angles as well as using GNP 
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wt%’s less than percolation threshold. Therefore, the total stage movement is a 

summation of all local responses, and each diode contributing to the overall response 

without affecting its neighboring diodes.  

In order to determine stage kinetics, diode maximum displacement tests were 

conducted on various GNP wt% composites (of identical thicknesses). Figure 7.6(a) 

shows maximum displacement testing results as a function of GNP wt% loading for two 

different positioning diode types (coarse adjust, high-power IR diode and fine adjust, 

low-power diode). A discussion in Appendix G provides insight as to the advantages and 

tradeoffs of selecting high power vice low power IR diodes. While there was initially a 

sharp increase in maximum displacement with increasing GNP concentration, loadings 

beyond ~0.75 wt% resulted in negligible additional stage travel demonstrating saturation 

of the photo-thermal response. The maximum displacement (xmax) responses as a function 

of GNP wt% were fit to equation (7.1) for both low power and high power diode, where  

is the displacement coefficient, and  the load adjustment factor. Figures 7.5(a) and (b) 

present detailed displacement versus time data during a single run. While high power IR 

diodes enable large actuator displacements, for a fixed number of intensity steps, lower 

power diodes allow for finer temperature control and resolution, resulting in more 

accurate stage positioning. 

1
%

     (7.1) 

Having witnessed the effect of high and low power diodes on maximum stage 

displacements, composites thickness was also found to affect overall stage kinetics. 

Figure 7.6(b) shows stage displacement responses for 90 µm and 210 µm thick 
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composites (thinnest and thickest films made). Curves shown were fit to the raw data 

using equation (7.2), where t is the time,  is a time constant, and  is a drift adjustment 

factor. 

1      (7.2)  

Interestingly, thinner composites actuated faster, yet had lower maximum 

displacements than their thicker counterparts. With a fixed number of diode intensities 

available by our control setup, a composite with a larger displacement also had lower 

resolution. Conversely, while thinner samples have smaller maximum displacements, 

they also have finer control steps. The curve fitting in equation (7.2) to the experimental 

data show that the actuation and relaxation followed simple Debye characteristics and 

therefore a unique actuation mechanism54. Unlike CNT/PDMS actuators which follow a 

compressed exponential function for actuation54, GNP/PDMS actuators were found to not 

only follow a simple exponential function during both actuation and relaxation, but also 

exhibit about a three times faster response54. While for the same wt% loading, photo-

thermal amplitude of CNT/PDMS composites is larger than the GNP/PDMS system, 

however large amplitudes are only realized with efficient dispersion that results in high 

energy percolation within the composites. As CNTs are difficult to separate into 

individual nanotubes (vice bundles) and disperse uniformly within the polymeric matrix, 

CNT/PDMS composite fabrication is highly labor intensive with low yields making them 

expensive to produce. Conversely, GNPs are quite easy to disperse due to their rigid 

morphology, number of graphitic layers, and lack of adhesion or clumping between 

individual stacks. 
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7.2.6 USEFUL DISPLACEMENT VERSUS MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT 

While curves in Figure 7.6(a) show maximum displacement as a function of GNP 

wt%, these reported values are steady-state equilibrium positions reached only after 

relatively long time periods (~180 s). While possible to achieve these displacements, due 

to long wait times required, they are not necessarily useful for practical nanopositioning 

applications. Therefore, additional criteria were set to determine useful displacement 

versus maximum displacement. This was achieved via selection of a tripwire value for 

slope of the displacement versus time curve. It was determined that when the 

displacement curve slope equaled 2 represented the best balance between (1) quick 

actuation times; (2) a large portion of maximum possible displacement; and (3) still 

allowed ample additional displacement control for maintaining the stage in position. 

Therefore, taking the derivative of the displacement [equation (7.2)], setting it equal to 2, 

and solving for time (t) yields equation (7.3). 

 2 1  (7.3) 

Applying this constraint to the plots in Figure 7.6(b), the displacement curve for 

the thin (90 µm) composite sample reached a slope of 2 at 8.5 s, representing a 

displacement of ~47.2 µm (~50% of maximum displacement). For the thicker sample 

(210 µm), a slope of 2 was reached at 14 s, representing a displacement of ~58 µm, or 

~60% of maximum. Thereby, a two-axis nanopositioner outfitted with the thin composite 

would have a total travel of ~94 µm per axis (2  47.2 µm), and outfitted with the thick 

composite would have a total travel of 116 µm per axis (2  58 µm). Finally, actuation 

speed was calculated by dividing the usable displacement by the time required to reach 
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Figure 7.6. Positioning diode response characterization. (a) Maximum stage displacement 

as a function of GNP wt% loading for coarse adjust and fine adjust positioning diodes. 

(b) Displacement kinetics as a function of composite actuator thickness for a 1 wt% GNP 

sample. Useful displacement limit and time are also indicated. (c) Displacement versus 

time curves shown for a 1 wt% GNP sample at ambient pressure (760 Torr) and at 

medium vacuum (20 Torr).  

those values yielded velocities of ~5.5 µm/s (90 µm “thin” composite) and ~4.1 µm/s 

(210 µm “thick” composite). These velocity values can be improved significantly through 

use of much thinner composite actuators (<1 m). However, such ultra-thin composites 

will need new preparation steps as they are difficult to handle. One such solution is 

integration of thinner films onto MEMS substrates with on-chip positioning stages to 

improve photo-thermal actuation velocity. 

7.2.7 VACUUM DEPENDENCY OF PHOTO-THERMAL NANOPOSITIONER 

Many systems that utilize micro- and nanomanipulation technologies require 

operation in a vacuum. Therefore, in order to evaluate feasibility of photo-thermal 

nanopositioners as replacement actuation systems for work in vacuum environments, 
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stage response pressure dependency was measured. Figure 7.6(c) presents displacement 

versus time curves for a 1 wt% 210 µm thick composite sample at atmospheric pressure 

(760 Torr), as well as in a medium vacuum (20 Torr). Interestingly, at lower pressure (20 

Torr), displacement was ~30% higher than at atmospheric pressure, indicating as pressure 

decreases there is an associated drop in composite heat loss due to natural convection. 

Simply stated, as pressure is reduced, convective heat loss is minimized and identical 

diode intensity results in larger displacement. As pressure (P) is reduced, density of the 

fluid () follows, as equation (7.4) shows, where R is the specific gas constant. Since the 

heat transfer coefficient is proportional to fluid (air) density, as pressure decreases, so 

does the heat transfer coefficient [equation (7.5)]. Since , A, and T remain constant, 

composite temperature must increase, as equation (7.6) shows. Since the pre-strained 

composite temperature is increasing, additional actuation is realized resulting in larger 

stage displacement under vacuum conditions. For future scaled-down photo-thermal 

systems that utilize actuators with submicron thicknesses, as ambient pressure decreases 

stage velocities are expected to increase due to lowered friction between gas molecules. 

 
↓


∴ ↓ 

(7.4) 

 ∝ ∴ ↓ (7.5) 

 
↓

 ∴ ↑ (7.6) 

 While initial results are promising, further testing and characterization are 

required to determine nanopositioner suitability for use in high vacuum systems (such as 
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in an SEM). Furthermore, one must consider that under vacuum, the positioning 

resolution of a given diode decreases (larger overall displacement for the same number of 

available PWM steps). Scaling effects also significantly affect heat loss versus heat 

generation in a vacuum environment at micro and nanometer length scales, and warrants 

further investigation. Finally, material properties of polymers and their outgassing rates 

should be determined before practical development of nanopositioners for vacuum 

environments. Therefore, vacuum-rated photo-thermal nanopositioners will require 

additional investigation before practical implementation to maintain the same 

performance characteristics as their ambient pressure-operated counterparts.  

7.2.8 ACCURACY AND RESOLUTION 

Nanopositioner ability to accurately respond to and maintain ordered positions 

was evaluated with x and y axes set to automatic (PID loop) control. Nanopositioners 

were given a sequence of ordered commands, and automated stage response monitored. 

Figures 7.7(a) and (b) show positioner response to a command sequence for x and y axes. 

Stage response (blue curve) is plotted against position command (red curve). Figures 

7.7(c) – (e) show error between ordered and actual position with scale bars in µm and nm 

respectively. Large spikes are due to mismatch between actual and ordered positions 

upon new command receipt (annotations [1] and [2]). Figure 7.7(e), clearly shows the 

error spike [1] as the new position command is received, and the subsequent decay of the 

bounding oscillations (curves [3] and [4]). These oscillations although smaller than 

120 nm are a result of filtering/averaging within the laser control head. While in reality, 

true resolution of the displacement sensor could be less than 120 nm, the manufacturer’s 

specification on the laser displacement sensor used for stage position feedback is 120 nm,  
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Figure 7.7. Stage response and stability in automatic control mode to position requests for 

both the x and y axes (1 wt% GNP composite). Ordered and actual (a) x axis and (b) y 

axis positions. Stage was ordered to sequentially move to positions +10 µm, +20 µm, 

+30 µm, and then –10 µm, –10 µm, –10 µm. Annotations [1] and [2] indicate position 

commands for 0 µm and –10µm respectively. (c) Sample positioning error                 

(xactual – xordered) with µm scale. Spikes are due to mismatch between actual and ordered 

position when the control loop receives a new position request. (d) Sample positioning 

error (xactual – xordered) with nm scale. (e) Detail of position response and subsequent stage 

oscillations. Positive and negative oscillation bounding curves are indicated by 

annotations [3] and [4] respectively.  
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and therefore is considered the resolution limit for our nanopositioner. In follow-on 

generations, incorporation of capacitive displacement to monitor stage position (vice the 

current laser displacement system) can potentially increase positioner resolution to sub-

10 nm15. Armed with increased resolution, stage positioning accuracy can be improved 

further through modifications such as (1) PID loop tuning, (2) incorporation of coarse 

adjust as well as fine adjust diodes into a single axis, and (3) higher frequency PWM 

control with a larger number of intensity steps. 

Ideal for use in systems requiring precise positioning control/manipulation, such 

as probe stations and optical microscopes, photo-thermal nanopositioners were evaluated 

for use in several real-world tasks. For example, a nanopositioner was mounted to an 

optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse L150) for microsphere positioning. Figure 7.8 shows a 

sequence as the spheres are moved to positive and negative x and y axes displacement 

limits (arrows show the direction of movement). For clarification, a microsphere has been 

circled in red, clearly showing ~100 m per axis photo-actuated positioning.  

7.2.9 ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 

Graphene addition to elastomers not only creates high mechanical strength 

composites and photo-thermal actuation, but also could potentially be viable system for 

energy harvesting249. An important nanopositioner aspect is energy efficiency at 

converting IR illumination into (x,y) stage movement. Therefore, efficiency () of the 

GNP composites to a known IR illumination source was evaluated. Figure 7.9(a) presents 

the efficiency relationship as a function of GNP loading. Interestingly, a slight increase in 

efficiency with increased GNP loading was found, which ranged from ~ 0.027% 
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Figure 7.8. Actual stage response under optical microscope. Sequence of four images 

show the nanopositioner moving microspheres along the –x, +x, –y, and +y axes. A single 

microsphere is circled in red, and crosshairs have been added for clarity. 

 (0.1 wt% GNPs) to ~0.033% (2 wt% GNPs). Efficiency calculation details can be found 

in Appendix H. Since graphene-elastomer photo-thermal actuation system is an example 

of a heat engine, measured efficiency was compared to maximum possible Carnot 

efficiency,  1 . While an identical IR illumination source was used, due to 

varying GNP loadings in the composites different Th temperatures were realized. For 

example, a 0 wt% GNP sample (optically clear190) experienced negligible temperature 

change, while 2 wt% GNP samples showed ~50 °C change. Because of the larger 

temperature change, higher wt% composites had a larger maximum possible Carnot 

efficiency. Likewise, they also did more work and had a larger measured efficiency than 

their lower wt% counterparts. However, the looming question was – did the higher wt% 
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composites use a larger portion of the available Carnot efficiency? Therefore, a ratio of 

measured to Carnot efficiency was determined [equation (7.7)] and simplified [equation 

(7.8)].  

 





1

 
(7.7) 

   (7.8) 

As Figure 7.9(b) shows, while just a small amount of GNPs (0.1 wt%) resulted in a small 

composite temperature change, it was most efficient at transduction of this temperature 

change into useful work. By 0.5 to 2 wt%, the ratio was approximately equal. To 

summarize, incorporation of a small amount of GNPs into a composite results in an 

actuator that uses the largest percentage of maximum possible efficiency, this low wt% 

composite also results in the smallest amount of work in response to the same IR 

illumination source. In comparison, past-light driven actuators based on PVDF have 

demonstrated an efficiency value of ~8.3  10–5 % under quasi-static motion199, about 

three orders of magnitude less efficient than our graphene-elastomer systems                 

(~3  10–2 %). Furthermore, improvements in efficiency for graphene-elastomer 

composites might be possible by using single layer graphene fillers and nanoscale 

thickness composite actuators.  
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Figure 7.9. Photo-thermal efficiency and long-term degradation. (a) Photo-thermal 

efficiency versus GNP loading. (b) Photo-thermal efficiency divided by Carnot 

efficiency. (c) Stage position versus time curves are plotted for 0 cycles, 1,000 cycles, 

and 3,000 cycles. (d) Maximum displacement curves shown were conducted before the 

1st cycle, the 1,000th cycle, and the 3,000th cycle. 

7.2.10 LONG-TERM CYCLING AND COMPOSITE ACTUATOR DEGRADATION 

RESPONSE 

Experiments were also conducted to determine composite degradation as a 

function of repeated cycling. Figure 7.9(c) is a plot showing this 1st cycle, the 1,000th 

cycle, and the 3,000th cycle. In order to monitor composite degradation, every 250 cycles 

the positioner performed a maximum displacement test. Figure 7.9(d) show the results of 

a maximum displacement test after 0, 1,000 and 3,000 cycles. As these plots show, even 

after 3,000 cycles, there was minimum-observed degradation, which demonstrates high 

lifetime of composite actuators. Appendix I provides detailed steps for all automatic 

testing sequences.  
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7.3 CONCLUSIONS 

This work introduces a new class of nanopositioners that exploit photo-thermal 

actuation mechanism in graphene-elastomer composites. Compared to electro-mechanical 

transduction, photo-mechanical/photo-thermal actuation offers an alternative way to 

couple energy into actuator structures offering distinctive advantages such as wireless 

actuation, remote controllability, electrical-mechanical decoupling, low noise, and 

scalability through existing MEMS processing technology. Unfortunately, few material 

systems have been shown to exhibit photo-mechanical actuation properties and are often 

not compatible with complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)/MEMS 

processing techniques. For example, photo-mechanical actuation has been achieved in 

PVDF193, azobenzene194, shape memory polymers169, liquid crystal elastomers196, and 

chalcogenide glasses161. However, practical nanopositioner systems based on the 

previously mentioned technologies are rare. The system presented here is simple, low-

cost, and could be integrated with myriad of systems such as optical microscopes and 

probe stations. Furthermore, numerous properties such as distribution of graphene 

networks, percolation threshold, elastomer matrix material, polymer chain segmental 

length, and composites thickness can be tuned to enable higher levels of control in future 

nanopositioning systems with a wide variety of application-specific tailorable parameters.  

While at first it may seem that polymers are not an ideal material system for 

positioning applications due to thermal drifts, these drifts are easily corrected for using 

the differential dynamic photon-intensity modulation setup presented. Furthermore, 

ability to transduce photon energy into thermal energy that can change polymer chain 

mobilities at rapid pace to produce reversible actuation makes this system interesting to 
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study. Tunability of sp2/sp3 graphene bonds in polymer composites could potentially 

result in extraordinary research systems with high mechanical strength, high intrinsic 

thermal conductivity, excellent electrical properties, and fast photo-thermal actuation. 

The uniqueness of our system – ability to dynamically tune IR intensity/temperature to 

change mechanical stiffness of the polymer chains in localized composite areas – makes 

this nanopositioner highly internally dynamic. One drawback of this work is that 

resolution of the feedback system limits the nanopositioner resolution to ~120 nm, 

however this is still better than the ~170 nm resolution recently reported for a 

polysilicon-based thermal nanopositioners250. Current photo-thermal nanopositioner 

resolution limitations are due to the feedback system employed, not the actuators 

themselves. Hence next generation devices could incorporate capacitive as well as 

interferometric feedback resulting in much finer control, and achieve sub-10 nm 

resolution similar to recently demonstrated on-chip electro-thermal nanopositioning 

systems251. Further development of graphene/polymer composite-based nanopositioners 

will extend the promising potential of graphene-based actuation technologies and will 

serve as a catalyst to inspire continued research into energy efficient transduction 

systems.  

Thus far, this dissertation has dealt with characterization and applications of 

optically-driven carbon nanostructure/elastomer composite systems. While the preceding 

chapters have certainly established carbon nanostructure-based composites as an 

interesting and relevant research area, they were lacking an accompanying theoretical 

model. Therefore, using the associated stiffness increase of a pre-strained composite in 
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response to IR illumination as the mechanism, Chapter 8 presents development of a 

corresponding spring-mass photo-mechanical actuation model.
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CHAPTER 8 
SPRING-MASS PHOTO-MECHANICAL MODELING 

 

8.1 BACKGROUND 

To round out the experimental characterization presented thus far in this 

dissertation, this chapter presents derivation and evaluation of a spring-mass model to 

describe photo-mechanical actuation in a single-axis nanopositioner. A number of 

simplifying assumptions are used; the most important being that temperature effects 

within the polymer composites are assumed to be the dominate mechanism responsible 

for actuation, and thus are the only ones considered in this model. Comprised of 

nanocarbons dispersed within a PDMS elastomer matrix, polymer-based 

photo-mechanical actuators are fabricated into thin films and subsequently cut into 

composite strips. After polymerization, but prior to use as actuators, composite strips are 

pre-strained. Composite deformation results in stretching of the polymer network chains, 

thus reducing system entropy247. Retractive forces are generated as a result of system 

tendency to seek the maximum entropy value found in the initial unstrained state247. 

Photo-mechanical actuation exploits control over this retractive force through 

temperature modulation. Temperature increases within the strained polymer composite 

add to the chaotic motion of the molecular chains, thereby further increasing system 

tendency to seek a more random configuration247. This results in either (1) a decreasing 

length of the polymer composite (when subjected to a constant force); or (2) increasing 
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the retractive force (when composite is at a fixed length)247. The simplified models 

presented here are based on a Gaussian distribution, single-chain model (which was 

chosen due to characterization of long chains that behave as linear springs)247. The 

polymer chain spring constant is given by equation (8.1), where K is the spring constant, 

k is the Boltzman constant, T is temperature (in absolute scale), nb is number of bonds, 

and l is the bond length247. 

 
3

 (8.1) 

 
3

↓
∴ ↑ (8.2) 

Initial evaluation of equation (8.1) reveals two interesting relationships. First, 

since all factors on the right side of the equation are constants, K is proportional to 

absolute temperature (K  T). However, rather than merely evaluating the dependency of 

spring constant on temperature, comparison of thermal effects between a variety of 

different composites requires first normalizing responses. This can be done through 

calculation of the percent change in spring constant (%K) for a given temperature 

change (T), which is proportional to T divided by the original temperature  

(%K  T / T0). Figures 8.1(a) and (b) are graphs comparing theoretical and 

experimental %K for a 75°C temperature increase (starting with a T0 of 40°C, or 313 K). 

A variety of GNP/PDMS composites (from 0 to 2 wt% loading) were individually 

mounted at 50% pre-strains (fixed at both ends) and placed in a thermal test chamber. 

Multiple thin-wire thermocouples within the chamber recorded temperature, and a load 

cell was mounted in series with one end of the composite for force measurements 
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(converted to spring constants). Figure 8.1(a) shows the theoretical %K following a 

linear relationship with ~0.32% increase in K per °C. While also demonstrating linear 

relationships, experimental data nonetheless lagged the theoretical model, with only a 

~0.25 % increase in K per °C. With regards to the underperformance in experimental data 

however, there are several possible contributions. These include: (1) In experimental 

calculations, temperature values used for plotting T at each point were generated from 

an average of all individual thermocouples readings. Depending on placement (i.e., center 

of chamber versus next to heating elements), however, thermocouple readings varied by 

as much as ~15%. (2) The thin-wire thermocouples used had much less thermal mass 

than the composite test samples, whose internal temperature (and thus change in spring 

constant) likely lagged slightly behind measured chamber ambient temperature. 

Furthermore, chamber temperature ramp rate was set at the minimum value of 

~10°C/min, however, lack of a “hold” feature prevented incorporating thermal 

stabilization wait times long enough to let composite spring response stabilize. Therefore, 

Figure 8.1(b) assumes a ~20% lag in composite internal temperature (based on estimated 

combination of composite thermal mass effects and uneven chamber temperature 

distribution). Once adjusted for the lag, all three composite samples are almost identical 

to predicted theoretical response. As expected from equation (8.1), once normalized, 

carbon loading levels in the composites were confirmed to not have an impact on %K 

(all three responses essentially identical regardless of wt%). 

The second relationship revealed from equation (8.1) can be used to describe 

changes in spring constant as a function of nanocarbon loading. As reinforcement 

materials are added to a polymer matrix, the matrix can result in shorter chain lengths and 
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corresponding stiffness increases252. Therefore, in revaluating equation (8.1) with 

temperature held constant but chain length (number of bonds, nb) decreasing, a 

corresponding stiffness increase is realized; equation (8.2) shows trends. Figure 8.1(C) 

shows the decrease in K as a function of increasing the chain length. Assuming an initial 

number of monometer units in plain PDMS as ~1,000 253, theoretical chain length 

relationships are shown for experimentally determined spring constants of 0–5 wt% 

GNP/PDMS – starting with plain PDMS (0 wt%) at 1,000 bonds, and progressing to 

5 wt% at ~500 bonds (doubling of K). 

 

 
Figure 8.1. Spring constant relationships. Comparison between theoretical and 

experimental percentage change in spring constants as a function of temperature, using 

(a) average chamber temperature, and (b) 20% lag chamber temperature. (c) Increase in 

spring constant as a function of reducing number of bonds in the polymer chain. 
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8.2 MODEL SETUP 

The real-world macroscopic composite actuators utilize PDMS rubber as a matrix, 

and therefore can be modeled as a simple linear spring [Figure 8.2(a)] of initial length L 

and an effective spring constant Keff. For use in nanopositioning systems, the spring is 

pre-strained () with both ends held in a fixed position [Figure 8.2(b)].  

 

Figure 8.2. Initial system model. (a) Initial composite represented by a linear 

spring. (b) Initial composite spring shown pre-strained and fixed in 

nanopositioner housing.  

Photo-mechanical actuation is unique as compared to other types of actuators in that 

photo-mechanical actuation allows one to dynamically and independently alter spring 

constants in specific regions of a polymer composite strip. The number and size of the 

regions is limited only by the IR illumination sources and associated optics. Therefore, 

the single-spring pre-strained composite actuator modeled in Figure 8.2(b) can be 

reimagined as multiple independent spring elements in series, Figure 8.3(a) shows. More 

closely modeling actual real-world setup, Figure 8.3(b) shows the positioning stage (with 

mass m) mounted in the center of the strip, such that the stage bisects the composite into 

n spring elements on the left, and identical n spring elements on the right (total spring 

elements in the system = 2n). Each spring element corresponds to its own IR illumination 
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source, has length   1 , and has its own independent spring constant. The model 

represented by Figure 8.4 makes two important assumptions. First, it assumes that the 

positioning LEDs are chosen with beam angles such that illumination of one LED affects 

only its composite region and never its neighbor’s region. Second, the model assumes 

that contraction (or expansion) occurs uniformly across each spring element. 

 

Figure 8.3. System model as multiple springs in series. (a) Division of initial composite 

into multiple springs in series. (b) Model with annotation indicating spring length, 

independent spring constants, and relationship of positioning stage to the springs.  

Since the composite is pre-strained by some amount , this results in stretching each 

spring element by amount (xi) [equation (8.3)] and an initial force (F) [equation (8.4)]. 

Initially, all IR illumination sources are de-energized, resulting in identical spring 

constants in each element (Ki = K11 = K12 = … K1n = … K2n). 

 ∆

2

 (8.3) 

 

2

 (8.4) 
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8.2.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR INITIAL (NON-ILLUMINATED) SYSTEM 

For the initial, non-illuminated system, equation (8.5) shows the equation of 

motion. Due to all IR sources being de-energized and thus resulting in identical spring 

constants for each element, stage motion can be simplified, equation (8.6) shows. This 

simplification results in a natural system frequency of the stage, equation (8.7) shows. 

 1 1
⋯

1 1 1
⋯

1
 (8.5) 

 
2

 (8.6) 

 
2

 (8.7) 

Compared to other positioning systems such as piezoelectric actuators, the 

polymer composites utilized here have much lower stiffness values. While one would 

normally not associate a low stiffness polymer composite as an ideal material for use as 

an actuator, this property actually provides several potent advantages over its higher 

stiffness counterparts. For example, low stiffness offers a benefit as low stiffness results 

in an actuator with a much lower natural resonance frequency.  

8.2.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR RESPONSE TO IR ILLUMINATION 

Since each spring element can be independently controlled, system response to 

actuation of a single IR illumination source is evaluated. For the following examples, 

assume the IR LED affecting spring constant Kll illuminates; Figure 8.4(a) shows the 

setup. First, a force balance equation around the stage is written [equation (8.8)]. Since 
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only one LED is illuminated, only K11 is affected. Substituting in Hooke’s law and 

rearranging to isolate the element of interest on the left-hand side yields equation (8.9). 

The spring constants for all remaining spring elements will not be affected, and thus all 

equal Ki. 

 0 (8.8) 

  (8.9) 

Since the system is anchored on both sides, an additional constraint can be applied in that 

the summation of all the elemental length changes must equal the original length 

[equation (8.10)]. 

 1   (8.10) 

Furthermore, since all spring elements except the one being illuminated are equal 

(x12 = x13 = x1n = … = xi), equation (8.10) can be rewritten as equation (8.11), and solved 

for the general (non-illuminated) spring element displacement xi [equation (8.12)]. 

 2 1 1   (8.11) 

 
1 
2 1

 (8.12) 

Using these relationships to simplify equation (8.9) and solving for the IR illuminated 

spring length (x11) yields equation (8.13). 
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1 

 (8.13) 

 As established earlier, as a localized region of the composite section is 

illuminated, the spring constant (K11) in that region increases, while the non-illuminated 

spring constants (Ki) are unaffected. Since the value of the denominator increases while 

the numerator is constant, the length of the spring (x11) decreases, equation (8.14) shows 

this trend. Being a doubly anchored system, however, the lengths of the remaining non-

illuminated springs [as given by equation (8.12)] increase, equation (8.15) shows the 

trend. 

 
1 

↑
∴ ↓ (8.14) 

 x
1  ↓

2 1
∴ ↑ (8.15) 

Therefore, in response to IR illumination of a small composite region, the spring constant 

of that respective section increases causing a slight contraction. Since the macroscopic 

composite system is fixed on both sides, the rest of the composite stretches slightly to 

account for contraction in the illuminated region. Overall stage movement is a summation 

of individual contributions, as equation (8.16) shows. For the example given, the stage is 

moved to the left as shown in Figure 8.4(b). 
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Figure 8.4. System response to IR illumination. (a) Relationship between spring elements 

and positioning LEDs (all LEDs off). (b) System response to single IR LED on showing 

element contraction and resulting stage movement.  

  (8.16) 

 By determining an effective spring constant for the elements on each side of the 

stage, the natural frequency of the stage for any illumination combination can be 

calculated [equation (8.17)]. Interestingly, this shows that the lowest natural frequency 

occurs in the completely non-illuminated state. As small areas of the composite are 

illuminated and individual sections stiffen, the natural frequency will always increase. 

  ∑ 1 ∑ 1
 

(8.17) 

8.3 RESPONSE TO ENVIROMENTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE 

It is interesting to evaluate system response to environmental temperature 

changes. Assuming that ambient temperature (T) change is moderately slow (as 
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compared to ability to change control temperature using the positioning LEDs), both 

sides of the composite would experience the same temperature change; spring constants 

would follow suit, therefore, canceling each other out – resulting in no stage movement. 

One must keep in mind that since spring constant is proportional to absolute temperature 

[as given by equation (8.2)], however, a change in environmental temperature does affect 

ability to position the stage. Another way of expressing effect that ambient temperature 

plays on system response is to state that available change in spring constant (K) is 

proportional to ratio of IR LED-induced change in temperature (TLED) to ambient 

temperature. As ambient temperature increases, ability to dynamically alter the spring 

constants (and thus maximum available displacement) is adversely affected, as the trend 

arrows in equation (8.18) show. 

 ∆ 	 ∝
∆

↑
∴ ∆ ↓ (8.18) 

8.4 SPRING COMPRESSION AND STAGE MOVEMENT 

While equation (8.16) shows that stage movement is a summation of all 

individual segmented composite spring element displacements, not all contractions result 

in equal stage translation. To demonstrate importance of where contraction occurs in 

relation to the stage, a model identical to the real-world positioner is used (three IR LEDs 

per side, n = 3) and shown in Figure 8.5(a). Assume a single LED is turned on to an 

intensity that causes 30 µm of contraction. Since only a single LED is causing 

contraction, only about a third of the side (33% spread) is contracting [as Figure 8.5(b) 

shows]. While the remaining composite regions stretch to account for this 30 µm 
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contraction (∆ ↑), a significant amount of the stretching occurs on the same side of the 

stage as the contraction, thus canceling out some stage movement.  

 

Figure 8.5. System response to IR illumination. (a) All LEDs off. (b) Single LED on, 

causing 30 µm of contraction, resulting in 18 µm of stage movement. (c) Three LEDs on 

at a lower power, yet still initiating the same 30 µm of contraction, but resulting in 30 µm 

of stage movement.  

In this scenario, realized stage movement is 18 µm, only ~60% of the 30 µm 

generated contraction. Now consider that instead of a single high-intensity IR 

illumination signal, all three positioning diodes on the same side are illuminated at a 

lower intensity, subsequently causing only 10 µm of contraction in each of their 
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respective regions. There is still 30 µm of contraction caused, however since this 

contraction is spread over the entire composite region on one side of the stage (100% 

spread), all composite expansion is isolated to the opposite side of the stage and all 

30 µm is translated into realized movement [Figure 8.5(c)]. 

Figure 8.6(a) shows the resulting non-linear relationship between how much the 

IR-induced contraction is spread across a given side of the stage and the percent of that 

contraction that is realized as stage movement. While a relatively simple control loop was 

instituted for the two-axis positioner detailed in Chapter 7, this relationship illustrates a 

very powerful detail that can be exploited using a more exotic control setup. The 

profound implication of controlling where contraction occurs is that not only can a single 

stage be positioned, but rather multiple stages on the same actuator can be moved relative 

to one another. This is a very intriguing option when considering advanced object 

positioning and manipulation tasks. Further evaluating the effect of illumination spread 

on the spring constant, Figure 8.6(b) shows the percentage change in effective spring 

constant for the strip (%Keff) as a function of percentage of the overall composite 

actuator strip illumination. Intensity curves for 5°C to 75°C are shown. For example, if 

~50% of the composite is illuminated at an IR intensity that causes a 5°C temperature 

change, Keff of the overall composite will increase ~2%, but if the IR intensity is 

increased such that the same composite area increases 75°C, then the spring constant 

increases by ~13%. 
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Figure 8.6. Illumination area to contraction relationships. (a) Relationship between 

percentage of the composite being illuminated (spread) and percentage of contraction that 

is translated to a stage mounted in the center. (b) Relationship between percentage of the 

composite is being illuminated (to a given temperature) and effective change in spring 

constant of the entire strip. 

 The ability to place multiple stages on a single polymer composite strip and 

position them independently from one another is a benefit not seen in any other type of 

positioning system, and warrants further investigation. Therefore, to help more fully 

demonstrate the vast array of positioning combinations available in a multi-stage 

photo-mechanical actuator; Figure 8.7 shows a simplified setup. The example shown 

consists of three positioning LEDs (LED1 thru LED3) and two stages (1 and 2). The 

stages are mounted such that the pre-strained composite actuator is divided into thirds. 

Initially, with all LEDs de-energized, the system is at rest and both stages are in the home 

position [Figure 8.7(a)]. Using this as the starting point, we first examine positioning of a 

single stage only (Stage 2 to the left, Stage 1 to remain in the home position), as shown in 

Figure 8.7(b). In this example, LED2 is illuminated at a high intensity level, thus causing 

a contraction in its associated spring element. This will draw stage 2 to the left as desired. 
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If no other LEDs are energized however, stage 1 will also reposition to the right rather 

than maintaining a desired static configuration. Therefore, low illumination of LED1 is 

also required to cause a slight compression in its spring element, thus canceling out the 

effect from LED2 and maintaining stage 1 stationary. Next, assume that rather than a 

single stage position, the operator desires to have both stages execute an identical 

movement to the left. Figure 8.7(c) shows the control combination required to accomplish 

this command, which includes LED1 illuminated at high intensity and LED2 at a lower 

intensity (to account for the effect from LED1). This will result in repositioning of both 

stages while keeping the same relative spacing between them. Finally, multi-stage photo-

mechanical actuation also allows for positioning stages independently from each other, as 

Figure 8.7(d) shows. In this final example, only LED2 is illuminated, thus inducing 

movement in both stages – resulting in a change in relative positioning. For additional 

clarification, Table 8.1 gives a summary of (1) each LED intensity state; (2) change in 

spring length; (3) change in stage position, and (4) relative change in stage position for all 

four examples from Figure 8.7. 

Table 8.1. Corresponding control system and spring response values for examples shown 

in Figure 8.7. Theoretical numbers are used to better illustrate positioning relationships. 

 
IR intensity 

Change in spring length 
(µm) 

Change in stage position (µm) 
 absolute relative 
 LED1 LED2 LED3 x1 x2 x3 xstage 1 xstage 2 xrel 

(a) Initial setup off off off 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(b) Single stage 
positioning 

low high off 0 –20 20 0 –20 –20 

(c) Dual stage 
positioning 
(identical) 

high low off –20 –20 20 –20 –20 0 

(d) Dual stage 
positioning 
(relative) 

off high off 10 –20 10 10 –10 –20 
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Figure 8.7. Multiple stages on a single actuation diagram showing (a) Initial setup, (b) 

Ability to position single stage only, (c) Ability to position both stages identically, and 

(d) Ability to position each stage independently.  

8.5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

While there are a variety of improvements to consider for future generations of 

polymer-based photo-mechanical actuation systems, one of the main concerns lies with 

increasing the positioning resolution. First, ability to resolve finer movements is 

proportional to the number of illumination sources per side (∝ ), and as n approaches  

(and thus number of spring elements also approaches ), individual segment lengths 
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approach zero. Second, for a fixed number of illuminated sources per side, resolution is 

also proportional to the number of different intensity states available for each source, 

with the ideal case being control over single photon emission. As the long bond lengths, 

wide bond angles, and low rotational barriers inherent to PDMS polymer result in high 

flexibility and internal mobility, the ultimate goal for photo-mechanical 

nanopositioning/manipulation is ability to control individual polymer chains with an 

overall 3D network.  

Finally, several exciting possibilities arise when one considers exploiting some of 

the unique advantages that high resolution photo-mechanical actuation holds over more 

traditional types of positioning systems. While ability to move multiple elements 

independently on a single actuator (demonstrated previously) certainly presents exciting 

opportunities for nanomanipulation and fabrication, there is another characteristic of 

photo-mechanical actuation that is perhaps even more enticing. This second major 

advantage is the ability to actuate massive parallel arrays of photo-mechanical 

nanopositioners from a single illumination source. Currently, one of the main hindrances 

to widespread adoption of commercial nanomanufacturing is that one-at-a-time 

assembly/fabrication is time prohibitive (and therefore cost prohibitive) for anything 

other than one-off research applications. By harnessing the power of mass parallel 

actuation, however, batches of identical components can be fabricated using a single 

actuation array and single illumination control source. For example, using MEMS 

processing, arrays of millions of photo-mechanical nanopositioners can be created on a 

single substrate. In turn, a single illumination source/control system can be implemented 

to cause all of the positioners within the arrays to exhibit identical motion. Using this 
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setup, one can envision applications such as mass fabrication of individual injectable 

cellular-sized capsules for controlled drug delivery, manufacturing swarms of identical 

micro/nanorobots, or using all the positioners in tandem to “knit” macroscopic-sized 

metamaterial samples.  

Figure 8.8 shows one such approach for a mass array of photo-mechanical 

actuators. Starting off, a silicon wafer serves as the array substrate. Evaluating a small 

section of this wafer (1), an array of square cavities are lithographically patterned and 

then etched into the wafer (2). After creation of the cavities, thin pre-strained polymer 

composite strips are laid down such that they form a “tee” across each cavity (3). As with 

the nanopositioner systems demonstrated in this chapter, the “tee” layout allows for 

two-axis x and y positioning of each stage. In order to isolate actuation in one array 

element from affecting its neighboring array elements, the polymer composite strips are 

anchored to the cavity ridges (four anchor spots per array element). Finally, a stage is 

mounted to the center of each “tee”.  

While array fabrication is fairly straightforward, the question becomes how to 

implement a single illumination control source to create identical positioning responses in 

every array element. This feat can be accomplished by using an optical filter comprised 

of a lithographically patterned two-part custom mask in conjunction with a special 

illumination source. The illumination source required must allow for selecting between 

two different wavelengths, as well as two polarization settings for each wavelength. This 

combination allows for four uniquely addressable types of illumination, the minimum 

number required to achieve differential two-axis control (+x, –x, +y, and –y). The two-

part optical filter functions such that this type filter restricts the area of each array  
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Figure 8.8. Actuator array fabrication sequence. Starting with a silicon substrate (1), an 

array of cavities is etched into the wafer (2). Thin polymer composite strips are pre-

strained and mounted to the cavities (3) resulting in an array of actuation elements. 

element reached by the specific type of illumination. Figure 8.9 presents a model 

showing the physical orientation of the optical masks in relation to a small array element. 

In Figure 8.9(a), one can see that the two optical masks are placed over the array element. 

Figure 8.9(b) shows the top of the optical masks flooded with broad area illumination. As 

the illumination encounters the optical masks, however, only a small portion passes 

through to result in subsequent positioner actuation. By changing the illumination 

variables, four different actuation responses are possible. 
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Figure 8.9. Optical mask positioning and array response detail. (a) Shows physical 

relationship of the optical masks to the actuation array. (b) Two views showing broad 

area illumination on one side of the optical mask assembly, and resulting filtered 

illumination that is allowed through (depends on polarity and wavelength). 

Table 8.2 presents a summary of illumination variable combination and realized actuator 

position response. Figure 8.10 presents an overview of the optical mask patterns for a 

single array element. Figure 8.10(a) is a top-view detail of a single two-axis array 

element. The first optical mask layer [Figure 8.10(b)] contains patterned regions of 

polarizing filter. The second optical mask layer [Figure 8.10(c)] contains two different 

band pass filter regions. When these two optical masks are used in conjunction to filter  

Table 8.2. Summary of position response for all different combinations of illumination 

from the control source. 

Position response Polarization angle Wavelength 

–x 0° A 

+x 0° B 

–y 90° A 

+y 90° B 
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Figure 8.10. Array control detail. (a) Single array element (top view). (b) Optical mask 1 

showing regions of different polarity. (c) Optical mask 2 showing regions of different 

filtering. (d)–(g) show the “window” where illumination passes for each array element 

depending on the polarity and wavelength used by the control source.  

broad area illumination, only one of four possible areas of the area element is actually 

illuminated. Because the optical filter mask patterns are arrayed identically to the 

positioner elements, identical motion response is repeated throughout the entire array. 

Figures 8.10(d) thru (g) sequentially show for each of the four illumination combinations 

where the illumination passes and where it is restricted.  

This chapter presented derivation of a mathematical spring-mass model to help 

predict photo-mechanical actuation responses. By modeling simple carbon/elastomer 
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composite actuators as a series of springs (each with its own independently tunable K), 

insights into both single- and multi-stage positioning responses were achieved. The 

combination of this model with the experiment characterization of carbon 

nanostructure/elastomer composites from the previous chapters presents a well-rounded 

investigation into these novel optically-driven actuators.  
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

9.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation was undertaken to investigate fundamental characteristics of 

photo-mechanical responses in pre-strained carbon nanostructure/elastomer composites 

and subsequently evaluate these responses for ultimate use in practical applications. 

Dispersion of various forms of nanocarbons into a PDMS elastomer matrix resulted in 

novel photo-mechanical actuation properties that showed reversible light-induced elastic 

expansion and contraction. Using a simple shear-mixing dispersion method, photo-

mechanical responses of GNP/PDMS composites were first investigated. The study of 

GNP/PDMS composites included: (1) photo-mechanical stress response, Young’s 

modulus, and actuation/relaxation kinetics in varying wt% GNP loadings; (2) subsequent 

photo-mechanical stress comparison to several other nanocarbon forms; and (3) NIR-

induced temperature change in the composites as a function of pre-strain. While the 

majority of photo-mechanical response is due to thermal effects, contributions may also 

arise from electrostatic, elastic, and polaronic effects. Solely using shear mixing 

dispersion for composite fabrication, photo-mechanical response in GNP/elastomer 

composites was 2.4 to 3.6 times larger than any other carbon form tested and significantly 

higher than for commercial polymers, such as PVDF, and azobenzene containing 

polymers and gels194. 
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While the short-time shear mixing method was ideal for dispersion of GNP stacks 

within the polymer matrix, this mixing method proved to be a poor technique for other 

nanocarbons such as CNTs, which remained in relatively large bundles even in the 

fabricated composites. This called for an improved, or “evaporative mixing”, dispersion 

method. This new method allowed for carbon/elastomer sample fabrication not 

previously possible with the shear mixing setup, and clearly demonstrated the critical 

importance nanocarbon dispersion within the polymer matrix plays on resulting photo-

induced stress and efficiency responses. Carbon/PDMS composites were fabricated from 

four different carbon nanostructure dimensions [MWNT (1D), SLG (2D), GNP (2.5D), 

and HOPG (3D)] and previous experiment sets repeated, revealing interesting 

dimensionally dependent and percolation threshold dependent characteristics. For 

example, (1) decreasing dimensionality resulted in increasing photo-mechanical stress 

response and efficiency. The MWNTs (1D) tested were found to be the most effective 

nanocarbon for photon absorption and energy transduction to the polymeric chains, this 

relationship held at various wt% loadings as well as illumination intensities. (2) As 

opposed to the dimensionally dependent photo-mechanical response, actuation and 

relaxation kinetics were found to be related to the carbon loading level in relation to the 

percolation threshold. Composites at wt%s less than the percolation threshold (insulating 

region) responded with nearly identical actuation and relaxation times, regardless of 

dimensionality. However, composites at wt%s greater than the percolation threshold 

(conducting region) responded not only slower for both actuation and relaxation, but also 

had a higher magnitude of photo-mechanical stress response – indicating that connective 

carbon nanostructure networks resulted in energy transduction and resulting 
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photo-mechanical actuation beyond the point of illumination. (3) Photo-conductive 

responses in conducting composites were found to be both pre-strain and wt% loading 

dependent. IR illumination of these samples resulted in decreasing resistance, which 

showed that e-h pair generation within the composite samples. 

Photo-mechanical actuation of ternary systems was also studied. Analysis found 

that with addition of thermally expanding microspheres, one could extract macroscopic 

photo-actuation responses from the composites. Photo-induced microsphere expansion 

resulted in visible dimensional changes, regions of reduced polymeric chain mobility, 

nanotube tensioning, and overall elastic to plastic-like transformation of the composite, 

allowing for incorporation of sensing (through conductivity changes from CNT junction 

rearrangement) and actuation (microsphere expansion) into a single coherent functional 

material. Use of this method entails a significant drawback, however, namely that 

actuation responses are unidirectional. Even so, a plethora of important applications still 

exist, for example as pop-up structures, on-demand structural elements, and biomedical 

applications such as stents. Starting with simple CNT/microsphere/elastomer composites, 

important photo-mechanical response properties were investigated, including: 

(1) Increasing photo-induced volumetric expansion with increasing microsphere loading; 

(2) composite density reductions with increasing microsphere loading; (3) changes in 

composite CNT volumetric percent due to photo-induced expansion versus constant 

weight percent loadings; and (4) photo-induced composite Young’s modulus increases as 

the microspheres expand, resulting in an elastic to plastic-like transformation of 

composite samples. Although microspheres cause overall system expansion, contractive 

actuation can still be attained, as evidenced by the demonstrations of selective patterning. 
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Results from photo-mechanical response characterization in GNP/elastomer 

structures led to development and prototype of a two-axis sub-micron translation stage. 

The ability to transduce photon energy into thermal energy in the polymer composites 

and rapidly change chain mobilities was studied using a differential IR LED setup. A 

closed-loop feedback system allowed for precise thermal energy control, as well as 

allowed for construction and evaluation of a practical photo-mechanical nanopositioning 

system. Capable of controlled displacements of more than 100 µm per axis, actuation 

speeds exceeding 5 µm/s, sub-micron resolution, and low-cost, this system demonstrated 

a real-world application of graphene/polymer systems for nanopositioning. The unique 

photo-thermal positioning mechanism was achieved via dynamic modulation of multiple 

independent IR sources placed along the actuators that enabled differential control over 

polymeric chain stretching/contraction. Disposable composite actuators were fabricated 

using GNP loadings from 0–2 wt% and thicknesses from 90–210 µm, and exhibited long-

term stability (>3,000 cycles) and opto-mechanical efficiency of ~0.03%.  

 The photo-mechanical nanopositioning system further served as an inspiration for 

development of a spring-mass mathematical model. To better understand photo-

mechanical responses in the composite actuators, thermal effects on polymer chain spring 

constants were evaluated. Nanocarbon/elastomer actuator strips were simulated as a 

series of n spring elements, with each element having an independent spring constant. 

Assuming the dominant mechanism in photo-mechanical actuation is due to thermal 

influences, relationships between spring constant and IR-induced heating were derived 

and validated using experimental data. The simple model allowed for independently 

tuning each spring element’s respective spring constant (via IR illumination), and thus 
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resulting in ability to cause both contraction and expansion in specified actuator regions. 

Subsequent model analysis presented insight into effects of (1) ambient temperature 

changes on photo-mechanical response; (2) IR illumination intensity; (3) IR illumination 

area in relation to stage movement; and (4) percent of the overall composite actuator 

illuminated. Furthermore, this model provided a demonstration, using a control setup 

similar to that described in Chapter 8, showing how multiple stages could be mounted 

onto a single composite actuator strip, resulting in (1) translation of a single stage, 

(2) multiple stage translation with identical displacement, and (3) multiple stage 

movement with independent translation. Significantly, these are features not present in 

any other actuation system, yet present tantalizing options for advanced nanopositioning 

and nanomanipulation tasks as well as represent a significant milestone in actuation 

control.  

9.2 FUTURE RESEARCH 

Future photo-mechanical research directions and suggestions are provided in this 

section. While this dissertation characterized photo-mechanical responses across a variety 

of carbon nanostructure forms, the underlying mechanisms behind photo-mechanical 

actuation are poorly understood. For purposes of modeling the spring-mass system, the 

primary vehicle behind actuation was assumed to be thermal, which by comparison with 

experimental testing was shown to be reasonably accurate; however, contributions from 

electrostatic, elastic, and polaronic effects may also be present52. Advanced experimental 

setups, which can isolate for each of these effects, are needed to determine individual 

contributions to overall holistic photo-mechanical actuation. Rather than the emphasis on 

macroscopic composite sample sizes tested here, future work should concentrate on 
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responses within mesoscopic carbon/polymer chain samples. Using these samples, 

studies into the complication interactions taking place at the carbon/polymer chain 

interface may be possible. Furthermore, as demonstrated experimentally, important 

changes in photo-response occur when carbon loading in the sample crosses the 

percolation threshold forming a conductive network. Study of smaller samples will help 

illustrate effects occurring at this important boundary. Furthermore, as touched upon in 

the dissertation, tuning the sp2/sp3 graphene bonds in carbon nanostructures could help 

improve mechanical strength, thermal conductivity, electrical properties, and overall 

photo-thermal actuation responses. 

The experimental characterization demonstrated in this dissertation could also be 

repeated using either pristine SLG (vice SLG derived from RGO), or with multi-carbon, 

mixed-dimensional systems. Due to lack of defects and edge effects between individual 

sheets, a single pristine graphene layer would result in faster thermal responses, and 

perhaps enhanced photo-mechanical actuation. For mixed-dimension systems, (1) thermal 

conductivity, (2) electron transport, (3) photo-conductivity, (4) thermoelectric power, and 

(5) optical absorption are expected to be different compared to their single carbon 

nanostructure counterparts, and be dependent on geometry, anisotropy, and orientation of 

the carbon additives. This presents a host of enticing possible properties for 

characterization and applications, such as (1) built-in electric fields due to difference in 

thermoelectric power, (2) controllable optical absorption characteristics [which could 

impact IR sensors215] and allow for photo-mechanical actuators with built-in optical 

filters, and (3) synergistic effects between carbons that reduce interfacial resistance for 

thermal conduction. Finally, properties such as distribution of graphene networks, 
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tailoring the percolation threshold, and use of different elastomer materials could enable 

application-specific levels of control in future nanopositioning systems.  

From an applications standpoint, it is easy to envision numerous applications that 

are more dynamic and specialized than the straightforward ones presented in this 

dissertation. For example, large area thin film skins, which exploit both dimensional and 

percolation dependent photo-mechanical traits of photo-mechanical actuation, could help 

replace traditional flight control surfaces. Choices between creating composites with 

carbon loadings less than the percolation threshold would result in locally addressable 

actuation areas, while conductive composites could exhibit wide-area deformation. 

Approaching applications from a biomedical aspect, already photo-mechanical actuation 

could have an immediate impact in lab-on-a-chip applications, flexible bioelectronics, 

and sensors. For future research into microscopic actuation (as demonstrated by the 

two-axis translation stage), on-board capacitive or interferometric feedback is required in 

order to achieve finer resolution and control. Further development of graphene/polymer 

composite-based nanopositioners will significantly extend the promising potential of 

graphene-based actuation technologies and will serve as a catalyst to inspire continued 

research into energy efficient transduction systems.  
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 

 

SAMPLE PREPARATION OF GNP/PDMS COMPOSITES: 

PDMS silicone elastomer obtained from Dow Corning (Sylgard 184) was used as 

the host matrix. PDMS is a two-part solvent-free flexible silicone organic polymer in the 

form of a base compound with a separate hydrosilane curing agent that acts as a 

crosslinker. The term “wt%” refers to the ratio of carbon additive to PDMS base 

compound. PDMS composites were fabricated by weighing the desired amount of 

additive (GNPs, CNTs, GO, or CB) and adding to the PDMS base compound. The 

additive/base compound combination was then shear mixed for 5 min to facilitate carbon 

distribution. Taking into account the additive weight, a crosslinker was added at a ratio of 

1:10 and further shear mixed for 5 min. To remove trapped air pockets, prepared 

polymers were degassed for 30 min. Small amounts of liquid polymer mixtures were 

deposited on the glass slides. A standard spin coating process at 750 rpm for 150 s 

successfully produced nominal 60 μm thick films. High temperature curing at 125°C for 

20 min was employed to finish the cross-linking process in the polymer. PDMS 

composite sample dimensions were approximately 60  3 mm (50 mm of active test area, 

with 5 mm on each side for test fixture mounting).
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STRESS TEST EXPERIMENTATION: 

PDMS composite test samples were mounted vertically between two clamps 

[Figure 3.1(c) shows this setup]. The bottom clamp was attached to a weighted (50 g) 

base and placed on a high accuracy balance (Acculab ALC-80.4). The upper clamp was 

attached to an automated linear actuator that was in turn mounted to a high accuracy 

manual positioning stage. The laser diode was placed ~75 mm from the middle of the test 

strip such that illumination impacted normal to the PDMS surface. Deformation in the 

composite strips as a result of NIR illumination caused a change in weight readings on 

the balance. Once the light was turned off, both the actuator and balance returned to their 

original length/reading, respectively. Actuation was quite repeatable from cycle to cycle 

with nearly the same displacement amplitude. Stress test standardization was 

accomplished by finding the zero strain value of each sample and zeroing the balance. 

Stress tests on each sample were conducted with pre-strain values ranging from 3% to 

40%. The timing sequence for each pre-strain value was 1-min relaxation wait followed 

by 5 cycles of NIR illumination on for 60 s, and then off for 30 s. Engineering stress 

calculations (referred to as stress throughout the paper) were made by dividing the 

change in force between illumination on and off by the cross-sectional area of the test 

samples.  

YOUNG’S MODULUS CALCULATIONS: 

Young’s modulus values as a function of increasing wt% GNP/PDMS were 

determined by first measuring the stress induced by pre-straining each test sample from 0 

to 5% in 1% intervals (NIR illumination off). For a given wt% GNP/PDMS, an average 

of the resulting change in stress divided by the pre-strain (for pre-strains from 0 – 5%) 
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yielded values for the elastic modulus. GNP/PDMS test samples were observed to have 

an elastic behavior in this region.  

OPTICAL-TO-MECHANICAL ENERGY CONVERSION CALCULATION:  

Peffective = (Plaser / Aspot) * Aincident (A1) 

M = Δσtotal / Peffective (A2) 

A laser power meter (Newport 1918-C) was used to calculate laser power 

absorbed in the test sample. First, an uninterrupted laser power of ~500 mW was 

measured. Next, a 2 wt% GNP/PDMS test sample was mounted in front of the meter and 

a value of ~160 mW obtained. Therefore, the difference (~340 mW) is the amount of 

power absorbed in the test sample as referred to as (Plaser) throughout. Aspot is the area of 

the spot size (3  3 mm, or 9 mm2), and Aincident is the area for absorption within the film 

(3 mm  60 µm, or 0.18 mm2). The effective laser power [equation (A1), Peffective], 

therefore, is 6.8 mW. The optical-to-mechanical energy conversion factor [equation (A2), 

M] is calculated by dividing the total change in engineering stress (Δσtotal) from 

maximum expansion to maximum contraction (+14 kPa to –36 kPa, or 50 kPa) by the 

Peffective, resulting in a value of 7–9 MPa/W. 

THERMAL RESPONSE TESTING: 

Steady-state temperature tests were conducted by placing a thermocouple 

(Omega, thin wire K-type) in contact with the PDMS composite. Temperature 

measurements were conducted in 5 mm intervals from the illumination point to the edge 

of the testing area (25 mm for 0% pre-strain, 35 mm for 40% pre-strain). Each position 
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was held for 5 min to allow temperature to reach steady-state value (typically reached 

within 2 min). Plotted temperature data points were calculated by averaging the last 60 s 

of each test period.
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APPENDIX B 
 

SAMPLE PREPARATION OF SLG, CNT, GNP AND HOPG-BASED COMPOSITES: 

150 mg of carbon additive (SLG, MWNT, GNP, or HOPG) was mixed with 100 

mL of IPA and sonicated for 4 h at 50ºC (Cole-Palmer 8892). After sonication, 15 g of 

PDMS base compound was added to the carbon/IPA mixture. This solution was placed 

on a 100ºC hotplate and a magnetic stir bar added. During ~18 h, the IPA slowly 

evaporated leaving carbon/PDMS base compound mixture. Temperature was monitored 

such that the solution never boiled, but rather was kept warm. The carbon was easily 

dispersed in the IPA, and the homogeneous dispersion transferred to the PDMS base 

compound. The carbon/PDMS base compound changed consistency when the IPA was 

boiled off. Removal of the IPA was verified through consistency as well as container 

markings indicating initial PDMS base compound level. After removal of the IPA, the 

1 wt% evaporative mixed carbon additive/PDMS base compound solution was diluted 

with pristine PDMS base compound to wt% ratios of 0.5, 0.1, and 0.01. Taking into 

account the carbon additive, crosslinker was then added at a ratio of 1:10 and shear mixed 

for 5 min. To remove trapped air pockets, prepared polymers were degassed for 30 min. 

Small amounts (~3 g) of liquid polymer mixtures were deposited on the glass slides. A 

spin coating process at 750 rpm for 150 s produced nominal 60 μm thick films. Curing at 

125°C for 20 min was employed to finish the cross-linking process in the polymer, and 

samples were left for a minimum of 12 h at room temperature prior to testing. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

LASER POWER MEASUREMENT: 

A laser power meter (Newport 1918-C) measured laser power transmitted through 

the sample. Laser spot size was ~3 mm  3 mm, therefore area exposed to NIR radiation 

was ~9 mm2. Power absorbed in the samples was determined by subtracting power meter 

readings during sample testing from total laser power. 

STRESS TEST EXPERIMENTATION: 

 Photo-mechanical stress response to NIR illumination as a function of pre-strain 

was evaluated for pre-strains () ranging from 3–40%. At each pre-strain value, test 

composites underwent 5 cycles of NIR illumination on for 60 s, followed by NIR 

illumination off for 30 s. Magnitude of actuation was highly repeatable for each test 

sample, and composites exhibited elastic response characteristics throughout all pre-strain 

values. PDMS composite test samples were mounted vertically between two clamps. The 

bottom clamp was attached to a weighted (65 g) base and placed on a high accuracy 

balance (Acculab ALC-80.4). The upper clamp was attached to an automated linear 

actuator that was in turn mounted to a high accuracy manual positioning stage. The NIR 

laser source was mounted on a linear actuator with the diode placed ~200 mm from the 

center of the test strip such that illumination impacted normal to the PDMS surface. 

Electrodes were attached to each end of the test sample and resistance monitored on a 
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Keithley 2700 digital multimeter. Deformation in composite strips as a result of NIR 

illumination caused a change in weight readings on the balance. Once light was turned 

off, both the actuator and balance returned to their original length/reading, respectively. 

Actuation was quite repeatable from cycle to cycle with nearly the same displacement 

amplitude. Stress test standardization was accomplished by finding the zero strain value 

of each sample and zeroing the balance. Engineering stress calculations (referred to as 

stress throughout the dissertation) were made by dividing the change in force between 

illumination on and off by the cross-sectional area of the test samples. Long-term stress 

responses consisted of 500 NIR on/off cycles conducted at 3% and 20% pre-strains, for a 

total of 1,000 cycles over ~24 h. For clarification and comparison, NIR off stresses were 

“zeroed”, resulting in relative NIR-induced stress graphs as shown in Figure 4(a) (right 

side).  

EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS: 

Efficiency values were calculated at every pre-strain value for each carbon 

nanostructure type and concentration using the spring model. For pre-strains of up to 

40%, force was found to be approximately linearly proportional to the displacement; 

therefore justifying use of the spring model. First, force photo-mechanical forces (F) as a 

function of NIR-induced stress (σ) and composite cross sectional areas (A, typically about 

0.18 mm2) were determined [equation (C1)]. 

F = A (C1) 

Hook’s law was rearranged in order to determine spring constants for the elastic samples 

[equation (C2), where x is NIR-induced photo-mechanical deformation].  
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k = –F/x (C2) 

Next, the spring constant was used to find potential energies [equation (C3)] at each pre-

strain were determined, and used to calculate actuator efficiencies () using 

equation (C4). 

PE = kx2/2 (C3) 

 = PE / (P) (C4) 

Supplied laser energies [equation (C6), P] were determined by multiplying the power 

absorbed by the sample (Pabsorbed) by the incident area through the sample [equation (C5), 

Aincident] and dividing by the NIR illumination point size (Apoint).  

Aincident = hNIR × tsample  (C5) 

P = Pabsorbed × Aincident / Apoint (C6) 

Actuation time constant () values were found to vary between ~5 s to ~10 s. Therefore, a 

standard value of 10 s was used in order to obtain the most conservative results.
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APPENDIX D 
 

CNT/EXPANDING MICROSPHERE/POLYMER COMPOSITE FABRICATION: 

A 1 mg/mL concentration SWNT/ isopropanol (IPA) solution was sonicated for 

~4 h. Separately, PDMS base compound was heated to 160°C, while a magnetic stir bar 

(60 rpm) provided agitation. Approximately ~1 mL/min of SWNT/IPA solution was 

added to the PDMS mixture. As the IPA boiled/evaporated off, dispersed SWNTs were 

transferred to the PDMS base compound. After securing SWNT/IPA addition, the 

mixture was heated for additional 2 h (~12 h total heating time). The PDMS base 

compound/SWNT mixture was then removed from heat and allowed to cool. The mixture 

was divided and diluted with pristine PDMS base compound (which also went through 

the evaporative mixing process, but with plain IPA – no SWNTs) as necessary in order to 

obtain desired lower wt% concentrations. As opposed to the SWNTs that were difficult to 

disperse, TEMs are well suited for shear mixing. Additionally, as evaporative mixing 

would have resulted in microsphere expansion, TEMs were added to the mixture 

following dilution. Equations (1) and (2) were used to determine grams of SWNTs and 

TEMs needed, respectively [equations (D1) and (D2), mSWNT and mTEM], depending on 

wt% desired (mbase and mcross are amount of PDMS base and crosslinker).  
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%

% % %
 (D1) 

%

% %
 (D2) 

Crosslinker was added to the mixture at a ratio of 10:1 (PDMS base 

compound/crosslinker) and shear mixed for a further ~5 min. Finally, mixtures were 

placed in a vacuum chamber and degassed for ~30 min to removed trapped air bubbles.  
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APPENDIX E 
 

EMBEDDED CIRCUIT RESPONSE CALCULATIONS: 

While many different combinations are possible, the following calculations show 

an example of using IR-induced expansion of the embedded parallel resistor network 

shown in Figure 6.11 to either raise, lower, or maintain total resistance. Assume a circuit 

is fabricated with two TEM-based resistors (R1 and R2) of identical microsphere wt% but 

different nanotube loading. Initially, total resistance of the circuit (Rtotal) is given by 

equation (E1). 

 (E1) 

Because specific circuit responses are desired, careful resistor selection and design is 

required. Based on results from Figure 6.8(a), R1 will be chosen with a SWNT wt% that 

falls into region 1, likewise R2 will be from region 2. Because region 1 selection results in 

Rf /R0 < 1 when resistor R1 (and R1 only) is subjected to IR-induced expansion, R1 and 

therefore Rtotal will decrease. Similarly, since region 2 results in a 1 < Rf /R0 < 10, 

IR illumination of R2 (and R2 only) will result in an associated rise in Rtotal. If both R1 and 

R2 are illuminated, the circuit can be balanced such that expansion-induced resistance 

changes cancel each other out, and Rtotal remains constant.
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SELECTION OF SWNT WT%: 

Figure 6.8(a) gives equation (E2), which rearranged to solve for  yields equation 

(E3). 

 0.8 .  (E2) 

 
1

0.15 0.8
 (E3) 

In order to create a balanced circuit, R1 is chosen such that Rf /R0 = 0.9 (region 1), and R2 

such that Rf /R0 = 1.125 (region 2). Solving for  for each resistor results in  of 

0.785 k-m (R1) and 2.273 k-m (R2). Equation (E4) is the -wt% relationship derived 

from the evaporative dispersion method [Figure 6.2(b)]. Rearranging to solve for wt% 

yields equation (E5). 

 1.7 10
.

% . 0.2 (E4) 

%  
2.75

0.2
1.7 10

0.025 (E5) 

Solving for R1 and R2 gives loadings of 0.24 and 0.21 wt%, respectively. 

DESIGNING R1 AND R2 FOR A BALANCED CIRCUIT: 

When both resistors are expanded, the circuit should maintain its original Rtotal. 

While the two resistors have different Rf /R0 and thus different  values, to achieve a 

balanced response equal original resistances (R10 = R20) are needed. Additionally, a 

constraint is imposed of equal cross-sectional areas (A1 = A2). Setting R1 and R2 equal to 
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each other [equation (E6)], substituting Pouillet's law [equation (E7)], and solving for a 

length relationship yields equation (E8). 

  (E6) 

  (E7) 

 2.9  (E8) 

Therefore, resistor R1 should be comprised of 0.24 wt% SWNT, 31.2 wt% TEM, and 

length 2.9L2. Resistor R2 should be 0.21 wt% SWNT, 31.2 wt% TEM, and length L2. 

CIRCUIT RESPONSE: IR ILLUMINATION OF R1 ONLY: 

With resistor parameters determined, evaluate circuit response upon expansion of 

R1 only. Note that since R10 = R20, initial total resistance [equation (E1)] simplifies to 

Rtotal,0 = 0.5R0. Additionally, because of the region 1 selection, R1f /R0 = 0.9. Therefore R1f 

= 0.9R0. Substituting this into equation (E1) and solving yields equations (E9) and (E10): 

,  
0.9
0.9

 (E9) 

,  0.47  (E10) 

Since Rtotal,f < Rtotal,0, illumination of R1 only causes a decrease in overall circuit 

resistance.  

CIRCUIT RESPONSE: IR ILLUMINATION OF R2 ONLY: 

Similar to preceding calculations, circuit response upon expansion of R2 only is 

determined. Because of the region 2 selection, R2f /R0 = 1.125, therefore R2f = 1.125R0. 

Again, substituting this into equation (E1) and solving yields equations (E11) and (E12): 
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,  
1.125
1.125

 (E11) 

,  0.53  (E12) 

Since Rtotal,f > Rtotal,0, illumination of R2 only causes an increase in overall circuit 

resistance.  

CIRCUIT RESPONSE: IR ILLUMINATION OF BOTH R1 AND R2: 

The final possible circuit response is obtained when both R1 and R2 are IR 

expanded. Substituting known values into equation (E1) and solving yields equations 

(E13) and (E14): 

,  
0.9 1.125
0.9 1.125

 (E13) 

,  0.5  (E14) 

Since Rtotal,f = Rtotal,0, illumination of both R1 and R2 serves to maintain overall circuit 

resistance. 
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APPENDIX F 
 

PID CONTROL LOOP RESTRICTIONS: 

Due to ability to independently control each LED’s intensity, six diodes per axis 

represents 2.8 1014 possible intensity/temperature combinations [or nm, where n = 

number of PWM steps (256), and m = number of diodes (6)]. However, simplification 

was required for PID loop programming; and therefore LED control restrictions were 

implemented. The PID loop was allowed to choose between –100% to +100% intensity 

for each axis starting with the innermost diodes and working outwards. Stated another 

way, the PID controller would first use the innermost diodes to control the stage position 

[diodes labeled as “C” in Figure 7.3(c)], then set the middle diodes, and finally, if needed, 

set the outer diodes. For example, when the innermost diode was at 100% duty cycle 

(+33% axis control from the PID loop) and additional stage movement was needed, the 

innermost diode “C” would remain at 100%, and intensity of the middle diode “B” 

adjusted. In this manner, control axis states available to the PID loop were limited to 

~1.5 103 (765 positive states: 255 per diode for 3 diodes, and 765 negative states). This 

simplifies operation as well as gives the software enough flexibility to correct thermal 

drift and hysteresis to maintain ordered position. Equations (F1) and (F2) are examples of 

positioning diode intensity calculations for a hypothetical positive axis process variable 

(RPID) request from the PID loop (i.e., an axis request > 0% and < +100%), where  is a 

conversion factor based on control restrictions.
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  7.65  (F1) 

 
	" "
	" "
	" "

"C"
"B" 0
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, 255 510
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" " 510

, 	 510

 (F2) 
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APPENDIX G 
 

COARSE ADJUST AND FINE ADJUST LEDS: 

The ability to dynamically modulate IR diode intensity results in a correlating 

temperature modulation in composite actuators and provides the mechanism for control 

of polymeric chain contraction/extension. As the number of intensity steps is fixed by the 

control system (at 256), the resolution of available temperature change steps is governed 

by the IR LED’s maximum intensity specification. For example, if a high-power 

positioning diode (“coarse adjust”) is replaced with a diode half as intense (“fine adjust”), 

temperature control resolution doubles, allowing for more accurate stage positioning. 

However, the increase in control comes at the expense of total stage travel. To 

quantitatively determine response differences between diodes, a maximum displacement 

test was conducted. This test involved measuring maximum possible stage displacement 

(first with all three positive, then all three negative diodes at 100% duty cycle). The 

absolute values of the positive and negative displacements were averaged to determine 

overall response. Figures 7.5(a) and (b) present detailed displacement versus time data 

during a single run. 

Stage displacement from a single diode was verified to be ~1/3 of the maximum 

displacement [as Figure 7.5(c) shows], demonstrating actuation responses are confined to
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 localized composite regions directly above each IR LED. Isolated response regions are a 

result of selecting positioning diodes with narrow beam angles as well as using GNP 

wt%’s less than percolation threshold. Therefore, the total stage movement is a 

summation of all local responses, and each diode contributing to the overall response 

without affecting its neighboring diodes.
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APPENDIX H 
 

EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS: 

In order to determine heat transfer into composites, an equation to model-specific 

heat as a function of GNP loading was needed. At low GNP loading (less than the 

percolation threshold), stacks of graphene plates are isolated from each other and do not 

form a continuous network. Therefore, the rule of mixtures was used [equation (H1)] to 

calculate specific heat (cp) for composites using ~1.46 kJ/kgK for cPDMS and 

~0.5 kJ/kgK for cGNP.  

 %
100 1 %

100  (H1) 

To evaluate relationships between GNP loading and efficiency, one end of the composite 

strip was fixed. A 100 g weight was hung from the other end. Initial length was recorded, 

and the strip exposed to an IR source. Due to pre-strain induced from the weighted end, 

composite strips contracted upon IR exposure. This setup was repeated for GNP loadings 

from 0 to 2 wt%. Using previously determined cp values, heat transfer (Q) and work (W) 

were calculated using ∆  and  respectively.  
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APPENDIX I 
 

TESTING SEQUENCES: 

In order to characterize nanopositioner response to various composite GNP 

loadings, thicknesses, and types of positioning diodes, a series of automated tests were 

conducted. These tests and associated settings were incorporated into the LabVIEW 

software discussed previously, which handled all sequencing and data logging. Types of 

tests included (1) determining the maximum displacement possible for a given 

diode/composite combination, (2) determining the percent contribution to this maximum 

displacement from each diode, (3) measuring stage displacement accuracy and resolution 

(in automatic control mode) to a sequence of ordered commands, (4) long-term 

composite degradation testing, (5) nanopositioner response at various vacuum levels, and 

(6) composite thermal efficiency testing. Steps are listed below. 

(1) MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT TEST: 

a) Set control mode to manual (turns off PID loop). 

b) Zero stage and wait for steady state conditions (120 s typically). 

c) Shift to control mode to automatic (turns on PID loop), set command position 
value of 0 µm. 

d) Initiate data recording. 

e) Log 120 s of data at command position 0 µm. 

f) Turn all three positive x axis diodes to 100% duty cycle. 

g) Wait for stage to achieve maximum displacement position (180 s typically). 

h) Secure data recording.
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i) Resume automatic control mode with command position of 0 µm. 

j) Secure test.  

k) Repeat steps (a) thru (j) for –x displacement, +y displacement, and –y 
displacement. 

(2) INDIVIDUAL DIODE DISPLACEMENT TEST: 

a) Set control mode to manual (turns off PID loop). 

b) Zero stage and wait for steady state conditions (120 s typically). 

c) Initiate data recording. 

d) Log 60 s of data with all diodes 0% duty cycle. 

e) Set diode D1A to 100% duty cycle. 

f) Wait for stage to achieve maximum displacement position (60 s typically). 

g) Secure data recording. 

h) Set diode D1A to 0% duty cycle. 

i) Secure test. 

j) Repeat steps (a) thru (i) for all 12 positioning diodes.  

(3) SEQUENCE TEST: 

a) Set control mode to manual (turns off PID loop). 

b) Zero stage and wait for steady state conditions (120 s typically). 

c) Shift to control mode to automatic (turns on PID loop), set command position 
value of 0 µm. 

d) Initiate data recording. 

e) Log 120 s of data at command position 0 µm. 

f) Set command position to desired displacement.  

g) Wait 20 s. 

h) Repeat steps (f) thru (g) for each desired stage position. 

i) Set command position to 0 µm. 

j) Wait 120 s. 

k) Secure data recording. 

l) Secure test.  

(4) LONG-TERM COMPOSITE DEGRADATION (CYCLING) TEST: 

a) Select test axis (x or y). 

b) Initiate data recording. 
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c) Run specified number of loops, each loop consisted of: 

i. Run maximum displacement test.  

ii. Shift to control mode to automatic (turns on PID loop). 

iii. Set command position value of 0 µm. 

iv. Wait time (typically 20 s).  

v. Set command position to desired displacement.  

vi. Wait time (typically 20 s). 

vii. Repeat (iii) thru (vi) 250 times. 

d) Set command position to 0 µm. 

e) Secure data recording. 

f) Secure test.  

 (5) VACUUM TEST: 

a) Place nanopositioner in vacuum chamber and set desired pressure. 

b) Allow 10 min stabilization/degas time.  

c) Set control mode to manual (turns off PID loop). 

d) Zero stage. 

e) Initiate data collection.  

f) Pretest stabilization delay (180 s typical). 

g) Set x axis to +100% (full duty cycle on all three positive positioning diodes). 

h) Wait time (180s). 

i) Set x axis to 0% (all didoes off). 

j) Wait time (300 s). 

k) Set x axis to –100% (full duty cycle on all three negative diodes) 

l) Wait time (180 s). 

m) Set x axis to 0% (all didoes off) 

n) Post-test stabilization delay (180 s typical). 

o) Secure data recording. 

(6) COMPOSITE THERMAL EFFICIENCY TEST: 

a) Cut 6 mm by 50 mm by 210 um thick composite test strip. 

b) Fix one end of strip, hang 100 g weight to the other end. 

c) Allow to stabilize for 60 s. 

d) Record initial length. 

e) Expose to IR light for 120 s. 
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f) Record change in length. 

g) Attach thermocouple to center of strip. 

h) Allow to stabilize for 60 s. 

i) Record temperature. 

j) Secure IR illumination. 

k) Secure data testing. 
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